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Editorial

2006:7A
“If you hate a person,
you hate something in
him that is part of yourself. What isn’t part of
ourselves doesn’t disturb
us.

»

- Hermann Hesse

“Be careful. Journalism
is more addictive than
crack cocaine. Your life

can get out of balance.

»

- Dan Rather

“Cheers to a new year
and another chance for
us to get it right.”

- Oprah Winfrey

“T was walking down the
street with my friend and
he said ‘I hear music,’ as
though there’s any other
way to take it in. “You're
not special. That’s how
I receive it too... I tried
to taste it, but i
it did not
work. bb)

- Mitch Hedberg

“Crime does not pay ...
as well as politics. ”

Year

Kudos to you if youre reading this editorial.
‘That means you're either near completion of another semester at UTSC, or, you've
snuck into the school from another campus
to get some studying done. The latter may

in

Review

came together to celebrate the Winter Olympics
in Torino, Italy. It was a show-stopping event,
and every two years countries from around the
globe showcase their best athletes waiting for a
spot on the podium to proudly sing their national
anthem.
Perhaps Italy was still pumped from the
Olympic spirit, as the Italians took home the
hardware at this year’s World Cup. Thousands
partied on the streets the day Italy won, proving
that whether you were a soccer aficionado or a
just a regular Joe off the street, soccer gives everyone the excuse to climb a traffic light without
being arrested.
Women around the world raised their
glasses to toast Michelle Bachelet, the first female
to become the President of Chile, while they
honoured the life and times offemale activist and
author of the Feminist Mystique Betty Friedan
who passed away at the age of85.
In Canada, we as a nation grieved at the
Dawson College shootings, as we tried to find an
answer as to why our classmates and peers lash
out in such violent ways.
It's tragic, but sometimes things end
violently.
Anyone want to play a game of Hang-

deserve an extra kudos because you've actually
managed to escape the wrath of the student
card checkers.
In a matter of four weeks we will all
be able to bust out our flannel pajamas with
snowflakes (don't deny it, everyone has a pair)
and curl up on the couch watching our favourite holiday movies.
Or perhaps, you will join the masses
of ruthless soccer moms and vengeful grandparents clawing their way to the last Tickle Me
Elmo, or whatever overpriced and overrated
toys children in North America are clamoring
over.
If you're one of the lucky few, come
the end of the exam period you may be on a
plane to Varadero, Cuba to soak up the sun.
When you return, there will be - 25 degree
weather and 30 inches of snow. But, at least
you can shovel with a golden tan.
Perhaps you can put footage of your
vacation up on Youtube. The website gets
God knows how many hits a day (from ‘The man?
Saddam Hussein has been sentenced to
Underground office alone) and was bought by
Google this year for $ 1.65 billion dollars U.S. death by hanging. Some may argue the former
Yup, that’s billion dollars a la Dr. Evil’s pinky dictator of Iraq deserves such a brutal end, while
others debate the ethical issues surrounding
finger.
Thanks to Youtube we were able to government-approved executions.
While we bicker about the end of
watch footage from the wars in Afghanistan
and Iraq that would make Peter Mansbridge Hussein's life, we must remember those who
cry out for Mommy. Technology may have have left us this year.
Many of the world’s most influential
evened the scales of war media coverage, but
Harper's Conservative government, elected in people have died including female leader and
2006, is trying to do everything it can to limit member of the Civil Right Movement, Coretta
such coverage.
Scott King; broadcast journalist Ed Bradley; and
Little to no contact with the media TV mogul who created such shows as Love Boat
may be benefiting you now Mr. Harper, but and everybody's favourite, Beverly Hills 90210,
limiting the media’s access to your govern- Aaron Spelling.
But come January first, please add: “no
ment just gives them more incentive to find
more watching 90210 reruns on Metropolis”
scandal.
Our neighbours to the South tried to to the long list of 2007 resolutions. Scrap that,
cover many political gaffs this year. Who could maybe this year we should make the resolution
forget when Dick Cheney shot Harry Whit- to not have one. For once, we may be able to
tington, a friend and campaign contributor, stick to our guns.
As 2006 comes to an end, some are sad
during a weekend quail hunt in Texas. The
move provided much fodder for Jon Stewart to see it go, others are glad to say goodbye.
But as Miss O. Winfrey says, “Cheers to a new
and his colleagues on the Daily Show.
While the world came together to year and another chance for us to get it right.” So
point and laugh at Cheney’s stupidity, we also take the steps and make it right.

ARalne

- Alfred E. Newman
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Borrowing Sounds
Wanna get your hands on a copy of the
latest Peaches disc?
Skip over HMV and_ head
straight to your
Library (TPL).

local Toronto

Public

tion with two concerts, the first being
held at the Toronto North York Central
library featuring an all Blocks Recording
Club artists lineup on Nov. 4 including
Final Fantasy, Ninja High School, Hank,

A CD collection featuring all
of your favourite hog town artists has
been launched by the library. With a few
clicks of amouse and swipe ofa card, the
very best of Toronto's indie music scene
can be in your possession, well, until the
discs are due back.
The music was donated by
downtown music store Soundscapes, but

with so many local musicians, how do
you decide who makes the cut?
“Tt was important the artists
chosen be diverse because Toronto is
such a diverse city,” said Lisa Heggum,
the youth collections librarian and coordinator of the project.
The collection features everyone
from Somalian born rapper K’naan, to
Toronto indie popster’s the Hidden
Cameras, to former Blue Rodeo member
Bob Wiseman.
The TPL kicked off the collec-

Bob Wiseman and the Creeping Nobodies.
What's it like playing in the
library? Surprisingly, according to Blocks
co-founder Steve Kado and Ninja High
School member, the acoustics aren’t bad
and he'd like to play there again sometime.
He supports the project but
would like to see the library branch offer
the collection

on other mediums,

like

vinyl.

Heggum said the collection will
continue to grow and it is “getting the
library talked about in communities
were it isnt normally.”
The other concert, happened
on Nov. 18 at the Toronto Reference
Library and featured the Old Soul, Great
Lake Swimmers, Elliot Brood, LAL and
Shad.
The project, she hopes, will in-

spire young Toronto musicians trying to
etch their way into the local music scene.
She said it makes being a musician “feel
more real” and accomplishable.
Bands who wanted to play the
shows but didn’t get a chance to do so
should sit tight. Heggum says other
library concerts may be on their way.
As the project continues to grow, there

may even be a concert in Scarborough.
She says the inaugural concert locations
were downtown because it was easier for
concert-goers to access and they wanted
to “make it as much of a party as possible.”
But who does Heggum recommend from the collection?
Well,

ence hosted by UTSC.
LIVE, which stands for Leading
Innovative Visions to Execution, kicked
off on Nov. 9 at the Holiday Inn on King
St., in downtown Joronto.
According to the site, “LIVE
brings together the brightest and most
ambitious undergraduate business students from across Canada. Built around
an intense competition, LIVE allows
delegates the opportunity
to prove
themselves — nationally.”
Students from Simon
Fraser
University in British Columbia, to Acadia University in Nova Scotia forked
over a delegate fee of
$150 to attend the
conference, which included all meals, social activities and hotel accommodations.
Over the course of the two days, delegates
attended workshops and sessions featuring a wide range of guest speakers from
fhe professional community.
The conference also included the
2006

Corporate

Connections

Evening,

which was held at the Rotman School
of Management. The networking event
hosted 40 of Canada’s top companies,
and featured a keynote speech from Phil
Sorgen, President of Microsoft Canada.
Conference
co-chair
and
founder,
Deepthi Guttikonda said the University

4

of Toronto curriculum was really outdated compared to schools like Queen’s
University or York Schulich’s School of
Business.

“There are few courses that promote practical skills,” said Guttikonda.
She also said although having
a co-op option provides students with
excellent hands-on training, the LIVE

based on Excel spreadsheets, with less
emphasis on creative strategy.”

doors.

without having high expectations.

was newly conceptualized.
“Very few corporations wanted
to jump on board,” said Lilly. “It was also
a fairly sizable budget if you considered
the costs of hotel, food, marketing, AV,
and other expenses.”

Fortunately for Guttikonda and
Lilly, several companies did jump aboard.
Toyota Canada, Sun Microsystems, and
Microsoft Canada were among some of

the sponsors who LIVE roped in, along
with Scotiabank as the title sponsor.
Vaseem Baig, a fourth year

“If you go [to the conference]

with high expectations, youre setting
yourself up for disappointment,” said
Baig, who was pleasantly surprised to
‘The LIVE executive committee,

positive.

“There were so many

envisioned them.
“We were nervous about running the event for the first time,” said

Guttikonda. “But the project was our
baby. There’s a part of you that wants to
believe it will work out regardless — and

= Abbas Somiji
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RealTrax™ ring tunes
Week of November 13
Chain Hang Low (Kids)
- Jibbs

It's Okay (One Blood)
- The Game

Lips of an Angel
- Hinder

Money In The Bank
- Lil’ Scrappy

Money Maker (Pharrell Chorus)
- Ludacris (feat Pharrell),

My Love
- Justin Timberlake

Sexy Back
- Justin Timberlake

Shortie Like Mine
- Bow Wow

Smack That
- Akon

White & Nerdy
- Weird Al Yankovic

Text "PLAY" to 4800 on your Rogers wireless
phone to download your favourite ring tunes today.

instances

of déja vu,” said Guttikonda, who
couldn't help but notice how many parts
of the event were executed just as she had

management student was a delegate at
the LIVE conference. Baig said “|The
conference] was a good opportunity for

a representative

particularly the co-chairs, said the feedback from the conference has been very

it did.”

Bicycles,

== Vanessa Larkey

conference can potentially open a lot of

ers was a major hurdle because the idea

the

torontopubliclibrary.ca/uni_loc_mus_

people to come together, to work together
in a cross-selectional team. However, too
much of the conference was numerically

have a meeting with
from Scotiabank.

loves

index.jsp

Baig agreed that for its first time,
the conference had minor flaws that
could easily be corrected for next year.
He said that if he had the opportunity
to attend the event again, he would, but

“LIVE puts the campus on the
map,” said Guttikonda who noted that
certain companies are reluctant to hire
students from UTSC over the aforementioned competing schools.
It’s been a long 18-month journey for Guttikonda and her co-chair,
Kara Lilly. Selling the idea to stakehold-

she

Final Fantasy and the Old Soul, but says
the collection is filled with excellent local talent.
Check out the TPL website for
more details.

UTSC’s Biz Community Goes LIVE
“We push students to think big, and to
realize big dreams.”
Thats one of the sales pitches
mentioned on the website for LIVE, a
two-day cross-country business confer-

.
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No Halal Food
at UTSC... Yet

SCSU’s New Additions
They have been at UTSC for less than
a semester, but the SCSU’s two newest first-year reps have already become
familiar — first-hand — with the issues
they want to work on.
“T find that I end up walking around looking for study space.
I spend time doing that more than
actually studying,” said Shazwan
Mohammed Khan, who got 59 votes
from his fellow froshies.
“Even the study spaces that
you find, people are always talking...so hopefully we can get more

sentatives feel about their experience
with the SCSU?
“My first taste was a pretty

study rooms around here, even some

ing which candidates had won, it
had seemed as if there would be no

group study rooms,” said the 18-yearold co-op management student.
Khan’s fellow representative
has a few ideas of her own.
“The cafeteria is closed on
weekends, which doesn’t really make

sense...the only thing that’s open on
the weekends

is Tim

Hortons

[and

A&W,” said Ruby Lau, who is studying co-op management and came in
third place behind Khan with 50
votes.
Lau was ratified as the second
first year rep after another candidate
was disqualified by the fall elections
committee.

Halal meat on campus almost became a
reality in July of 2006 but, bureaucratic
red tape has held up the process.
Initially, a vendor approached
Guy Brisebois, the SCSU’s business
manager, with plans to open a hot dog
stand at UTSC. The vendor agreed to
sell Halal meat products, and the cart
was to be set up in front of the Student
Centte.
The proposed venture was
brought to UTSC president John Freedman, who supports the idea but has yet
to give his approval.
The cart could be expensive.
There are issues of heat, waterlines and
electricity. And that’s besides the fact the
venture has to be approved by the Food

bitter taste,” said Khan. “Hopefully
the rest of the SCSU is not as disorganized as the election was...the election

was pretty badly done.”
Members of the fall elections

committee responded to requests for
interviews, but were not commenting

on the elections.
Since the SCSU

and board

of directors initially voted down the
elections committee’s report, outlinfirst year reps for the 2006-2007 year.
However, the results were adopted
more

than a week later at an emer-

gency board of directors meeting.
Due to the delayed approval

and

that is traditionally given to first year
reps, having missed a $6,000 weekend

retreat — partly designed to allow new
directors to become familiarized with
The SCSU’s annual general
meeting, on Novy. 15 had members
vote to remove the organization's elec-

The two representatives said

tions policy, until the spring elections

they plan to bring these issues to the
SCSU’s board ofdirectors.
So, having gone through the
elections process, how do these repre-

are held in 2007, when a new version

Shazwan Mohammed Khan - one of two
SCSU first year representative talks about
the expensive cost of parking at UTSC.

will be adopted.
=

Kevin Kwok Wong

One, Two, Skip a Few
SCSU Recounts Election Results
The SCSU intially threw out election
results for first-year reps claiming
ballot counting was flawed. Such a
move would have left UTSC without
first-year representation on its student
union’s board this year.
The SCSU BOD chose to
throw out the election results entirely
and deny the positions to all candidates.
“There were issues with the elections
policy and following the process,”
SCSU_ chairperson Susie Vavrusa
said.
She referred to election regulations that bar appeals from disqualified candidates after three days.
The candidates who initally
won,

Sajjad Jafri as

a Management

Director and Zuhair Syed for firstyear rep, were disqualified from the
election. Jafri broke election regulations after receiving an illegal club
endorsement,

providing

advertising

copy for the club endorsement, and
posting campaign posters that had
not been stamped individually by the
Elections Committee as required.
Syed was disqualified for
receiving a club endorsement and for
participating in a campaign where he
also recommended fellow candidate,
Sean Kanjijal, for the other management position. These violations led to

|900Z
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disqualifications, therefore allowing
third-place ranking candidates Ruby
Lau and Sean Kanjilal to director
positions.

Syed and Jafri raised issues
with the three-day appeal deadline as
their disqualification notices came too
late.
The BOD voted again at the
emergency BOD meeting on Noy.
14. The directors voted to accept the
election results, minus the disqualified
candidates.
A close vote ofsix against five
saw Ruby Lau and Shazwan Khan
installed as first-year reps, Alex Ousti-

nov and Sean Kanjilal as management
directors and Racine Mandradge as
the social sciences director.
“Show me one example,” said
Rob Wulkan,

SCSU’s vice president

Beverages

Department,

and Jack

Martin, the director of Hospitality and
Retail Services before making its way to
Freedman.
“It’s in the process of getting
approved by the administration,” said
Senthooran Uruthiralingam, the SCSU’s

of the election results, Lau and Khan
have missed out ona taste ofthe SCSU

the organization and its processes.

1.06

vice president external.

Uruthiralingam says that alternatively, Aramark would be “the best
people to provide quality halal food on
campus.
“They have numerous food stations and they should be able to provide
the students with halal food,” he said. “It
is not acceptable...there’s roughly about
1500 to 2000 Muslim students on campus, and out of ten thousand students it
is a big amount, so it is significant that
Aramark should provide to this group.”
He says another reason that
Aramark is the ideal candidate is because
they have a separate refrigeration space,
which addresses the worry of cross
contamination of Halal food with that
which is not Halal.
Aramark did attempt to sell
Halal food some time back, but few
students knew about it then and it was
not a profitable venture. Since then,
800 students petitioned for Halal food,
organized by the Muslim Students Association (MSA), bringing to Aramark’s

attention that there were at least 800
potential customers.
“Everyone can eat Halal food,
not just Muslims,” said Jenna Hossack,
SCSU’s vice president of students and
% ‘

fs
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Ruby Lau, also elected as an SCSU first
year representative shares her two cents
about the lack of avaliable food outlets
that are open during weekends at UTSC.
Photos by Louis Tam

of academics, “where the election
New social sciences director,
results were affected by any problems Racine Mandradge, expressed displeawith following the process.”
sure with the uncertainty of her position
Wulkan challenged claims of and relief that it had been secured.
improper ballot counting noting that
“T ran a clean campaign and
votes were counted correctly even if won my position,” she said during the
the total number of ballots received emergency board meeting. “Throwing
were inconsistently tabulated.
out my votes is undemocratic.”
Following the acceptance of
Following the decision to accept
the four candidates as representatives,
the elections, she said, “I feel very good.
SCSU directors Mustafa Jilani and I think justice was done.”
Madiha Vaid called for reconsideration
of the decision, and were rejected.
le Ibrahim Ng

equity.
On Nov. 9, Hossack hosted
a UTSC hearing, led by the Canadian
Federation of Students task force on the
needs of Muslim students. The students
raised the Halal food concern.

Students brought up problems
of having to stay on campus the whole
day without having access to food they
can eat. Vegetarian food is not an option

either, because it is prepared alongside
food that is not Halal.
But, Hossack offers words of
advice for students campaigning for

Halal food options.
“Be persistent, so that it doesn’t
get forgotten about or become less of a
priority. Keep talking about it. Keep asking questions. Keep making it an issue.”
==

Fathima Feroze
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Students Concerns for the Next Liberal Leader
The race is on as the Liberal leadership can-

didates charge through the country securing
delegate votes for the convention that is just
around the corner.
“(The Liberal) party could be choos-

ing the next leader that could run the country
in the next couple of months,” said Stephen
Clarkson, political economy professor at the
University of Toronto.
With a poll by Decima Research in
early Noy. showing that Alberta is the last remaining Tory supporter at 31 per cent

ally and

nation-

the Liberals leading support over the

Tories in every other region of the country at
28 per cent nationally, according to the Nov. 8
Toronto Star article titled, “Tories trail Liberals
everywhere — almost” making this convention
even more important to the Liberal candidates
and supporters.

The convention will be held in Montreal on Dec. 2 and 3. Several thousand Liberal supporters including riding associations,
women’s associations and Young Liberal clubs
will cast their votes that will decide who will be
the next leader.
Replacing Paul Martin, the next leader
is hoped to strengthen the party leading them
to the next federal election and winning.
The leading four candidates are:

Michael Ignatieff, Bob Rae, Stéphane Dion
and Gerard Kennedy.
In a survey of 20 students from diverse
backgrounds and programs at the University of

our planet this century. We must commit
to coming as close as possible to achievin
Canada’s Kyoto objectives for 2012, aa
establish firm targets for subsequent peri-

ods.”

Former Minister of the Environment in the last Liberal government, Dion,

says, “...for the good of the country and
the good of the planet, I will stand up as
prime minister and fight climate change.”
Dion

says

ie aims

to

achieve

the Kyoto target in 2012. His plans also
ine energy and climate, cleaner air,
water, health and environment, innovation
and commercial plans, plan for aboriginals,
and nature protection.
Lastly, Kennedy also wants to meet
the Kyoto commitment by “make(ing)
Canada a clean energy super power by
2020... creating very specific mandatory
requirements for business, incentives for
hybrid cars,

and

achievements

towards

environmentally proven alternative fuels.”
Afghanistan:
Ignatieff,

who

supports

the

extension

of Canadian troops till 2009, says in his
address to Saint John Board of Trade that
Harpers government needs to stick with
the Liberal agenda.
“We are there

serving

Afghan

Toronto Scarborough, the top three concerns
for students were education and tuition, environment and Canadian troops in Afghanistan.

Afghan mission ... (but) the conservatives

The leading candidates had ia to say:

mission, Ignatieff says.

Education

& Tuition:

“If you get the grades, you get to go,”
said Ignatieff, former Liberal MP for Etbicoke, on his website, michaelignatieff.

ca.

“No student will be left behind
on account of their financial or family
circumstances,” says Ignatieff, if he were
to become leader.
Rae, former NDP Premier of
Ontario, says, “Every qualified student
should have access to college and university. No one should be loaded down
with debts they can’t afford.”
Dion, former Minister of the
Environment ofCanada, says he proposes such initiatives as the Interdisciplinary
Sustainability Fund. The initiative is to
create an envelope of funding which will
be available to students, researchers and
graduate students.
Yet for Kennedy, former Education Minister in Ontario, he says, “...no

matter where you live in this country,
I think you should have access to your
otential. We've talked about this before,
ie what I would do is commit to very
Tees targets that would prove that
that’s taking place.”
Environment:

“Saving our environment is the most serious bread and butter issue of our time”
says Ignatieff on his website.
According to Ignatieff, he will
ensure a strategy for clean air and water,
to become global leaders in protecting
and restoring biodiversity and to reduce
Canada’s greenhouse gas emissions by 50
per cent or more by 2050.

Rae, who puts his focus on climate change, says, climate change is the
gravest environmental challenge facing

6

needs... I supported the renewal of the
must remain consistent with the Liberal

According to the Toronto Star
article “Where Liberals Stand” on Sept.
21, this includes a balance between the
reconstruction, humanitarian and human
security components.
Rae on the other hand says

Michael Ignatieff, Liberal Leadership Candidate. Sachin Aggarwal.
(2006).

Canada’s policy on Afghanistan needs to

be reassessed and evaluated.
“This does not mean

Canada

should abandon Afghanistan. But we
need to approach our policy on the basis of
at least hee criteria: Is it working? Is it
consistent with our experience of what can

work? And is it balanced?” Rae says.
For Dion, “I support the participa-

tion of Canadian troops in Afghanistan...

(But) I believe that it is the responsibility

of parliament to deliberate carefully on if
cade we send our troops into harm’s
way to preserve peace.”
eeeds who has made the Afghanistan issue a key one, wrote an article
in the Toronto Star titled “It’s time for a
new strategy on Afghanistan” on Sept. 1,
saying, Sustainable
peace in Afghanistan

cannot be achieved
alone.”

According

three crises for

he

Gerard Kennedy, Liberal
Leadership Candidate.

by military operation

to Kennedy, there are
Afghanistan: opium, devel-

Stéphane Dion, Liberal
Leadership Candidte.

opment and security. And that the first two
need to be solved first before security can.

Despite their differing or similar

positions, and whether you agree or dis-

Work on Campus - Earn $10/hour!

agree, one thing is for sure, one candidate
will be the next leader after the conven-

tion. And with roughly one-third of all
delegates as youth delegates, according to

Young Liberals of Canada, students have a

large voice in who will be that next Liberal

leader.

“(Furthermore) this convention is particu-

larly ees

because nobody can tell

who will win,”

Professor Clarkson says.

= Emily Hunter
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The Responsible Gambling Council (RGC) is looking for students with great
:
x
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A
interpersonal skills to assist with Know the Score, an interactive awareness
program designed to prevent gambling-related problems among young
adults.

The program will visit University of Toronto Scarborough campus from
January 22 - 25. Students must be available to attend a paid training
session on Sunday, January 21st from 11 am - 2 pm.
Apply online before January 12, 2007 at www.knowthescore.ca/on/jobs.cfm
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Plans itmas Hloobers

A
Photo by Kyle Macpherson

Like gymnasts and guitar players, hula
hoopers must develop some serious
stomach calluses. And the injuries don’t
end there. Toronto hooper, Sadie Yancey,
says she’s gotten stomach, neck, and face
bruises from swinging her hoop.
Although a dangerous past time,
hula hooping is picking up speed in the
Toronto underground scene, in what
some call hooping’s second revolution.
All kinds of people are getting hooked
on the hoop; clubbers, hippies, dancers,
and even soccer moms.
“Hooping can have a big impact
on the world at large...it brings people
together and anyone can do it,” says

the garage of Richard Knerr and Arthur
Melin in 1948. The founders of WhamO Inc. got their whimsical name from

Philo Hagen,

started throwing hee into the audience during their shows, says Hagen.
The second revolution spawned

But hooping always gets a much more
playful, happy reaction from people.
“Sometimes when little old men
see me with my hoop they just point and

different kinds of hooping and created a

smile and do a little hooping shimmy

one

of the founders

of

Hooping.org.
Although tracing history back to
find the inventor of the hoop is literally
akin to finding the inventor ofthe wheel,
_ Egypt is one of the first places noted
to play with hoops on the ground
about 3 000 years ago. Adding
hula to the hoop came from

sailors in the 18" century
visiting Hawaii and
noticing similarities
between
their
dancing and
hooping.
In en-

bets

the sound their first toy made when it
hit something, the sling shot. Next came
the Frisbee, and then the Hula Hoop
trumped

them

both. Inspired by kids

in Australia using bamboo rings as toys,
Knerr

and

Melin

launched

the Hula

Hoop in 1958.
25 million were sold in four
months says wham-o.com.
The second revolution of hooping can actually be traced back to a

relatively unknown band, String Cheese
Incident. A 90s jam-band, these guy

massive hooping scene in San Francisco,

where Hagen lives.
Hooping.org gets about 10,000
readers a week says Hagen, who's been
hooping and running the site for four
years.

“We

just

combined

all the

info floating around on the internet
about hooping and it basically became
the source for all things hooping,” says

site,” Hagen laughs. Hagen uses the hoop
as an extra element when he dances,
which seems to be the most common
kind of hooper.

Belly dancer and U of T student,
Sadie Yancey says hooping has actually
made her worse at belly dancing. As a
dancer for four years she mainly uses
a belly dancing hip circle move going
counter clockwise when hooping.
“Now when I belly dance I can’t

go the opposite way,” Yancey says.
She says a lot of people don't
know how to react to dancing in public,

if they should be serious or laughing.

motion.

It's much

better

than

being

grumpy and just passing people by in the

“Basically I went into the forest
near my
‘Tm not
get this
Wet: me

house with a hoop and I said
coming out of here until I can
hoop around my neck’, and it
about 20 minutes,” Tidby says.
He says the trick to hooping

is just body memorization; doing each
move as slowly as you can and build up
speed. He uses the hoop outside of his
body as much as he is inside the hoop. A

self-proclaimed bad dancer, Tidby uses
the hoop instead of having to bust any
kind of awkward moves on the dance
floor.
“It’s different than dancing
because you have a prop which acts as a

shield. It’sabit of a distraction, so you're
not quit as exposed,” Yancey says.
Hooping in B.C has become
more popular amongst the mainstream
crowd, even going so far as being taught
in gyms. hires Gilee founder of Hoop

street, Yancey says.

Play in Vancouver

The Toronto hooping scene is
slowly building momentum. During the
summer a group of hoopers congregate

hooping workshops and classes since
January 2006. She says her parents have
been *‘spreading the hoop vibe” by getting their seniors’ fitness class in on the
hooping trend.
Although there are no gyms

around Cherry Beach. Although Yancey,
who is from Virginia, says Torontonians

has been teaching

Hagen. He has readers from as far away

are a lot colder to trying new things and
approaching one and other.
No matter how small, she loves

as Australia and Belgium.

the openness of the hooping community

hooping community on Tribe.net where

to sharing. Every once in awhile she'll
leave her hoop somewhere and someone
will pick it up, run off and play with it,
and then bring it back to her.

hoopers can arrange to meet up with
other hoopers and do what they do best;

Every Sunday, a group ofhoopers takes over a park in San Francisco
to share tricks and mingle with other

hoopers. All kinds of people are drawn
_ to the hoop.
.
“The hippie hooper
probably never would
have

started
web-

“I like that my hoop can go on
adventures without me,” Yancey says.
New Brunswick hooper, Andrew

Tidby says a lot of east coat hooping is
done at music festivals. That’s how he
got interested in hooping in April 2006.

currently

in Toronto

teaching

hoop-

ing, there is a budding online Toronto

hoop it up.
Check out Andrew Tidby al

ing the-underground.ca
Dayna

Boyer

'
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Director Dives Into Shark Fim

none other than one of the most feared

Islands, Stewart gota first-hand account
of how shark finning has morphed one
of the ocean's deadliest predators into
prey.
“Virtually everyone can get a
boat and shark fin,” says Stewart, who
graduated from Western University.
“It’s so cheap and easy to do.”
According to D. Dudley Wil-

ocean predators -- a shark.
“Pye spent so much

liams, a marine biology professor at the
University of Toronto, approximately

t almost

seemed

like

he was

patting a dog on the belly, as if
it were an old friend. But Rob

Stewart's friend isn’t your typical
four-legged, domestic companion. Stewart dives hundreds of
feet underwater to meet his finned pal.

At five feet long, Stewart's buddy is

underwater,

I began

to

time

understand

100 million sharks are killed annually.

sharks,” says Stewart, director of anew
documentary called, Sharkwater.
In the opening scene of the
documentary, featured at this year's

Many experts argue that this
dramatic decrease in shark populations
is linked to the practice of shark fin-

Toronto International Film Festival,
Stewart uses a patting technique that
puts the sharks into a trance, which
makes them docile.
Stewart, 26, who has spent a
large portion of his life diving, turned
his fascination with sharks into passion
to combat the practice of shark finning
around the world.
Shark finning is the process
where long lining entraps or kills sharks,

“Some populations have
declined by 95 per cent in 15 years,”
says Peter Knights, executive director of
WildAid.
WildAid is a non-profit organization that works to end the illegal
trading of animals.
According to Knights, the

then they are taken up on a ship. While
onboard, most sharks have their fins
cut off and then the rest of their bodies

are tossed overboard - whether they are
alive or not.
While working as an underwater photographer in the Galapagos

ning.

Basking, Great White and Whale sharks

are threatened species.
Stewart says a healthier shark
may take up to two days to die at the
bottom of the ocean once it has been
finned.
.
But this hasn't stopped poachers from finning sharks.
“The shark fin industry has
boomed since 1986 when China started

Facts
e

There is still no international ban on shark finning. But you can support |
WildAid (wildaid.org)
Shark Trust (sharktrust.org)

Shark Project (sharkproject.org)
All photos are the property of Sharkwater Proc

TER

g Issue in New Documentary
rading with the rest of the world and
he word got out that sharks meant

noney,” Stewart says.
Although

nd

bought

shark fins are sold

mostly

in China,

Also, there are other ways in
which sharks populations are being
effected. For instance, sharks are accidentally caught in other fisheries, killed

the

out of fear for human safety, part of a

lemand has also increased in countries

dietary staple, and used for medicines

ike Japan, Singapore and Taiwan, ac-

or health supplements.

iording to Knights.
National Geographic’s webite
sstimates that shark fins retail up to

“Sharks are one of the most
misunderstood animals in the world,”

3880 US per pound. One reason the
ndustry is profitable is because dried
hark fins do not need refrigeration.

‘The fins are primarily used for
hark fin soup and are a high ranking
lelicacy. Typically used at banquets
ind weddings, fins are being eaten by

he wealthy because some believe they
}epresent the ‘emperor's food.’
However, the demand for shark

fins may result in the extinction ofshark

Stewart says.
He also said some of the biggest myths about sharks include that
they are man-eating killing machines
who attack humans.
“There are no actual shark
attacks, it’s more like a shark-mistake,”

Stewart says.“Every year maybe five
people die from blood loss from mistaken bites ... because sharks really
don’t eat people.”
So

mistakes

can

be

made

}pecies in 20 years, said the executive
Hirector of WildAid.
“The few places in the world

even by one of the oldest species on
the planet, but Stewart says “We can

lvhere sharks are supposed to be pro-

longevity is in question.”

ected, they are under siege from shark
poachers, Knights said.

Cocos

According to Knights the
Island and the Galapagos are

marine reserves to some of the highest
populations of sharks in the world. But
these places are home to illegal opera-

learn much from sharks when our own
In fact, Williams

sharks

were around some 400 million years
ago, Williams says.
Sharkwater

April 2007.

ves that thrive on the fins of sharks,

whether protected or not.

says sharks

are even older than dinosaurs.
“Ancestors of modern

== Emily Hunter
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Playing with Parodies at UTSC
Ridiculing mainstream classics with a distinctive
modern twist best describes the Drama Society’s

stole from Denina while her back was turned. The

It was mere bickering between a married couple, played

performance succeeded in getting laughter out of

presentation of Act One, Seen

the audience and deservedly so. Yet, the two distinct
accents
Langdon
and
Mandrozos chose to use
made it difficult to un-

by Kiki Sedaridis and Henry Wong. Unfortunately, |
didn’t buy it. Call it poor acting, a weak script, or simply
the lack of chemistry between the two. To

Too (AOST).

It was

an evening of laughter, foul language,
quick improv, and the occasional slip
up.
This year’s AOST was made
up of nine short plays, both written
and performed by UTSC students.

top it off, they chose the dreadful Dawson’s
Creek song, which just added salt to the

derstand everything they

wound. The moral of the story: women
have incredible imagination, and gentle-

said. No less, it didn’t
matter. The outrageousness of the skit made up
for inaudible content.
Happily Ever After
portrayed the constant

The majority of comedic performances
delivered the goods. There was the
exception of other performances that
tried to tackle more serious content
but didn’t quite make the cut. Here's
a look at some of the plays:
The evening began with Phil-

struggle

men, if you dont provide sufficient answers
their minds will wander to the worst pos-

sible scenario.
For such an obvious message, the story

of a relation-

ship. It spanned over
the course of two scenes.

One half was performed

lipa and Denina, performed by Jon
Langdon and Jon Mandrozos. The two
re-enact the typical life of two elderly
women just shooting the shit. The duo

during the first part of
the program and continued after intermission.

talked about laundry, Denina’s sooth-

ing music sounds, and Phillipa’s inability to cross
the street within reasonable time, all while Phillipa

For an evening of
short plays — some too good they should have went
on — this one I was glad to watch end, the first time.

should have played out much faster.
The Frog who would be Prince was about
a frog prince who comes to console the
frustrated Dana experiencing some boyfriend troubles.
The comedy played out well with only
one major glitch. As Dana explains to the
Frog the details of her break-up with her
boyfriend, she manages to whack the frog.
The blow was so hard it knocked the frog’s eyes right off
his head, literally. But leave it up to John Hollick, who

played the frog, and his exceptional improv skills to proceed without interruption.

Stating calmly, “I’m blind,”

as he swept the floor trying to find his eyes. The mishap,
which certainly would cause great distraction for many
actors, only resulted in laughter.
Unmentionable, oh Unmentionable. The concept
behind this skit was simple: two best friends, one straight
and one gay. As the lesbian friend puts the moves on
her unsuspecting straight friend, it quickly becomes an
awkward situation that slowly degenerates until 911 is
called.
Here’s the problem with this play. When an audience is expected to sit and watch comedy after comedy it’s
difficult to transition into the appropriate mood necessary
to watch something with greater substance. The result is
the audience has a tendency to laugh throughout the play

_

Fountain is a Fascinating Folly

The Fountain marks one of the rare times
I’ve left a theatre completely flabbergasted.
This wasn't because I didn’t understand the
movie; I was just unsure whether or not it was
. ek ie pes or a complete mess.
e movie isntan easy film that many
will like or even understand, but it’s definitely
a film that sticks with you. ‘This is the kind
of unique cinema that comes and goes in the
JoeTel exo)mp
oleruperteerebe-velem (oltmoyel ygetcattyce leetts
_ two days later while taking a shower.
The Fountain is a story of love, death,

- spirituality, spanning thousands of years
through three different time periods. ‘The
main story takes place in the present. Tom
Creo (Hugh Jackman) is a research scientist
trying to find a cure for cancer to save his
dying

wife

Isabel

Creo

(Rachel

Weisz).

Meanwhile, Isabel is writing a novel about a
conquistador (a 16th century Spanish soldier,
also played by Jackman) on a quest to find
a lost Mayan pyramid for his queen (also
played by Weisz). The third storyline is set
in the very distant future, with Jackman (still
playing the scientist) traveling through space
in a bubble-like vessel to a far-off nebula.

Director

Darren

Aranofsky

(Pi
BS
ns

(1998), Requiem for a Dream (2006)) deliv-

ers gorgeously designed visuals that make
even the silliest parts of the movie absorbing.
Sadly, Aranofsky decides to jump back and

forth between his three stories in a way that’s
disorienting and repetitive.
Attempting to celebrate a romance
that spans centuries, Aranofsky repeats certain scenes, lines and themes; but it comes

off more silly and monotonous than deep or
endearing.
Still, beyond the long-winded nature
of The Fountain there's a very engrossing
experience to be had and it’s really unlike any
other movie released in recent years.
Irs a trippy, hallucinogenic melodrama while simultaneously being an epic
exploration of the resilience of love and the
orbital nature of existence. Many people
will form a love-hate relationship with /he
Fountain. One way or another, it’s something
worth watching if only to make up your own
mind.
Matt Lehner

Photos by Rosalyn Solomon

when the matter is serious. It's a shame and takes away
from the performance. A rearrangement of the line-up
could have easily corrected this problem.
The Flintstones: Behind the Laughter ventured
into the sorted lives of the characters from the classic
cartoon. It played out in the form of VH1’s Behind the
Music. In fact, Behind the Laughter is actually taken from
a Simpson’ episode where the family portray themselves
as actors on the cartoon.
Far too long, and it simply tarnished the image
of an American classic. Ofall the ways to poke fun at our
American counterparts, this one was kind ofcheesy.
Credits will be given to Amelia Robinson who
played the attention-grabbing host. Also, Scarborough’s
Barney Rubble played by Jon Langdon was well done.
Langdon’s infamous giggle was contagious and identical
to Rubbles.
All in all, AOST is an entertaining way to spend
an evening at UTSC. Some plays will tickle your fancy,
while others will have you counting down the seconds
until the curtain falls.
=

Stefania Lamacchia

DARE
AAR EE

Diane Arbus loved to photograph the
unconventional - psychological and
physical abnormalities, and anything
else out of the norm.
One of her most famous photographs, Identical Twins features twin

Diane Arbus’s photograph. It takes the
viewer into a strange new world, much
like one of Arbus’s influences, Alice in
Wonderland.

sisters

dresses

proper use of the Lewis Carroll influence

-- one smiling and the other frowning.
Those familiar with the film, Zhe Shin-

through spectacular visual effects and
cinematography.
Arbus is clothed in a lovely
calming baby blue dress, and one can't

in

matching

ing (1980), would

corduroy

recognize this eerie

dichotomy.
In director Steven Shainberg’s
Fur: An Imaginary Portrait of Diane
Arbus we get a glimpse into the life of
the legendary photographer.
Inspired by Patricia Bosworth’s
book, Diane Arbus: A Biography, the
film blends fact and fiction that adapts
Arbus’s bizarre journey to self-discovery.
Fur allows the viewer a similar
experience to looking at one of the real

The film is visually stunning.
Shainberg

(Secretary,

2002)

makes

“So So Gangsta” is exactly what
it says. Daz starts it off with what
sounds like the traditional high
roller motif common in gangsta rap,

but the CD is actually really engaging. Part of the reason for this is the
shamelessness in which Daz tells the
listener about
his
gangster

like reference to Tupac in “Rat a
te

Highlights include the club
anthem “On Some Real” featuring
Rick Ross, and “Weekend” featuring Johnta Austin.
Daz sounds a little bit like
50 Cent, but

an

money |

established

rap star.

women

all play a huge

‘This

a

shows his connections in the
industry, lending itself to his

flowing

credibility with

through
the
GID:
As more
and
more

the big names.
Featuring such
artists
like
Snoop
Dogg,
Ice Cube, Rick

like

story

in

the

almost
there’s

hip-hop songs

PARENTAL

share the same
sounds, beats
are improving especially on Daz’s

Edge, So So Gangsta is good old

seventh solo effort. The lyrics could

motivation music.

EXPAT CONTENT.

be pure babble and the beat would

still make you want to listen. Daz
does pull off some sort of Socratic-

ionainbel
|€Z7°AON
Liuer

including a giant and an armless woman

show with a very intimate performance.

who can play the cello.

With fur covering his entire body, he
manages to use only his eyes to capture
your attention.
Shainberg, a lifelong fan of

Arbus is shown

Phil Smalley

is slightly overdramatized.

drawn

from

of Arbus

But

that’s

the viewer.

Downey, on the other hand, steals the

the underbelly

a couple dancing in the middle of the

Diane Arbus, definitely does the photographer justice with this quirky, but

living room - a naked man with his head
nicely nestled into the chest of a tall

lovable film that captures the birth of an

mistress with shoulder-length black hair

artist.

Mesmerized, Arbus can only say, “This is
terrific!” The musical score complements

=

Uriel Mendoza

Hamlet Hits Hart House Thetre

drugs,

part

of sympathy

and a corset that perks up her breasts.

almost
every
song
features

songs,

Arbus is fascinated by Lionel
and his group of conventional friends,

Lionel.

lifestyle. Guns, §

and

Kidman for you. Her tears are simply
too tragic and sometimes sever all forms

apartment with jazz music playing and

Daz So Gangsta

Eyes closed, the

soft instrumental could almost lead you

that captures beauty in people and places
overlooked by the rest of society.

of beauty. In one scene a small, cozy

stairs during her first

ly ins

down the rabbit hole.
Kidman’s portrayal

taking pictures, the dress itself lifts Arbus
out of the mundane environment around
her.
for example,
Take
Arbus’s
encounter with her new neighbour,

the apartment

A

entire body with fur. But with Lionel’s
help, she transforms from a transparent
house wife into a reflective photographer

Because she mostly wears it while she’s

climbs

the Carroll reference.

encounter with Lionel (Robert Downey,
Jr.). Lionel has a disease that covers his

help but make the connection to Alice.

Arbus (Nicole Kidman)

Am canoes

Ross,

Kurupt

and

Jagged

Directing a play for the first time is difficult enough, but directing arguably
Shakespeare's most famous work, Hamlet
must be particularly unnerving.
But, Andrea Wasserman is up for the
challenge.
“It’s been a big step and its helps
having a great cast who will grow more
and more into their roles, become more
comfortable and play deeper into the
connections,

says

Wasserman,

whose

production of Hamlet runs till Nov. 25 at
Hart House theater.
Themes of the play revolve
around

revenge,

tragedy,

and

remorse,

emphasizing Hamlet's internal dilemma.
The well rehearsed use of original Shakespeare text lacked unity among the cast.
Wasserman’s intention for the set was to
connect modernity with traditional text
and help to heighten the perspective of
the play with reality in the background.
Yet credits are due. Separately the
cast members’ performances portrayed
a strong sense of originality and ownership. Respectably seasoned cast members
brought their knowledge of Shakespearean
drama to the stage with ease and grace.
Byron Rouse as murdering King
Claudius displayed a stern and repentive
concentration in his character. Stefania
Indelicato’s portrayal of Queen Gertrude

with heavy guilt broke through to the
audience. Her interpretation of Gertrude’s
inner battle with a crying scene during Act
I was filled with near tangible shame and
remorse that seared into the audience's
memory.
Ophelia, played by Arlin Dixon,
embraced the near tranquility of madness
and its ability to set one free from harmful
emotions and pent up thoughts. Lastly,
the lead role of deeply conflicted Danish
prince Hamlet, played by Jeremy Hutton was the most intense and coloured
character on stage due to his consistent
commitment to showing Hamlet’s many
layers. The final scene’s sword fight by
Hamlet and Laertes ended the play on a
high note as it woke up audience.
There were mixed reactions of the
play.
“The play was a bit slow in the
beginning

in capturing

my

interest.

I

found it hard to be interested completely
until the final scene. I think they could
have made the set a bit different throughout the play,” said
Flavia Wongm a third-year Ryerson student.
For more information on Hamlet
show times information and tickets visit .

=

Angelique Duncan

Squashing

Tri-Campus Update:
With women’s volleyball still waiting to
start their season, women’s basketball
has begun on an even pace with a 1-1
record.
The men’s hockey team is in a
slump, losing all three of their games. The
team must pick up the pace soon if they
hope to have a chance at the playoffs.
Men's soccer has had a strong
season with three wins, three ties and
zero losses. They head into the semifinals and are now in a good position
to capture UTSC’s first Tri-Campus
championship.
Here’s how

A ee

arent

the Competiti
the

Move over basketball and hockey, squash is be-

coming a most popular sports at UT'SC.
Though much of its enthusiasts remain
in Europe, squash’s popularity has reached the
campus corridors. With seven air-conditioned
squash courts consistently being used, squash is
nothing short of popular at UTSC.
“['ve played many sports in my life, but
there is no other sport like squash that gives you
a great cardiovascular workout and an academic
challenge in a sportive setting,” said Sean McCurdy, a UTSC student who has played squash
for over two years. “It requires both brains and
an athletic ability.”
Squash was invented in the 1830s by
students at the Harrow School in London, England. They discovered that punctured racket balls
produced a different game than tennis as a result
of the ball’s lack of bounce. The variation of tennis appealed to many and squash’s popularity has
since spread globally.
Although the sport may seem like a mix
of badminton and tennis, it is very different. The

the rest of the intramural

season has shaped up:
Basketball:
The men’s Maroons team has four wins,
including a win over the UTSC men’s
Raccoons team, 53-43, on Oct. 25. It

was the Raccoons’ only loss as they finish the first half of the season with a 4-1
record.

Flag Football:
Men’s football had a disappointing season, as the team failed to win a single
game.
In women’s football, UTSC
once again dominated the field as the
Deuces and Titans finished one-two in
their division, respectively. Unfortunately, the Deuces were unable to defend

re

of aie

contours of the court allow for a variety of shots.
The pace is quick, requiring you to think a few
steps ahead and a bit of geometry helps as the
ball’s impact angle matters.
“Tr’s a quick-witted game of agility that
requires positioning and accuracy,” said Paul
McKeever, another avid squash player at UTSC.
For those interested in playing or learning
how to play squash, the courts are always open;
simply book a court and sign in. Another option
is to enrol in lessons. Be forewarned: apply early,
enrolment is limited.
For those who are competitively inclined,
leagues and tournaments are available such as the
Student Squash League and Co-Ed Tournament.
By popular demand, the recreation centre is holding squash social nights every Wednesday from 7
p.m. to 9:40 p.m. All levels are welcome.
John Chan, who started playing this
year, said, “Once you start, youll find it’s a lot of
fun.”
ae Stephen Chan

their title, losing in the semi-finals to U

ofT Physical Therapy. The Titans faced
U ofT Physical Therapy in the division
final on Nov. 19 and were triumphant
to claim UTSC’s first intramural championship of the season.
Hockey:
The women’s team has had little action

this season as they won their first two
games by default and their third was a
5-1 blowout over Woodsworth College.
The men’s B team remains undefeated
with a 4-0 record. The C team (1-1-2)
remains competitive and the R team,
with two wins and one loss, is fourth in
their division.
Men’s Rugby:
UTSC finished third in the division and
face St. Michael’s College in a semi-final
match on Nov. 19.

Soccer:
The women’s A team ended their season
in the semi-finals, losing to U of T Mississauga, 1-0 on Noy. 12 and were unable

to defend their championship.
The women’s B team and men’s Maroons
team suffered the same fate, also losing
in their division semi-finals.

Fall
Wrap-Up
Sports

StUdenBapevonn

Ultimate Frisbee:

A perfect 5-0 season ended for UTSC in
the quarter finals as they lost to U of T
Law 5-11 on Noy. 12.

Volleyball:
UTSC dominates the volleyball court as
both the women’s A and men’s B teams

head into the playoffs, undefeated. Also,
the men’s A team has only one loss to

their six wins and are a force heading
into the semi-finals.
=
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British man becomes first non-Canadian Rock Paper Scissors world champ
RPS will make the world a better place: tournament organizer Graham Walker
TORONTO

(CUP) -- Bob Cooper's fist

trembled as he waited for the cue from
the referee. His dark sunglasses shielded
his eyes from his opponent's intense stare
as he considered one of the most impor-

tant decisions of his life: rock, paper or
scissors?

Weeks

of extensive

training,

hundreds of qualifying rounds both in
the UK and Canada, and at least halfa-dozen Steamwhistle beers culminated
in this moment, the final round of the

Rock Paper Scissors World Championships in Toronto. And with a final throw
of his fist, Cooper became the 2006 RPS
World

Champ,

winning

the

$7,000

first-place prize.
The fifth-annual tournament
attracted over 500 competitors to the

Steamwhistle Brewery in Toronto on
Noy. 11. Athletes vying for the coveted
title came from the U.S., Norway, New
Zealand, Australia, Wales, England and

Ireland to compete.
“T went through extensive training, read strategy guides, and studied the

27 possible RPS gambits before competing,” said Cooper, a 28-year-old sales
manager from London. He declined to

comment further on his strategy, as he
intends to defend his title next year.
Graham Walker, tournament
organizer and co-author of the “Official

Rock Paper Scissors Strategy Guide”,
hopes that RPS’s increasing popularity
will make the world a better place.
“RPS is not about major decisions like Iraq or something silly like
that,” he explained. “It is about those
small unresolved disputes in life, like
front seat of the car or two kids and only
one chocolate bar. What we're trying to
do with this society is make the world a
slightly better place by promoting the use
of RPS instead of bickering or fighting.”
The event was hosted by the
World RPS Society, an organization that
has evolved out of the governing body
founded in England in the mid-1800s.
The organization was moved to Canada
in 1918 after its members found that
post-First World War Britain had become
“far too dangerous a place to make a suitable home country for a game ofconflict
resolution,” says the group's website. The
members chose Canada
because they felt it was

cies in preparation of the competition.

“You have to know yourself to beat your
opponent,” he said.
However, top Norwegian player
Geir Arne Brevik stated that it was not
strategy that got to him to the World
Championships.

“It was just a coinci-

dence... and here | am.”
The tournament was_ sternly
refereed by “the cream of the crop” organizers announced as they swore in the
referees during the opening ceremony.

The referees pledged to “maintain the
utmost respect for the game of RPS,
control the player effectively with courtesy without sacrificing firmness, and live
up to the credo ofthe ideal official who
notices everything but is seldom noticed
themselves,” among other things.
Despite the strict refereeing
guidelines, at least one competitor felt
that he was unfairly disqualified. Andre

(Frankie Thirteen)

Bennett of Philadel-

phia claimed that the ref who disqualified
him favoured his Canadian opponent.
Referee Ben Coli dismissed the
criticism. “No RPS referee would ever
allow personal preferences to aftect his
professional standards,” he said. “My
colleagues here tonight are the best of
the bet and hold respect of the game far

above petty patriotism. Bennett is obviously just unhappy with the outcome of
his performance.”

If there was any Canadian bias,
it didn’t affect the outcome of the tournament. In addition to Great Britain

taking first place, Bryan Bennett of Glen
Ridge, N.J., took second place to win
ee and Tom Smith of Philadelphia,
Pa., came in third to win $500.
Barn Millar
CUP President

a “safe, hospitable, and

utterly
tion.”

inoffensive

na-

Doan
Lam,
coach of the Norwegian
team, explained that his
team analyzed international playing styles as
well as their own tenden-

Report the selling or supplying of
cigarettes to anyone under 19
to the Not To Kids Tobacco Hotline.
416-338-SALE (7253)

NOT TO wos"

ie BaeSes 8
Supplying tobacco to anyone
under 19 is against the law

www.ntk.ca

flToronto
Public Health

Not To Kids is a coalition of community partners including
Canadian Cancer Society, Council for a Tobacco Free Toronto,
East End Community Health Centre, Health Canada, Toronto Catholic District
School Board, Toronto District School Board, Toronto Public Health, YOUTHLINK.
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NOTICED A BUDDY
CUTTING CLASSES T0 CUT CARDS?

If gambling is taking over a friend’s life, he could use your help. Find out more at

friends4friends.ca
1-888-230-3505
Ontario Problem Gambling Helpline

ey
Responsible Gambling Council
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SOMETHING?

How much do students

really care about politics?

DAY

SPA

15 YEARS IN BUSINESS
WALKING DISTANCE FROM CAMPUS

Y)

)

20% STUDENT DISCOUNT

277 OLD KINGSTON ROAD
HIGHLAND CREEK VILLAGE

(416) 284-1233

ADVITEK
nev

doumenvians

in data catlectian

Advitek Research is a rapidly growing Market Research company looking for fate working, motivated individuals. We use state of the art technology to
collect opinions.
NO SELLING/TELEMARKETING.
Training Provided.

Contact lzolaward@advitek.com or call 416-756-2867
Ext. 209 for further details.

SEATS SELLING FAST!
re oo Centre
(416) 283-0009

1-888-FLY-CUTS (359-2887)

vienee \ ae CUTS
Canada’s Student Travel Experts

www.travelcuts.com
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Cyber-shot
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| can capture so many moments in a heart beat — places
I've been, people I’ve met—all with Sony’s ultra-slim 110
Cyber-shot digital camera. It’s so compact it can go with
me anywhere.T10 takes awesome, blur-free pictures for

every shot even when we’re rehearsing. Just check out my

website - www.keshiachante.com. It’s so much fun!

Keshia Chante |SONY BMG Recording Artist

NewCD“2Uu"

DSC-T10

SJ available December5

Cyber-shot digital camera

See the DSC-T10 Cyber-shot digital camera at participating, authorized retailers. Retailer may not carry él colours.
the Sony store °* Future Shop * Best Buy © Sears © Staples © G&G Electronics * Henry's * HD TV & Electronics * Aden Camera * Downtown Camera ° Merkle Camera

Sony Points to Sony Products. Faster!
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For Sony digital imaging solutions and
Sony Card info, visit www.sonystyle.ca
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® Sony, Cyber-shot, and like.no.other are registered trademarks of Sony Corporation. Carl Zeiss is a trademark of Carl Zeiss. Images are simulated. Features and specifications are subject to change without notice. A.E.& OE
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© New state a thee art counandiielaatate

© ear free shuttle bus

e NO line NO cover with student ID until 11 :00p.m.
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e Dress code in effect

Meek Guest List
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Toll Free: 1-866-620-LIVE
905-683-2940

e New themes every Thursday!
e Give aways and hot DJs all night long!
e Affordable Prices!

RimR oeks Partyology Thursdays! ()ften [mitated, Never [)uplicated
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YOUR GROUP PLAN FOR STUDENT HEALTH

Get the Most Out of Your
Health & Dental Plan for You & Yours
Your Plan includes coverage for health benefits, vision benefits, and dental benefits. You can also increase your
~~ coverage by visiting a member of the Studentcare Dental, Vision, Pharmacy, Physiotherapy, and Chiropractic Networks.

a

-

Change-of-Coverage Period
ye Ifyou are a new Student starting in January, you can enrol yourself, your spouse and/or dependants, or opt out of
~ the Plan, between January 4 - 22, 2007. If you are a returning student and have completed an opt out in the Fall

Session,
you will not need to opt out again.

SCSU Health & Dental Plan

WWW.STUDENTCARE.NET

PAN YPANY

Take Good Care

49

studentcare.net/works

camp

Toll-free: 1 866 369-8797

war
University of Toronto
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stuentcare
Manel
Nevyworks
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BOOKS. FOOD.
RENT. PARKING...
Need a break?
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GET A 10% DISCOUNT
on your car insurance® if you're

LOG ON TO

a full-time college or university

belairdirect.com

student under 25!
OR CALL

1 866 423.5247
icarborough
amp

seus

be ;eo :rd irect.
car insurance

*Certain conditions, limitations and exclusions apply. Offers may
Company Inc. or The Nordic Insurance Company of Canada

be modified without notice.

Not everyone will qualify for a phone or online quote.

Insurance products may be underwritten

by either Belair Insurance
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Underground

Myspace Trendsetting?

UTSCs Official Student Newspaper

General Interests
“Poetry, emo, stars, soda, road trips, shows, beanies, chocolate, skittles, photography, piere
teeth, studded belts, old sneakers, snow days, tulips, parking lots, humor.”

Vanessa Larkey
éannette Rabito

- Myspace user

Stefanie Tenn

“Ketchup chips, stained lips. Kool Aid mustaches are welcome, but no spaghetti sauce ones allowed. Bi

(2

rides, church sales, collages, crooked teeth, drawing, embroidery, fake watches.”

External News Editor
Rosalyn Solomon
Associate External News Editor
Stefania Lamacchia

- Another Myspace aficionado

Internal News Editor
Laura Redpath

Crooked teeth?!?
The Underground’s editorial staff was
perusing through Myspace one day, and came
upon some profiles which made us spit out our
$ 6. 14 sandwiches from Subway (they raised
the prices by the way).
How could ANYONE possibly list
crooked teeth as their interest? And a general
interest at that!
Please note, some of our staff have
crooked teeth, and could tell you horrific dental tales of gingivitis, plaque and gum disease
all linked to their pearly whites (or borderline

yellow, pending on who you are talking to).
Joking

aside,

dental

imperfections

have huge impacts on our lives. Countless dollars are spent on orthodontics that put families
into debt when insurance plans don’t cover the
cost. Monetary loss is one thing, but fleeting
confidence is something much harder to cope
with.
With the constant barrage of advertising for dental hygiene, a lack of confidence
sets in when your teeth don't match up to the
model for Crest White Strips.
So what drove these My Chemical Romance fans to list crooked teeth as an interest?
Granted, they may have a tooth fetish, or, they
may be part of a larger movement of people
who like to idealize a free-spirited, all loving,
non-judgmental culture.
But like Pogs, crooked teeth will soon
disappear from the general interest of our beloved Myspace friends’ profiles, and they'll be
onto commodifying the next fad, whatever it
may be, from personal demons (think Goth
culture) to banking in on the anti-capitalist
movement (think Che Guevara t-shirts and
soft drinks).

T

Appropriation of culture is not
new. Everyone’ favourite TV sitcom twins,
Mary Kate and Ashley Olsen, appropriat-

ed Bohemian culture with their boho chic
stint. Their outfits probably cost upwards
of $ 1000, while critics blasted the Michelle
Tanners for paying “to look poor.”
While the Olsen twins are going for
the impoverished look, some artists like JayZ actually lived a life of a poverty. In Jay-Z’s
case, it led to his involvement in drug dealing. It’s one thing to expose your hardships
in the public eye and celebrate your achievements, but it’s another to appropriate someone’s struggle, for your own “street cred”.
According to the Toronto Star's feature on poverty (Jan. 13) there are six million Canadians struggling to feed their
children while working two to three jobs.
There’s some real street cred for you.
If we are not appropriating some-

material girl herself, Madonna, to thank for
that. From Christianity to Kabala, Madge
has worshipped it all, and sold a ton of records (and made some terrible movies) in

the process.
If not religion, then it’s culture.
Gwen Stefani has appropriated everything
from saris to bindis, and who can forget
about her “accessories”, the Harajuku girls.
Maybe it’s time we took a deeper
look at trends, and recognize we are commodifying aspects of people's lives for our
own amusement. Or maybe we are looking
into this too much, and should stop wasting
time on Myspace.
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Ditching Old Habits in the New Year?
If your resolution this year was to pull
up that GPA, then you should be upto-date on all your course readings by
now. With only three weeks into 2007,
some have ditched the books and gym

in favour of movies and junkfood.
Some students at UTSC
making

resolutions

at New

Years

say
is

quickly becoming a thing of the past.
Some say they don't believe in making resolutions because it is difficult to
keep up with.
Rose Ferdowsain is a fourth

year student at UTSC.

Call for Nominations for the Governing Council

work on the academic resolution.
He’s still skeptical whether or
not the ‘study harder’ goal will pan out
this semester.
“Self improvement is a thing
people strive for, and resolutions just
help them feel like they're putting that
into practice,” Redican said.
Like Ferdowsain, he says resolutions aren't impossible, but they're
only as good as your motivation to
achieve them.
John Bassilli, psychology pro-

She said she

fessor at the University of Toronto, says

thinks very few people, herself included, follow through on New Year's resolutions.
“Personally, I’ve made resolu-

making resolutions is a state of mind
people feel the need to be in when a
new year begins. He says it’s a way for
people to feel as though they're getting
a fresh start in the year by making goals
to improve themselves.

tions for years to quit smoking, but it
only lasts a month before I give up,”
she said.
Ferdowsain said making res-

drink less, party less, and study more.
Unlike the norm, Redican said he did
through on the exercise and
drinking resolutions, but still needs to

a Emily Ragobeer

popular.
She said resolutions are achievable, but you have to be highly motivated.

“You can't slack off within two
weeks of the New Year, or what’s the
point of having a resolution?” Ferdowsain said.
Other students at UTSC like
Deane Redican, agree with Ferdowsain. He says resolutions at New Years

are highly overrated.
In the past, Redican said he
made resolutions to exercise more,

Nominations Close at 5:00 p.m., Friday, January 26, 2007

Positions Available:
For 1-year terms from July 1, 2007 to June 30, 2008:

8 Students
¢ 4 full-time undergraduate students
¢ 2part-time undergraduate students
¢ 2 graduate students

For 3-year terms from July 1, 2007 to June 30, 2010:

“You can think of [resolutions]

as stemming from a conflict between
the way we see ourselves and the way
we feel we ought to be,” Bassilli said.
“Naturally, resolutions require
that we feel that we can modify our behaviour patterns, something that is not
usually as easy as we assume.”
He said the most popular resolutions to be broken among both men
and women are quitting smoking and
losing weight.
“People tend to underestimate
how difficult it is to change our behayiour patters,” Bassilli said.
An old cliché seems to ring true
when it comes to New Year’s resolutions
— its much easier said than done. No
matter what yours may be — good luck.

olutions are a good way for people to
better themselves- that’s why they're so

Nominations Open at 9:00 a.m., Monday, January 8,2007

4 Teaching Staff
¢ Faculty of Arts & Science (Departments of Astronomy and Astrophysics, Cell and Systems
Biology, Chemistry, Computer Science, Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, Geology,
Mathematics, Physics and Statistics and Actuarial Science)
¢ Faculty of Applied Science and Engineering
¢ 2seats in the Faculty of Medicine (excluding the Department Health Policy, Management&
Evaluation)
{ Administrative Staff

Nomination Forms will be available starting at 9:00 a.m., Monday, January 8, 2007 on the Governing
Council web-site: www.utoronto.ca/govencl/ and from the Office of the Governing Council, Room 106,
Simcoe Hall; the Registrar's Office, UTM; and the Registrar's Office, UTSC.

follow

Work of the Governing Council:

No Snow, No Ice, No Business
The winter break sure felt like a break
— minus the ice, slush, and all that

pathways.
“Tt’s been pretty busy and it’s picking up

other white stuff that falls from the sky.
With record-breaking temperatures

a lot,” Sergio said.
Closer to home, the Centennial Park Snow Centre and North York
Ski Centre, have also shut down their
recreational ski programs due to the
weather. But, they anticipate reopening
on Jan. 20.
For consumers, a snow less
Christmas was Santa’s greatest gift. The
warm weather gave retailers no choice

that

maintained a positive mercury,
there’s no wonder the shovel, along
with ski resorts, have been lonely.
For recreational parks and
business,

temperatures

were

just too

high for skiing. Snowmaking systems
were also inoperable, as the weather
cannot maintain the fake snow.
“Temperatures need to be
at least -5°C for the equipment to be

operable,” said Sergio, an employee at
Blue Mountain.
Blue Mountain Resorts, Ontario’s largest ski resort, had to lay off
1,300 workers for a three-week period
until further notice, awaiting the possibility of a snowfall. The resort could

not afford to pay all their employees
because of the lack of business.
However,
with the recent
snowfall that dropped more than 20 cm
of snow in Collingwood and some of
central Ontario, ski resorts have begun
to open up once again and rehire their
laid off workers.
With temperatures
cooling down to below zero, snowmaking systems will be functional so
resorts, such as Blue Mountain, will be

able to slowly activate more hills and
4,

but to mark down their prices on winter
clothing. For instance, according to Rita
Zekas of The Toronto Star, a cashmere
sweater was reduced from $225 to $25

at a Hamilton

boutique. As a result

The Governing Council is composed of 50 members, including the President, Chancellor, 16 government
appointees, 12 teaching staff, 8 alumni, 8 students, 2 administrative staff and 2 presidential appointees.
As the University of Toronto's senior governing body, itoversees the University’s academic, business and
student affairs. Decisions approved by the Governing Council affect all members of the University
community.
The Council and its Boards are responsible for approving:
¢
+
¢
¢

Academic and incidental fees
Establishment of new academic programs
Admissions and awards policies
University’s budget and financial matters

Campus planning and capital projects

Personnel policies
Campus and student services
Appointment of senior administrators

stores exhausted their supplies due to
consumers stocking up for the possibil-

ity of a surprise snowstorm, or for next
winter.

Businesses, on the other hand, have been
hit hard.
‘Though retailers increased

business, it may not be a big impact on
their bottom line.
In the first

few

weeks

of

January, Torontonians have slowly been
reminded of harsh winter, with little
snowfall. The shovel may not be lonely
for long.

ods Stephen Chan

Questions?
Please contact Anthony Gray, Chief Returning Officer, at 416-946-7663 or tony.gray@utoronto.ca
The membership of the Governing Council should reflect the diversity of the University. Nominations are,
therefore, encouraged from a wide variety ofindividuals.
http://www.utoronto.ca/govencl/elections/

MAKE A DIFFERENCE: GET INVOLVED WITH THE GOVERNING COUNCIL
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UTSC Serves Up Halal
I entered the men’s watering hole in the — locks barred students from entering what
Student Centre to relieve myself just re- maybe their only safe-haven for holiday
cently, only to discover that the urinals studying.
have been bcaed — and by lower Imean
Couldn't the school afford to pay
hobbit height. At 62”, I don’t kid myself custodians with the pocket change they
that I hang low enough to hit the mark collected from the marching band they
without a significant amount of concensublet the ARC to last semester; the same
tration and exertion, and this new task is ones that blew their trombones into the
just another reminder of the ways that this textbooks of students studying in the quiet study area, which is in the same vicinschool gets
my knickers tied into a knot.
fm
sure there must be some sort ity.
.
~
This school squeezes every dolof bureaucratic explanation as to why the
urinals have been made accessible to the lar out of its students (with tuition, parklikes of Frodo, but I couldn't care enough ing, books), and then sells out those same
for journalistic integrity to find out and students by facilitating band practice in a
study area, and then makes every decision
tell you... it’s beside the point.
This campus can afford to pay in favour of appearance over accommoda* someone to slide urinals down a couple tion for the students (useless LCD screens
~ of feet, and also buy LCD screens that do that are bound to get stolen, instead of fanothing but reiterate Tom Nower’s mes- cilitating holiday studying).
I know this sounds like a ramble.
» sages (the ones that already litter my junk
It all began with having to go pee. But with
e-mail folder).
Yet the school could not afford

to pay the custodial staff to maintain the

campus over the break, instead resolving
on a campus shutdown.

REE

Chains and pad-

my present temperament for this school,

one leak can spill over the entire dam.
<= Radheyan Simonpillai

a

It came as a surprise to Jenna Hossack,

SCSU’s_ vice-president Students and
Equity when she received an email
about H-Wing MarketPlace cafeteria
offering Halal food.
The email stated that student
groups like the Muslim Student Association (MSA) worked with Food
and Beverage Services to create

HALAL FOOD OPTION
AVAILABLE
AT THIS STATION
PLEASE
ASK YOUR SERVER

a menu

that offered Halal food choices in the
H-Wing MarketPlace cafeteria.
However, not all food options
in the cafeteria are Halal. The H-Wing
cafeteria is set up into stations. Each
station offers a variety of food from
Italian and Asian to please the diverse
palettes of students.
Peter Smith, manager of Food
& Beverage Services at UTSC said he
can understand how there is confusion
among some students with Halal options because only Home

Zone,

Bene

Pasta and Pizza offer Halal choices,
while other stations don’.
Near the end of the last semes-

Photo by Jason Jajalla
Students can now purchase Halal food at various stations in the H-Wing MarketPlace caf-

ter, Pizza Pizza in the R-Wing cafeteria

also decided to go Halal. Yet again, the

eteria.

options are limited as only certain types

Hossack will contact the MSA
(who
wasn't
available
for comment)
and other groups on campus to listen to

of pizzas are Halal.
This isn’t the first time the
H-wing cafeteria has tested Halal food

questions and concerns that will later be
presented to Food & Beverage Services.
One concern is how food is prepared to
avoid cross-contamination.
Offering Halal options for about

on campus. Their previous attempts
didn't receive a good enough response
to continue.

“If people are not buying the

product, why sell it?” Smith said.

one semester, the H-Wing cafeteria seems

to be “holding it’s own,” Smith said. Ifthe
success continues, the Halal options will
still be available.
“If they purchase them [Halal
food] then the demand is real,’ Smith

For Hossack, advertising Halal

food on campus is a concern as students
may not know what choices are available to them. Smith said the menus are
posted on the Food & Beverages website

(campusdish.com/en-US/CA/Toronto) _ said.
every week and there are signs posted
=

on stations in the H-Wing cafeteria.

Jeannette Rabito
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PULLING ANOTHER ALL-NIGHTER?

11, 2007

Works by Michael Joo, Kimsooja, Samina
and Ravinder Reddy
Curated by Deepali Dewan

Mansuri,

Opening Reception Thursday, January 18, 5-9 pm
Free admission - Food and refreshments - Everyone

Pushpamala

N.

is welcome

Free Contemporary Art Bus Tour Sunday, February 11
Pushpamala N. - Discussion & Screening Wednesday, February 28, 7:30 pm
For more information on upcoming events, visit www.utsc.utoronto.ca/dmg
DORIS McCARTHY
1265

If gambling is taking over a friend’s life, he could use your help. Find out more at

friends4friends.ca
1-888-230-3505
Ontario Problem Gambling Helpline
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Responsible Gambling Council
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Canada Council
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University of Toronto Scarborough
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JUGGLING ACT
STUDENT TACKLES ACADEMIA AND MorTHERHOOD
seem to need the sticky adhesive to

centrating on her school work without
rushing home.
After becoming a teenage
mom, Benitez's life has taken a com-

heal her wound.

pletely different path. But she said she

Sitting quietly

in her

mother’s

lap,

Marielisa slowly peeled away a BandAid from her hand. The toddler didn’t
For Marielisa, 3, her

mother’s love has always been enough.
“IT want to give her [Marieli-

sa] everything she wants,” said Bonnie
Benitez, Marielisa’s mother. “Pll always
be there for her, and
will never let work

get in the way.”
Benitez,

Bonnie
21, is in

her third-year in the
business
management
program
at
the
University
of
Toronto)
at
Sear=
borough

boyfriend found out
she was pregnant.
IN i ie ©

high

school, Benitez decided to take a year
off

before

university.

starting

Benitez

dated
Marielisa’s
father, who is still in
Marielisa’s life, but
the two decided not
to marry.
This
past
September,
Benitez
enrolled § Marielisa
at the N’sheemaehn
Child Care Centre,
a daycare
centre
located on
UTSC

grounds. Now open
for 16 years, the
daycare
facilities

UTSC student
provides an environment that is friendly
—
=
for children and makes sure parents
feel secure.
“Now that she [Marielisa]
comes here, I know I’m close to her,
so I can come and check up on her.
It just makes it easier because it is

within the school, that way, when I
don't have class, I can focus on school
work,” Benitez says . “The teachers are

very helpful, and they give me a lot of
feedback.”
Before

Benitez

put

her

daughter in daycare, she relied on her
parents to baby-sit Marielisa. Although
she felt her daughter was safe with
her grandparents, she didn't want to
put much pressure on them. Since
Marielisa has been at the N’sheemaehn
Child Care Centre, Benitez said she
finds comfort that Marielisa is close to

her while she is studying at school. She
also says she can spend more time con-

6

When

you

go shopping,

you

buy

Also, Benitez's job at Dominion, where she works part-time,
allows her to have flexible work hours
so she can spend more time with her
daughter.
After squeezing Marielisa
closer, she whispered in her ear, “be-

you have to be at class, it’s really hard
to separate yourself,” Quinn says.
Quinn also identified the
close ties with the families of the daycare have with each other. Quinn says
that there are so many interrelation-

ships within the centre. Though the
centre is small, it’s very intimate, and
she considers it to be a second home
to both staff and
parents.
But she admits
that student parents
do have a lot to deal
with.
“They are students
that are studying,
that have parenting
issues that they're
dealing

(UAES@!

n her last year of
high school, Benitez
and her high school

graduating

believes it has changed for the better.
“There’s more focus on her
[Marielisa], and all the little things.

look after Marielisa so Benitez could
balance her work.

with,”

she

says. “So they're going to have financial
issues and a lot of
stresses, there are a
number of things
that challenge what
students face today.”
Even though it is
hard to balance life
with a child, Benitez
is thankful for where
she is.
“Tm trying to finish school and get a
good job and try to
provide everything
that I would be able
to get for her,” says
Benitez. “I want her
to live young, and I
dont want to hold
that back.”
“A lot of young
parents are unable
Photo by Alexandra Lucchesi to do what I’m able
to do because they
Bonnie Benitez and her daughter Marielisa, 3, are much closer now that Marielisa ateends The
dont
always
get
N’ Sheemaehn Child Care Centre.
much support from
their Perea I just hope she'll grow up
cause weckonds are me aod her time.”
Aothe for her things for her — that’s
to be a good girl.”
When she has a break bethe difference.” Benitez says. “You
In more ways than one,
don’t really think about yourself or care tween classes, Benitez often checks up
Benitez has identified that she is the
about going out with your friends as on Marielisa when she is at daycare. The
facility has observation booths where backbone behind her daughter and
much as you did. She's a priority.”
parents can check up on their children
the life she is thankful to be living.
As a university student,
plenty of UTSC students can agree without the children being distracted.
By describing herself as patient and
Benitez says watching her daughter kind, Benitez says she knows she has
that it is not easy to balance work,
school and their social lives without a gives her ease knowing how Marielisa
to possess those qualities to be a good
is doing and how she interacts with the mother.
bit of juggling. But as a young mother,
other children.
Although
Marielisa _ sits
Benitez feels her experience is one
Joanne Quinn, the director quietly while Benitez speaks, Benitez
incomparable to the lives of students
at N’sheemaehn Child Care Centre,
without children.
insists that her daughter isn’t always
She said she believes her life has seen a major improvement in how
so quiet. She says there are often times
when Marielisa joins her to watch her
is fulfilling, and is able to manage her parents deal with separation anxiety
time with the help of family and the when leaving their child at the day- dance performances and asks her mom
care.
community.
to join her when dancing at home.
With the help of her parents
“There were plenty oftimes I “I guess because I’m young, we act like
and Marielisa’s other grandparents, her would talk with Bonnie out in the hall, kids together,” Benitez says.
first and second years in university be- having to say ‘it’s ok and her daughter
came much easier to deal with. During
would be crying in the room for her.
school hours and exams, they would To hear your child cry, and know that
= Alexandra Lucchesi
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Up in the Gym Not Working on Their Fitness... For Some
Battling the bulge can

be as easy as

swiping a student card into the Key and
running on a treadmill for an hour. But
for some women, this isn’t the case.
SCSU’s VP Students and Eq-

uity, Jenna Hossack is proposing a plan
to have women-only workout hours at
UTSC. If the plan passes, UTSC would
join St. George and UTM as campuses

that have women-only hours.
The idea came

after a student

approached the SCSU asking for her
money back because her faith wouldn't
allow her to unveil herself while working
out in a co-ed gym. But having women-

only workout hours isn’t just for women
and their religion, some women feel
self-conscious about exercising in front
of men.
Shirin Yilmaz, external coordinator for the Women’s Centre, said she

supports the idea of having women-only
hours because some women are uncomfortable in the presence of men.

“T think it’s equitable for there

to be time for women to be amongst
themselves and to have the privacy to
exercise,” Yilmaz said.

they failed because the response was low
due to the time the hours were offered.
Hossack said because of failed attempts,
the Athletic

Anthony
Creirel lio,
president of
the Scarborough Campus Athletic

Department is

hesitant
about
limiting
hours.
“The
Athletic

Association

(SCAA) said
womenDie pagina
only hours
ment
is
are good bereluctant
cause people
to _—restrict
should _ feel
availability
comfortof services
able. Howat
G@ftain
ever,
the
times
of
idea is only
Photo by Jason
Je
Jajallathe day if it’s
good if itsytsc may join its sister campuses by having women-onlyM©t
going
feasible.
workout hours.
to be used,’
In the past,
Hossack said.
Yethike VP Student and Equity
UTSC tried women- eat bouns. but

Giambrone, the “ITC hasnt come
up with a good way of responding to

The transit commission's current — people who have input or concerns.”

He says although the Rocket may have
its problems, he wants to make things
Services, and a city of Toronto site map cleaner and more efficient, including the
link, never mind the rocket’s flashing website.
banner advertising the old token's “last
He also says he is interested in
. ee ae ae. bloger® in the
ride.”
Difficulties» iivipating
‘the site led editor of Reading
TORONT. ° TRANSIT COMMISSION
sere
premio ad
Toronto, Robert Ouellette, to
take action. He rounded up |
i a
blogging w sites ‘Torontoist,
TicService_
‘bllogT'O, and the Spacing Wire,
[ALLService
homepage is a smorgasbord of banners
for Crime Stoppers, Special Constable

ah po ng a questioni to their read-

_ upon the TTC’s website? ‘The suggestions—will
| i pe cuted to the new TTC’s

[ALL Fares & Passes

LAST R

TIC
Information

= JANUARY 31, 2007

[ALL About The TTC

A common request on all sites is

a trip planner. It would allow commuters
to find the fastest route to a destination.
Giambrone says they would like to set up
an e-commerce section on the
site, allowing for riders to buy

TTC passes and merchandise
online. He is also a fan of TTC
calees:
A’ text message or
“alert” would be sent to rider’s
cell phones or blackberries,
notifying them of transit delays.
Slootsky says there has been
some buzz of integrating arts
onto the website. The blogTO

chair, Adam Giambrone, and
his staff will begin construction

TTC Commissioners &
Commission Meetings

USE YOUR OLD TOKENS BY

nae

vos
_on the site with their postings in
aj
Waterfront West
mind.
Multi-language Info
[Eman
nronmental Asse ont
fa
Ouellette says he is not
Francais
[7-7TTC Auctions
tended on whether the new
SELLING
- chair will take the suggestions to
TOTHE TTC
416-393-4636
heart. He ‘Says the bloggers ideas
are like “free consulting” and
Giambrone has the opportunity
to see exactly what the ale is looking future on improving transit. That opportunity may come sooner than later,
oe a Yt
tOnly a fool vole ignore that with potential collaborations between
great marketing information,” Ouellette sites becoming a possible reality.
Slootsky says this project has
said.
Zach Slootsky of blogTO says opened up discussion and shown that
a
there is a bit of skepticism on his part when bloggers work together they can
whether the suggestions will actually be- get noticed and get things done.
“Tr’s kind of unique in how much
come reality. Although, he says it would
be in Giambrone’s best interest to follow. they [bloggers] are working together on
_ through on the ideas, especially since the this thing,” he says.
Ouellette also sees a future of
_ site is a public face of the TTC, and it
would be easy to show that “he is getting collaboration of bloggers. He says the
internet has allowed for the “wisdom of
pee done.”
crowds” to solve civic problems and lets
pets
Getting things “done” is somea Ane iGeanbrone says he wants for the experts in other fields share input more
oe
ue -now that he is the new chair.
are result is, these kinds of
= ee oe years, aoe to
Privacy Statement

writer

CRIME,

i

Kee

ae

says some

local artists

and photographers base some
of their work on the rocket, and
the TTC should display some of
their pieces on the site.

_
Streetcars

But

at the

end

of the

day,

Slootsky says people “just want
a site that’s usable.
“People are asking for a website
that is easily adaptable to future needs.
Somebody wrote a comment on a blog
that the TTC builds websites like it
build garages, wanting them to last thirty

years.
The final step of the project,

according to Slootsky, will be “watching
the TTC in a public quorum and making sure they bring these ideas to light.”
Giambrone says the website
should be completed by August 2007-if not earlier.
It should be interesting to see if
the website maintains the signature T'T'C
chimes.
= Vanessa Larkey

only hours are limited to their pool and
Strength and Conditioning
Centre.
Whereas UTM has women-only hours
for their pool, fitness centre and some of
their fitness classes.
Yilmaz said its about time for

UTSC to get onboard and join the other
two

campuses. Doing so would show
consideration for student needs.
“It would show respect to the
others who feel uncomfortable and need
this type of environment to access fitness,
which is a right I think everyone should
have.”

=

Jeannette Rabito

Get Pay Hike

problems will be solved in permutation
of this way,” he says.
Solving the TTC’s website
problem collectively has garnered a lot
of practical and artistic responses.

LenBrne OLD Rib a

ers; How would they improve

“It’s more [about] figuring out
how to do this in a way that works with
the facilities we have and with the demographics we have,” Hossack said.
Currently St. George's women-

SCSU Executives

TTC Turns to Bloggers for Help
The LCs Websne is getting a facelift,
and Toronto bloggers .are the surgeons. fl

said with discussions and focus groups
with students, groups and others on
campus, they hopefully will find a way
to have women-only hours.

The

Scarborough

campus

student

union (SCSU) were set to approve an

extra $2,000 pay increase for each of
the seven student executives at a board
of director's meeting on Jan. 12. But,
the motion has been ruled out of order.

In bylaw 1 section

14.0 of

the SCSU’s constitution, 14 days or
more are required for policy changes.
The proposed raises were brought to
the standing committee on human resources on Jan 11, one night before the
board of directors meeting. The initial
agenda, sent on Jan. 9 did not include
a motion about a pay increase.
At the BOD meeting Lou Michael Tacorda, vice-president human

resources for the SCSU, presented the
results of a study he conducted comparing the compensation of SCSU executives with those of other student
unions. Tacorda said, “there is a large

discrepancy when the SCSU’s salaries
are compared with the other schools.”
SCSU_ vice-presidents currently earn $12,000 a year, while the
president receives $15,000. According

to Tacorda’s report, the hourly wage of
an executive works out to $6.59, over
a dollar below minimum wage.

“Surviving on the current salary is tough,” according to Jenna Hosae vice-president students and equi“Even with my current salary, I still
see for over $5,000 OSAP”
Tacorda Was asked at the
meeting what the financial impact to
students will be to which he said, “Students won't be charged a penny more,
services wont be downsized and there
will be no new services fees.”
The motion in question will
be on the agenda for the Feb. 2 BOD
meeting.
ck Marc Kilchling

fi

In response to the recent assaults at
York University just before the end of
“ semester, [he Excaliber and The

and Diversity, while all 13 went through
First Aid and CPR Recertification.
Additional
classes included

Underground have teamed up to provide

Diversity Instructor's Course, Use of
Instructor,
Crime
Prevention
‘Through Environmental Design, Ethics,

the following comparison of security
efforts provided on their respective
campuses.

Incidents/History of Crime
According to the University of Toronto
Scarborough Police and Parking Services

2005

annual

reported

report,

criminal

there

incidents

were

214

in 2005.

thesse included one case of sexual assault,
11 charges of assault, and 67 thefts.
With the exception of thefts,

which were considerably higher in 2004,
OF these figures were
hose of thepast five years.

most

similar to

“We tend to get a little bit of
said Darcy Griffith, manager
for UTSC Police and Parking ees
ry thing, a

Books
and laptops lefe unattended are
common targets for thieves, he says.
Recently, the south residence

among others.
In terms of resources, the
essential tool used by UTSC Police is the
University of Toronte’s communication
centre, which is on the St. George
campus. This acts much like a centralized
dispatch system does for Toronto police,
says Griffith.
“Tt’s a little more cost effective

audits are conducted upon request on
existing facilities, and in the design
phase during renovations or new
construction.
“We work with construction
right when they start drawing up the
buildings to eliminate the fact that
they need mirrors,” Griffith says. “So
if you round a corner, if you close this,
change this, then we don’t need to put
up any mirrors because there are no
blind corners where there’sa concern
somebody may be able to lurk or hide.”
Things Griffith hopes to delve.

and a little more

into in the near future, he says, include:

Force

efficient for us,” he

says. “theyre able to run a criminal
background check on people they're
dealing with and check license plates on
vehicles.
“And it’s also a step-forward for
the community, because students get
a live person on the ae 24 hours a
day.”

Response Time

laundry room was vandalized and all
of the machines were broken into. The
crime is currently under investigation,

Grifith says another benefit of the
communication centre is that it shortens
according to U TSC officials.
response time for officers on duty.
“Before the officers were trying
Jurisdiction
to gather the information they needed to
respond efficiently,” he says. “Are there
Campus grounds currently dictate. weapons? Is there a oo Do we need an
constable authority; though that may ambulance?”
change soon.
Now, the diqaches pees all
“We're in the middle of a of that information for them beforehand,
transition with our jurisdiction,” Griffith thus insuring that the victims get all of
says.
the proper help they need.
Constables on campus may be
dbs jurisdiction over Toronto

Police

if the offence in question takes place
on University grounds.
“If it starts
on the campus, we would have peace
officer authority to continue to engage

in it or follow it up and continue the
investigation,” Griffith says.
“Its.
a. pretty
significant
difference and the question still remains
as to how we re going to utilize that.’
Another limitation to UTSC
jurisdiction is the use of firearms. Because
constables on campus can only carry
batons, handcuffs, and body armour,
situations involving weapons are left to
the Toronto Police Services, according to
Griffith.
“There are, quite honestly,” he
says, “some things we don’t want our
officers to get involved in because they
aren't going to be able to intervene
safely,”

Residence Life

Griffith attends reibe mecdie:
n
with
Jenna Hossack, vice-president of students
and equity on the SCSU, Zoe Higgins,
student residence council president, and
constable Randy Bested of 43 division to
try and increase safety on campus.
On top of that, the 2005 report
states that campus police train residence
advisors every year in proper sexual
assault response and discuss issues such

as “date rape drugs’ and alcohol abuse.
They also have regular meetings with the
RAs.

Initiatives/Future

Developments

the 13 working constables on staff, 11
attended two of the three mandatory

Current initiatives inelude the following:
emergency phones _ throughout the
campus, alarm monitoring, information
bulletins, Student Crime Stoppers,
a crisis response team that includes
Griffith, student escorts around campus,
and safety audits.
Safety
audits
are
done
using Crime
Prevention
Through

training classes - Annual Use of Force

Environmental

Training/Resources
The 2005 annual report states that of

According to the 2005 report, “Safety

Design

principles.

the feasibility of installing more cameras |
and emergency phones, and the necessity J
to lock the school down after hours.
wheUriel Mendoza

Fhoy . }
rr

York's Keele campus has had student

est attack involved two students robbed
for their laptops at gunpoint while
studying in the basement of the Technology Enhanced Learning building close
to midnight. Unlike the previous muggings, the majority of which occurred
just outside the campus boundaries in
the same nearby residential community
known as Ihe Village at York University (where Foremskys victims had also
coincidentally been attacked), York
administration only posted a notice to
students regarding the laptop mugging.
During the month of November, York again gained media coverage
for sexual assaults occurring in The
Village townhouse area. In cooperation
with the police, York posted sexual assault campus alerts throughout both its
Keele and Glendon campuses that held
a composite of the attacker. The most
recent development since has been an
assault arrest made on Dec. 20, 2006 by
ront
Police in possible connec-

safety concerns since the summer of
2000, when a serial rapist attacked his
sixth victim. Philip Foremsky was arreston Oct. 12, 2000 and charged with

counts of sexual assault, two counts
sbbery and a one count of sexual
t with a weapon. Foremsky served

five-year sentence and was released on
ril 4 2006 under the condition that
contacting any of his
that he stay away
| college campuses.
and broadcast media such
Post and Global Televi-

e Foremskys esis
thy pareersity nos not
‘at ng that “we have ‘no reason to ‘be
‘lieve that thi person would come on

tion with the as

ce pare ree possession oe
paiens

Jurisdiction
side from. a. sexual assaults, Alex
York’s director of media relations,

ported a string
of 10 28

| elas

;
firmly stated that the university's
security officers are only responsible for
safety concerns wile the university's
5 borders.

“Our security folks have no auation or anything like that outside
ot the York boundaries, it never has. No
“security services are allowed to operate
outside their ape perimeters,” said
Gas :
_.. York security operates through

community

policing,

where

“It's: a whole different set of
training, it's a whole different issue. We
have to believe we are in a safe environment and we have the police force who
are experts in this area.
“A stick is still a weapon,’ added

Bilyk. “We are not in favour of an armed
campus.”

a

Nn,

to them, at what point do they like us to

call them in, those kinds of things.”
An appointed security liaison
holds a general meeting with all Residence Life Coordinators (RLCs) from
different colleges once each semester or
when called upon. However, the liaison

mostly deals with RLCs separately. tegarding individual residence issues.

Training/ Resources
York currently employs 170. officers
involved in security and student escort
service Go Safe combined. A Security
Control Centre is also operational 24hours a day, year round for dispatch and
first aid services. Various crime awareness

workshops and seminars are also made
available upon request.

Initiatives/Future
Developments
Current initiatives include the following: closed circuit television cameras and
emergency blue light phones throughout
the campus, alarm monitoring, information bulletins, at least cwo student iescor
services (one is by York, the othér is an
independent initiative by a York student,

and a potential third is pending approval .

Response lime

by the York Federation of Students), and

In immediate life-threatening situations,
students are encouraged to call 911,

Through Environmental Design.

security will be alerted by police who respond to the emergency call on campus.
However, a lesser known alternative is
that York community members may also
call 416-736-5333 in cases of emergencies for security response, although the
Toronto Police 31 Division says that it
is still best to file separate reports with
university security and with police.
York and Toronto Police 31
Division both maintain that they keep
close lines of communication with each
other.

comprised of student leaders and’ hea :

safety audits using Crime Prevention

A Security Advisory. Council,
of various York departments, also holds.
quarterly meetings to advise the vice
president, finance and administration —
and the department of security services
regarding safety and security issues.
Since the, os assaults, he

Noy. 29; 2606 to “joinede
tion against all forms
of gender

2006 with 75 arvendées

Residence Life

vi

on campus and the York
Students held a public fo
te

concerns at York,

In light of ¢o;

officers

Chantal Joy, manager residence life, said

students

rained to mainly focus upon crime
“prevention methods and educational
awareness. They are prohibited from
intervening in any situation where the
officer may be physically harmed. Special
_ constables, argued Bilyk, are not needed
on campus because they are armed.
“We have a police force to rely
on for that, we will not carry weapons.
Not on this campus.

that all college residence dons and staff

destination and designated stop:

undergo a mandatory week of intensive

Go Safe extended its shuttle service

training sessions and workshops.
“We also have a session

that

more flexibility to drop off students

we do called Security in Residence. It
specifically involves the security officers

close as possible to their homes with
deviating from its route,

come

in and do some training with us

of communicating

certain

attacked bet

include Fountainhead

and they basically cover what protocols
they follow, what they need from us in
terms

were

issues

Road and offer

a

0%
P
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While
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the cineaste community

is busy counting

:

their favourite

films from 2006 (for the record my fab

four are Children of Men, Pans Labyrinth,
Little Children, and United 93), while
paying strict attention to the Oscar race
that has just commenced, we at The

Underground have decided to look ahead
at what awaits us in 2007, which, by the

looks of things, promises to be a far more
interesting year.
Ang Lee follows up his critically
acclaimed and now infamous Brokeback
Mountain,
with
a Chinese-language
WWII espionage thriller entitled Lust,
Caution. Also, the post-modernist master of sexy, Wong Kar-Wai (Chungking
Express, Days of Being Wild), debuts his

—

s

-

-

first English-language film, My Blueberry
Nights, which
stars an eclectic ensemble
cast that includes Norah Jones, Jude Law,
Natalie Portman, Rachel Wesiz, and Tim
Roth.
With such prolific directors
as Lee and Wai, as well as Michael
Winterbottom (24 Hour Party People),
Sean Penn (The Crossing Guard), Terry

George (Hotel Rwanda), Wes Anderson
(Rushmore), and Lajos Koltai (Fateless),

all chiming

in with

entries,

the New

Year seems ripe and ready to be a bloody
good one. We're placing our bets that the
following five films are the ones to keep
marked on the calendar. (Release Dates

are subject to cha

messace __5.BlackSnake
Moan _
/’m going to run withavague assumption that the Hollywoodheese ending of Hustle c Flow was tacked on by some overaring studio, because that latter portion just doesn’t seem to
mesh with the “in the grind” sincerity that surges through the
rest ofCraig Brewer's ode to the Dirty South. Hopefully, with
he acclaim that Hustle garnered, Brewer's follow-up, Black

yake Moan, won't be pressured into wrapping up with such
idy conclusion. The film stars Samuel L. Jackson as a the
biVolaxere (eteolin@rorets certuletcamuloltlaatayelmreoltteveg alelo)AasO-VZTutte

Out

this project,
%
Dut give
Squid and Kick; n Baumbach’
‘su
ly expect the
cast includes Ni
cole

scovers a trailer park tramp, Rae (Christina Ricci),

ked, half-dead, and laying unconscious on the side of
road. Fixed on a mission to cure the sexually deviant Rae
het wickedness, Lazarus chains her to his radiator and keeps
1er prisoner till she changes her devilish ways.
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We'll see you at the movies.

ake

Radheyan Simonpillai
Film Critic

Release Date Oc
tober 12

Steering off the Mainstream
It’s very rarely that an artists’ contem-

career. In songs where lyrics read,

plation of mortality is elevated from
the narcissistic and_ self-indulgent

pity- party that is so easily attended.

think we're lost,” his whimsical voice
highlights the poignant coupling of
inevitable death with a care-free sim-

Such is the case with Canadian art-

plicity reminiscent ofchildhood.

ist Ron Sexsmith’s

newly released

album, 7ime Being.
Continuing in his established
brand
of
mellow folk
songs,
his
reunion with

Although

mainstream

no-

toriety has escaped Sexsmith, critical
and

celebrity

acclaim

are his in
abundance.

From praises
from
the
likes of Chris

producer

Martin
to
Sexsmith’s

Mitchell
a ar Ole ONT

hit

explores the
fleeting moments
life
ofters.
I fm
songs
such
as
© Hands
Of
limes

Tiga es;
“Cold Hearted Wind,” and “Some
Dusty Things” Sexsmith explores
the sadness of temporality life. The
discrepancy between the almost
childlike innocence of the simple
acoustic guitar tempered with the
lyrical coming-to-terms with the
inevitability of death make for a
beautiful rendered consideration
of mortality. This is underlined by
Sexsmith’s boyish vocals which has
often been compared to those of
Paul McCartney, have remained miraculously consistent throughout his

song

“Maybe This
Christmas:
on The OC,
there is no
question
of
his considerable — lyrical
prowess.
Likened
to
artists
such as Nick Drake, Blue Rodeo
and Damien Rice, his music, while
not immediately catchy, contains

a quietness that belies its strength.
The lilting melodies seem to quietly nest in one’s consciousness and
make themselves manifest weeks

later when one is doing laundry, or
riding the bus, or wondering how it

is possible that he still remains one
of the best kept Canadian secrets.

Sarah Selvanayagam

Machine Music to the Ears
Post-Matrix, where conflict between
man and machine seems exhausted,
Johann Johannsson’s recent album,
IBM 1402, A Users Manual com-

plicates the conceived
between man
album is in-

and

relationship

machine.

The

recording, which became the inspiration for his album.
Layered
over
the eerie

monotone voice of a modern yesteryear is the music of The City of

|SL-uer
|Z00Z
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that tiny brushstroke of Middle America,
the one that decides whether films should

be classified G, PG, PG-13, R, or be slapped
with the dreaded NC-17.
It’s the Ratings Board ofthe Motion
Picture Association of America (MPAA)
that Dick wants to wind up — a cultish sect
whose identities are kept anonymous and
whose actions remain unaccountable.
Though it may seem this rating

system is of no concern to Canadian audiences (we have our own governing bodies),

it is actually detrimental to the films that
we see. lo avoid an NC-17 (no children
under 17) rating, which translates to limited

films that aren't studio made, only to discover them on the unrated DVD anyway?
Would these audiences really care about
the subtleties an artist fights for? Isn't it the
studios that force the directors to cut their
films to an R rating, acknowledging the
tendencies of mainstream audiences?
Dick avoids much of these queries
for the sake of his own Hollywood witch-

excise bits of their films that will end up

director

— IBM 1403 Printer” an Alphaville
reminiscent “dong” introduces the

rotting on the cutting room floor.

expose the secret identities of the ratings

Remember
the orgy scene in
Stanley Kubrick's Eyes Wide Shut? Do you
wonder why those curiously obscure shadows cock-blocked certain nether regions?

board members, and audaciously submits
his own film to the
MPAA -— the very one in
question — for a rating.
While these antics prove futile in

Did you know that we have never actually

regards to the argument,

seen director Kimberly Pierce’s true vision

MPAA’s skirt in this manner is still a thrill,
for both Dick, and the audience that’s along

song which quickly progresses into
the
audio
recording of
aman’s voice
reading instructions,

underscored

by the soaring violins.

Johannsson
Tea

cites
any,

sources
of
inspiration
over
the
topic
of
man vs. machine such
as
Philip
K. Dicks Do Androids Dream of

Electric Sheep?

which explores the

humanization of the machine. Such

ideas are explored through the evocation of the emotional through the
intertwinement of the instrument

and the computer.

Prague
Philharmonic
Orchestra.
The change results from the soulful

melodies of the orchestra juxtaposed

rector Kirby Dick (Twist of Faith) gives his
brass balls a polish before sticking them to

of a bureaucracy that rarely abides by its
own rules.
However, by finger pointing only
the MPAA, Dick acquits he larger environment that should also be held accountable
for such liberties with films. Don’t the arthouse pictures, frequently bullied by the
MPAA, always go out in limited theatrical
release regardless of an NC-17 rating? Do
mainstream audiences really bother with

explored in this album. In “Part 2

engineer,

was made of the computer's strains.
Johannsson’s father possessed the

In the guerilla-doc/expose This Film Is Not
Yet Rated, Academy Award nominated di-

hunt, but nobody can deny the bravado

1964 arrival
of the first
computer
to Iceland.
As
the
son of the
chief maintenance

its demise,
a recording

Guidance Here

theatrical release — or, in the case of studio
films, no release — filmmakers often have to

with the musical renditions of a
computer are at the heart of the ideas

spired by the

Johannsson
was exposed
first-hand to
the technology. Upon

Parental

in Boys Don’t Cry, because a hint of a female
orgasm is unacceptable onscreen? Did you
know that Tom Hick from Redneck County
has never seen Requiem For ADream or The

Dreamers in theatres, because their NC-17

Sarah Selvanayagam

sets

up

a private

film?
It’s

not

the

rating

system

1n

gen-

eral that Dick takes issue with. It’s the long
bemoaned hypocrisy and inconsistency of
a panel that follows no precedents, offers

no explanations, and gives no advice, while
favouring graphic violence over sexuality,
heterosexual over homosexual, and studios

over independents.
Interviewing

such

candid

film-

makers as Kimberly Pierce (Boys Don?t Cry),

John Waters (A Dirty Shame), Kevin Smith
(Clerks), Darren Aronofsky (Requiem For
A Dream), Matt Stone (South Park), and
Torontos own Atom Egoyan (Where the
Truth Lies), all who have felt the stab of

thorough, and often comical, indictment

investigator

to

getting up the

for a peek. It’s this moment that’s self-coneratulatory, and a shine on Dick’s ego — like
the documentary form of masturbation,
bearing no fruit, but a pleasure no less.

ratings prevented any wide release of the

the MPAA’s jagged edge, Dick develops a
=

in the way he distracts us from them. The

= Radheyan Simonpillai
Film Critic
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Litte Mosque, Big Expectations

Already famous before the first show
aired, Little Mosque on the Prairie, the

understanding

of diversity at play in

Canada.

new comedy from CBC Television, has

Though there was tremendous

received worldwide coverage, garnering
attention from the New York Times,
the Houston Chronicle, and even CNN.
With all the buzz the show has generated, it remains to be seen if it will be
able to keep the viewers hooked week
after week.
The show chronicles a small
Muslim community living in the fictional

buzz surrounding the first show, which

prairie town of Mercy, and pokes fun at

aired on Jan. 9, it was not of Russell
Peters calibre.
The show has some great oneliners that played on the tension between
western

and eastern cultures meeting in

a small Canadian town. For example,
when the local Muslim community rents
a parish hall to act as their Mosque, Yasir
(Carlo Rota) the head of the Muslim

misconceptions and misunderstandings

community says, We are poing to open

about Muslims. The diverse cast features

a mosque in your parish

actors such as Sheila McCarthy, Carlo

tell Jesus or shall I?
The show draws on the personal

Rota, and Sitara Hewitt.

all. Will you

“Depictling] Muslims in a way

experiences of its creator Zarqa Nawaz

that you can see that [they] ... take their
themselves, [and] wrestle with the same

(Me and the Mosque, BBQ Muslims),
living in Regina, Saskatchewan. Nawaz
wants, “...people to laugh with Muslims

sorts of [issues],” says Mary Darling, an

like they would laugh at anyone else and

executive producer for the sitcom.
Some of those issues range from

feel comfortable in doing so.”
Here at UTSC, there was much

kidsto and from school, go to school

dating, to drinking. She says the show

curiosity

“depicts Muslims as human beings.”

sitcom.

Muslim stereotypes areaddressed
in a comical way to show ignorance in
the way North Americans view cultures
they are unfamiliar with.

Darling
show's success

says

she

hopes

will be created

the

ate an

about
Khurram

the accuracy
Rehman,

of the

a Muslim

and a fourth- year Co-op Management
student holds some reservations about

the show and the impact that it may
have on the student community. He
views Little Mosque on the Prairie with,
“guarded optimism.”
Rehman said he

believes that the show could, “encourage
dialogue, by using humour to talk about
a sensitive subject.”
Other students, like Christine
Rupnaraine, a non-Muslim and a
fourth-year student says she watched the
show out ofcuriosity.
“T initially watched the show to
see what all the hype was about, and I
wanted to gain a different view point.”
Rupnaraine says the episode was a little
disappointing. “All the coverage had me
expecting more.
Her expectations are not unfounded, the show has been contacted
by major broadcasters

in the US, UK,

Australia, and even Dubai.
Darling
recognizes that this is more than just a
show, it is phenomenon that “still has the
potentiality of allowing people to have a
conversation...a conversation that can
go just one layer deeper” allowing more
understanding of Canadian minorities.
Darling said she believes that
the world needs a little more of “not just
tolerance but acceptance.”
Little Mosque on the Prarie can
be seen on the CBC, Monday’s at 9 p.m.
and Wednesdays at 8 p.m.

= Candice Hong

We are hiring the responsable students
for 2007-2008 school year!

Applications are available

in the Residence Office

Monday January 15 2007!!!

Positions included:
Residence Advisor

Academic Programmer
Residence Programmer

Contact Lesley Mak,
Residence Life Coordinator
For info 416-287-7370

Join the...

RESIDENCE LIFE TEAM

AO — salOM

Rosy's
Raptors
Rant Il
Its been a bittersweet beginning to
the New Year for the Toronto Raptors,
winning three of their first five games of
2007 and leading the Atlantic Division.
Yes, Toronto is oF in their division but
they're still below the .500 mark — along
with all the other teams in this division.
They're the best of the worst.
Raptors fans know what the
team needs to do to get better: tougher
defence, better shots and consistency,
especially when it comes to team leaders
Chris Bosh and T.J. Ford.

But injuries have kept Bosh and
Ford from playing every game. Yet, in
their absences, the team didn’t suffer a
whole lot, showing that they have more
depth in the roster than in previous
years.
Something else Toronto has
been missing over the years is a big man.
Now with Rasho Nesterovic and Andrea
Bargnani, both of whom are seven feet
tall, the Raptors can continue to build
better defence and offence. Over time,
both ofthese players will greatly contribute to the team’s success.
Only two seasons ago, Toronto
lost Vince Carter and his “overrated”
dunks, to quote the man himself. But
with the addition of Fred Jones, another
dunk champion, some good slams and

jams were expected. So then, what
happened? Better yet, where is Jones?
He’s had a few off games here and there
since, well, the beginning of the season.
The former dunk champion has proved
in the past he can contribute a lot to a
team, if only hed get out of this nonscoring — and non-dunking — slump.
Toronto also looks like they've
lost some athleticism since the pre-season. They have energy on most nights,
like the recent loss to the New Jersey
Nets onJan. 9. The Raptors ran the floor,
chased rebounds and forced turnovers.
If only Bosh and Ford could get in the

First Natior
La

Magazine to

in Win ipeg

BRANDON, Man. (CUP) -- A hockey
magazine focused on aboriginal hockey
is launching from Winnipeg in midDecember, thanks to the publisher’s
desire to bring diversity to his hockey
coverage.
Garry McLean will include coverage of
the bigger leagues like the NHL and
the WHL in his First Nations Hockey
Magazine, but will not leave out any
college leagues or any “just good old
hockey” behind.
“Hockey is so big in First Nations communities every winter,” he
said. “Most First Nations have some
kind of rec hockey from little ones to
seniors and old-timers, but we don't
know who's out there. We know the Ted
Nolans, we know the Tootoos [brothers
Terence and Jordin], but there are so

many other people out there who are
role models for First Nations youngsters,” he says.
The editor, Winnipeg journal-

No Competition for Women’s
Hockey Championship

“We also want to do stories
about what it’s like for players to be billeted away from home, where the boys
on the bus become your family,” he
said. The idea of NHL being “major”
hockey

and the games

played in the

local rink being a “minor” hockey
does not work in the reserves -- a local
hockey hero draws equal attention to
an NHL hero if not more, according to
Michael Robidoux.
Robidoux, who is in the midst
of an ethnographic research on First
Nations hockey in Canada, says that
hockey is a way for First Nations people
to communicate their cultural identity
and cultural pride, and a sense of who
they are as a people.
“Modern hockey is all about
systems and efficiency, but in the
aboriginal context, they have been able
to still play in a creative way, which
resembles true play, instead of the
structured game we see now in professional hockey and also even in highperformance youth hockey,” he says. “I
think that’s why they are so passionate
about hockey.”

ist Philip Paul-Martin, does not want
the magazine to be stuck only in current
events. He has plans to do stories on the
hockey players who are not skating in
the rinks any more, but were heroes
in the past, like Freddie Sasakamoose, QP? Moham mad Twaha
who played NHL in 1953.

Sports Briefs

The Quill (Brandon University)

SPRING BREAK/READING WEEK 07
Last Chance to enjoy ancy SsBiggest raGy

It was an easy win for UTSC
womens
hockey
team,
who
claimed their sixth straight fall
intramural title on Dec. 6, 2006.
UTSC won the championship
game against UTM by default as
UTM did not have enough players
to compete. It was also the third
time this season UTSC won by
default due to a lack of players on
the opposing team.

Tri-Campus Soccer
Comes Up Short
UTSC

have been losses, injuries and fumbled
plays, fans can only hope and wait until

Toronto is rebuilt, re-energized
finally re-enter the playofts.

and

81
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Rosalyn Solomon

search

for

fell by a short margin in the final,
as the team lost 2-1 in overtime to

St. George in 2005.

UTSC looks to dominate winter
season
As

most

teams

continue

year long season,

their

a few UTSC

sports are just beginning for the
winter term. The women’s indoor
soccer team looks to defend their
championship and the men will
try to improve on their semi-final

appearance from last season. A
championship is in sight for both
men’s and women’s lacrosse teams.

The women’s

team

fell short last

year in the final game and the
mens team were semi-finalists
in their division. Women’s field

hockey and co-ed water polo are
also set to take it one extra step as
both fell in their respective semifinals in 2006.
== Helene Carluen

A few rooms are still available,

DON'T WAIT, BOOK TODAY!
e Incredible 4 star Gran Caribe Real Cancun
@ All inclusive, 4 restaurants, tons of activities

© Optional 5-night party pack

peas

eee

x4

are, after all, the most valuable. On at
note, it is time we give something back to
our planet.
Two New Year's resolutions that
should be on everyone's list this year are
changing the way we interact with each
other, and changing the way we interact
with the environment. Yes, resolutions
should not be impossible goals that will be
tossed out like used wrapping paper, but
they should be positive suggestions for a
merrier 2007.

Christmas

Tons of other Ski & Beach options available

same

without

snow.

morn’

just

Warm

isnt

and

the

sunny

whether shouldn't be a cause for celebration. In that spirit, you might as well toast
to global warming.
For next year, I’m dreaming of a

UTSC Student Centre
Suite 149
(416) 283-0009

1-888-FLY-CUTS (359-2887)
=

to

ship. The men’s soccer team lost
1-0 to UTM on Nov. 26, 2006, at
Birchmount Stadium. It was also
the second straight season UTSC

groove, the team wouldn't have fallen
short of a win, 101-86. But their hard

work did pay off against the Milwaukee
Bucks the following night, as the team
managed to pull offa90-77 victory.
The Raptors still have half
of the
season left to finish, so there’s still a long
road to the playoffs. The post-season may
not be on the schedule this year, but fans
still have the rest of the season to enjoy,
as Chris Bosh will most likely join other
NBA greats in the All-Star game on Feb.
18 in Las Vegas. Fans vote for the starting lineup and Bosh is currently second
among Eastern Conference forwards
in votes. Even if Bosh isn’t among the
starting five, he’s still a solid pick to be
representing the Eastern Conference as
they take on the best of the west.
The media, the coaches and
even the players called this a rebuilding
year for the franchise. Although there

continues

their first tri-campus champion-

cu NRAVEL CUTS
Canada’s Student Travel Experts

www.travelcuts.com

white Christmas, just like the ones I used
to know. So let’s all gather to carol for a
good cause, and collectively make an effort
to let it snow!

Let it snow!

Cheers to a new year, a new
and a new cause for concern.

Rita Medynsky

Let it snow!

beginning,
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Just when you thought ROSI couldn't be more of a pain in the ass, meet her right hand man -- the Waitlist.
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Your World Right Now

See

10
oetunes

Week of January 8

i

1.

All |Want for Christmas Is You
- Mariah Carey

a

.

Fergalicious
- Fergie

I Luv It
- Young Jeezy

| Wanna Love You

If you're an employer, here's what you need to know.

- Akon

Irreplaceable
- Beyonce

Current

wage rate

General

Students under

Minimum Wage

18 and working not

Guides: for less than | Guides: for five or

doing paid work in their

more than 28 hours
per week or during
a school holiday

five consecutive
hours in a day

home for an employer)

$7.75/hour

$7.25/hour

Liquor Server

$6.75/hour

| Hunting & Fishing

$38.75

Hunting & Fishing
more hours in a day
whether or not the
hours are consecutive

$77.50

Lips of an Angel

Homeworkers (people

- Hinder

Money In The Bank
- Lil’ Scrappy

Promise

wp
wiN
BF
NM
en

- Bow Wow

ae

110% of the minimum wage

Be @1]

Shortie Like Mine

=

S

Smack That
- Akon

Feb. 1, 2007
wage rate

$8.00/hour

$7.50/hour

$6.95/hour

110% of the minimum wage

On February 1, 2007, the general minimum wage will increase to $8.00 per hour from the current rate of $7.75 per hour.

To find out more about how the new minimum wage guidelines affect
employers and employees, call or visit the Ministry of Labour web site.
Paid for by the Government of Ontario
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Text "PLAY" to 4800 on your Rogers wireless
phone to download your favourite ring tunes today.

PHONES

CORUSCATION PRESENTS...

POL/ICE®
EF

WHO'S ON YOUR FACEBOOK?

Do you have a profile on Facebook or any other social networking site? You are not alone,
last year, 85% of students in North America had a profile on Facebook. No doubt that
has increased now that Facebook is open to everyone with an email address, not just
students.

The Community Safety Office has been working hard to educate students on the safe
use of on-line communities due to an increase in the number of on-line stalking cases.
There are three key issues for students that are of concern: identity theft; the disclosure
of personal information; and potential employers using these sites to find out more
information about applicants as a way to further inform them about potential candidates.
Posting your picture, your address and date of birth, for example can be used to create
false identification. Making plans with friends on your message board will make it very
easy for a potential stalker to know exactly where to find you and identify you if you have
your picture on your profile.

When you use on-line communities, be smart about it. Remember the following tips to
keep yourself safe:
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Join us In formal presence in the fight against HIV/AIDS

In honour of the Stephen Lewis Foundation
Help support the women

and children who carry HIV/AIDSIn Africa’

Never post personal information such as phone numbers, address or name of

A 19+ Dinner and Dance

residence on campus.
Use a nonsense password that has nothing to do with you as a person and never
give out your personal password.

On February 24th 2007

Set the privacy settings to limit access to your profile. Allow only people that you
approve as “friends”to access your site.
Seek permission from friends before posting any of their personal information
Avoid posting plans or activities on your site.
Ask yourself if these are picture that you would share with potential employers.

:

At 6:00 pm

Ped

STRICTLY FORMAL: Black, White & Red
iqolManlolé-Miahioldaate bitoleM- Mile) «36

(Oxo)
ah(oon tekp
TheAldsAffair@hotmall.com:

If you are concerned about your personal safety and or would like more information
about the Community Safety Office, please contact us at 416-978-1485 to arrange an
appointment.

10:30 am - 2:30 pm
Student Centre

10:30 am - 2:30 pm
Student Centre

10:30 am - 2:30 pm
Student Centre

10:30 am - 2:30 pm
The Meeting Place

ta

At Spirale's Banquet & Convention Centre’ us ;

TEL: (416) 500 6558 or (416) 871-5783.

Movie Tickets

26,019.41

Metropasses

$82,932.00

Student Agenda

$19,923.40

Book Bursary

3 8,000.00

Dollar-for-Daycare Grant

$9,280.00

Orientation 2006

9,855.00

Fashion Show 2007

$2,000.00

|

Misc. Sponsorship $25,000.00
Health &Dental Plan
ae

Scarborough
Campus

Students’
Union

University of Toronto

www.scsu.ca

| 416-287-7047

Fee

Reduction

$18,130.00

|

201-0147

{February

Win $2500.
www.campusresearch.ca
Seriously.
Fine print: Prizes: One $2500 grand prize, one $1500 second prize, one $1000 third prize and twelve $250 extra prizes.
Contest is only open to students currently enrolled at a Canadian post-secondary institution. The good news is it’s available for a very limited time, so your odds of winning are awesome,
This Survey is sponsored by your campus newspaper and Campus Plus, a division of Canadian University Press. All personal information provided is private and confidential and will be
used for research purposes for the improvement and advancement of campus newspapers in Canada. View our privacy policy online at www.campusplus.com/privacy.aspx,

QUIT SMOKING

AND YO0 U COULD WIN A CAR. |

ee

Me= FOI
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|
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Nex / Add Favonte — |
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Quit smoking for the month of March and you could
win a 2007 Acura CSX. Join The Driven to Quit Challenge

THE
—=DRIVEN
TO QUIT
CHALLENGE

and get support along the way from the Canadian
Cancer Society Smokers’ Helpline at 1 877 513-5333.
i
i and see Challenge details
Register
to win
details a at

www.driventoquit.ca

Presented by:
K

a

Cancer” canadienne
Canadian

a| Societ
Wienaisscer

Société

du cancer

hf TORONTO
Public Health

GOTAFRIEND
HITTING THE BOOKMARKS
INSTEAD OF THE BOOKS?

The Driven to Quit Challenge is presented in collaboration with your local public health unit.
Prizes made possible through the generous support of Johnson & Johnson Inc.

The Underground is

Looking for Writers

If you are interested, e-mail the Editors-in-Chief at

info@the-underground.ca

If gambling is taking over a friend’s life, she could use your help. Find out more at

friends4friends.ca
1-868-230-3505
Ontario Problem Gambling Helpline

f
Responsible Gambling Council

v.26 —

Great

Quotes

“People who say they
sleep like a baby usually
dont have one.”
- Leo J. Burke

“The most — successful
people are those who are
good at plan B.”
- James Yorke

“There are two ways to
slide easily through life;

to believe everything
or to doubt everything.
Both ways save us from
thinking.”

Editorial
A New Bree
We had the pleasure of attending the 69th
annual Canadian University Press conference
in Vancouver

from Jan. 18 to Jan. 23. We

learned that an umbrella is your best friend,
van cabs only hold four people because they
are wheelchair

accessible, and the media is

dying.
Sure, the student press is alive and

kicking, but other forms of the media are
crumbling down. Time magazine recently
laid off 300 employees, adding to the “no one
is safe” crux that has plagued journalism since
the super information highway’s pavement
was first laid down.
It has been predicted by scholars that
the conventional form of the newspaper will
become a relic of the past. The image of ink
stained fingers from the morning paper will
be a story grandkids will find amusing.
Who is leading this revolution of the
mainstream media? Citizen journalists. Never
heard of them? Well, get used to them as they

- Alfred Korzybski

“To acquire knowledge,
one must study; but to
acquire wisdom, one
must observe.”
- Marilyn vos Savant

“Pop music is about
saying ‘f*ck me’. Rock
and roll is about saying
‘f*ck you.”

blog and camera phone their way into the
media.
Maybe you don’t need that degree to
break into the business after all. All needed is
a Mac laptop (they're all the rage you know)

a point and shoot camera, and a decent writing style. Some of the biggest newsmakers in
Canada are jumping on the citizen journalism

bandwagon. News outlets like CityV want
you to join their newscast by posting your
pieces on their “It's your story” section on
their website.
This barrage of citizen journalism
must have sprouted from somewhere, and a
big part may be from dissatisfaction with the
current media conglomerates job at covering
major events. Tired of popular culture making
the six o’clock news, these citizen journalists

Underground

of Journalism

UTSCs Official Student Newspaper

are foraying into the spheres other journalists dare not go. Like surfs in a modern day
feudal society, we are subjected to breads and
circuses, only this time around the circus is
the media.
Perhaps fear of being sued by the
likes of Conrad Black and other libel searching media consorts tamed the wild beast of
mainstream journalism, while citizen journalists have yet to taste the defamation lawsuit.
Who is going to monitor these so
called “citizen journalists’? Our potential
credibility may be hanging in the wind with
the emergence of such popular internet sites
like Facebook and Myspace. Those pictures of
you drunk in Mexico may come back to haunt
when you're vying for that CEO position in
twenty years.
On the bright side of things, maybe
those virtual communities will remind us that
we were once young, daring and a little stupid,
and that it’s human nature to make mistakes.
Citizen journalists differ from professionals because they are doing it for free,
or rarely compensated. As it takes off, the
professional arena shrinks, allowing websites
and other media sources to take advantage of
writers who want to make a career out of the
news. Blogging sites and online news sources
squeeze every last morsel out of the worker,
before throwing them out like a dirty rag.
Making us work 70 hours a weeks for what? A
few dollars?
Our democracy is being hijacked. Every time Bell Globe Media buys up a CHUM,
or Canwest purchases an Allicance Atlantis,
we lose a piece of sincere journalism, we lose
another opinion, we lose our democracy.
Dont let it happen.
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Raising the

Minimum

Harsh Winter Brings Harsh Reality
Winter

has finally shown

colours, and
for Toronto's

On February 1, the minimum
hourly wage will rise from $7.75 to $8 in
Ontario. The wage boost is part of Dalton
McGuinty’s Liberals plan to gradually raise
the minimum wage each year. Since 2004,
the Liberals have increased the minimum
wage by 30 cents each year.
“The increase is intended to make
a difference in the lives of Ontario's lowest
paid and most vulnerable workers...and to
give them a chance to share in some of the
benefits of Ontario's economic growth,”
said Belinda Sutton, a spokesperson for the
Ontario Ministry of Labour.
This is the fourth time the Liberals
raised the minimum wage, which initially
was $6.85. “Before the first increase in
2004, the minimum wage had been frozen

its true

that means trouble
homeless. With the

temperature dropping, the city has
jumped to action to aid people on
the streets.
The most accessible aid is

provided by shelters during extreme
cold

weather

forecast.

alerts.

predicts

When

a

the

temperature

below -15 C, severe wind chills and
blizzards, shelters will be notified to
make extra room.
The
Second
Base Youth

Shelter

on

Eglinton

Kennedy
Avenue,

Road
for

and

example,

for nine years,” Sutton said. In 2004, the

expands its maximum capacity of 56

wage was raised to $7.15, in 2005 to $7.45,
and in 2006 to $7.75. The plan was to
develop over a span of four years.

people during cold weather alerts,
according to Ann-Marie Moulton,

the shelter’s youth councillor

and

“By phasing in the minimum wage

Youth Housing Access worker.

increases over four years, the government
is balancing the needs of Ontario's lowincome workers with the needs of Ontario's
businesses to adjust to the increases and
remain competitive,” Sutton said.
The wage increase won't be the

“We do have a facility where
we can accommodate more; the only
thing is that they can only sleep here
overnight and we discharge them in
the morning,” Moulton said.
Kevin,
a
homeless
quadriplegic, says he makes use of
the shelters whenever he can in the

same

for everyone.

Students, who are at

least 18-years-old and work more

than

28 hours a week will receive $7.50, from

$7.25.

Liquor servers will also receive

winter.

a 25 cent increase, from $6.75 to $6.95

He describes the city’s services
as ‘so-so’ and says the government
must invest in better housing.
Councillor Sandra Bussin of
Ward 32 Beaches-East York agrees.

per hour. Hunting and fishing guides will
also seen an increase, $40 for less than five
consecutive hours in a day and $80 for five
or more hours a day.
Though the raise is welcomed by
all, it is helpful for some workers more than
others. Employees who have been working
at a company longer than new hires, say
they find it unfair that a new employee gets
paid the same amount they do. Antonet

“Many ofus on City Council
would
rather put money
into
permanent housing than temporary
shelters,” she said.

Bussin
provincial

says she holds

and

federal

Gennara, 18, works at Sears in Square One.
She says new employees will be paid almost
the same amount she worked over a year
for.

the

government

responsible to do more. She says the
city has always managed to provide
excellent services, despite insufficient
funding from above.
Moulton — echoes
these
sentiments about public housing.

“Part
homelessness

of the

reason

is so concentrated

Photo by Uriel Mendoza

A homeless man panhandles at a subway station in downtown Toronto despite the
extreme winter weather.

why
in

the city is because people just don’t
have the resources to get housing and

to the city’s official site.
The

2005

Street

The amount
to

Homes

stay housed,” she said. “One welfare
cheque can’t keep you housed. Not
when you have bills to pay, kids to
feed, or feed yourself. So I say build

annual report says that many of these

more social housing.”
That’s where Street to Homes
and Housing Allowance come in.

the program.
Housing allowance is similar
to, and runs in conjunction with Street
to Homes, as well as Hostel Services. It
is a five year program running through
to March 31, 2013. The program will

Both are city-run projects aimed at
getting people off of the streets.
In

Homes

2005

housed

alone,

553

Street

people

to

by

working with private sector landlords
such as Greater Toronto Apartments
Association
and
non-profit
community agencies to provide rent

support for those in need, according

4

of money each

household receives is based on the size
of the household and total income of

people were sleeping on sidewalks, park
benches, in abandoned buildings, or at

its occupants.

Nathan Phillips Square before joining

be referred to by an agency supported
by Hostel Services or Street to Home
agencies. They must also fall into one
of the categories the programs are

provide

1,800

rent supplements

to

The report says clients must

targeting, such as Aboriginals and
youths in school or training programs.

“The program is spread out
across the city and the key to that is

those whose applications get approved
by the March 31, 2008 deadline,
according to Toronto’s Guide for
Housing Workers in Shelters and Street

giving people the opportunity to blend
in with their communities,” Moulton
said.

to Homes report.

a5 Uriel Mendoza

“It makes me mad because Pd
been working here for more than a year. It
took me a while to get to $9.09 and I feel
annoyed that a new person comes and starts
getting paid the same amount of money I
get paid,” she says.
Gennara also said the raise is not a
big difference for her because she does not
support herself and instead uses her salary
solely for leisure activities.
Other employees, however, say
they think the wage increase does make
a difference. Liliya Tsap, 18, who works
at Urban Behaviour in Square One, said
in the long run the increase does make a
difference.
“You make extra bucks...I need it
for transportation and to buy my books,”
she says.
Anotheremployee,AndreaBriceno,
who works at Costa Blanca in Scarborough
Town Center agrees with Tsap.
“I think the wage should be raised
often because the cost ofliving is increasing
as well, and we need to keep up.”
=
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More Students, More Money woes in Ontario

Surging enrolment numbers have schools calling for increased funding
WATERLOO, Ont. (CUP) -- The
Council of Ontario Universities is calling
for additional funding from the government as they anticipate another year of
surging enrolment numbers.
Applications to Ontario postsecondary institutions this year have increased 5.2 per cent compared to 2006,
and nine per cent compared to 2005.
Despite the impending graduation of
the double-cohort class this spring, many

universities are saying they will be hard
pressed to accommodate the growth.
The University of Guelph has
seen a 4.5-per-cent rise in applications,

but without adequate funding for new
students, the administration says it may
hike up their entrance marks to help
control the numbers.
Applications to the University
of Western Ontario have increased eight
per cent, but senior policy adviser Marty
England has said the campus will not
accept more first-year students than last
year, partly because their residences are
already at capacity.
Wilfrid
Laurier
University,
Lakehead University, and Ryerson University are also reporting higher application numbers, and more interest
as the first-choice school for prospective
students.
“What this means, unfortunately, is that there will be many, many
students who want to study at Ryerson
that can't be accommodated and that’s a
concern,” said Sheldon Levy, president
of Ryerson, in an interview with The
Toronto Star.
This past fall, universities in Ontario scrambled to find spaces for 14,000
more new students than expected. In

2005, the McGuinty

government

un-

veiled the Reaching Higher Plan, a fiveyear funding program that committed
$6.2 billion to improve the accessibility
and quality of post-secondary education
in Ontario.
In a way, the Reaching Higher
Plan has become a victim ofits own success: the Council of Ontario Universities
says the unexpectedly high enrollment
numbers have created a funding shortfall
of $100 million in 2006-07, a cea that
is expected to grow to $300 million by

ments, such as hiring more faculty and

billions, including $1.1 billion in federal

staff. According to the council, Ontario
has the highest full-time faculty to student ratio in the country, last reported
at one to 24.1 in 2004-05. Mackay also
points out that Ontario ranks last among
the provinces in terms of government
funding per student.
Chris Bentley, minister of
training, colleges, and universities, says

grants for post-secondary education and
health care.
McGuinty also blasted Prime
Minister Stephen Harper for failing to
follow through on his promise to honour the Canada-Ontario Agreement, a
$6.9-billion package intended to address
the fiscal imbalance between Ottawa
and Ontario, originally signed by former
Prime Minister Paul Martin.
“The federal government takes
Ontario money and invests it into the
other provinces,’ Bentley said.
Mackay says he understands that
the provincial government is financially
constrained, but is requesting they “at
least provide provincial funding to the
students that’s on par with the rest ofthe

the provincial government remains committed to investing in post-secondary

education, but does not believe there is
a funding shortfall.
“T understand the passion and
the call for money -- everyone wants
more money,” Bentley said. “But let’s let
the facts speak for themselves: there are
now 86,000 more students [compared to

tremely useful thing to have. A passport

voked a number of dismayed reactions

allows the bearer to prove entitlement
to the assistance of Canadian consulates. This is a planet where one’s mere
absence from one’s homeland can be

with arguably the first being a fond
reminiscing of the days when a driver's

rights abuses. Even within the North

used to justify any number of human

license permitted you to pass into the

American continent, a Canadian

United States. The second is the concern
over the number of American tourists

port is a link to the rights and privileges
of Canadian citizenship. Its probably

crossing, Or, not crossing into Canada.

worth the $87 even before Jan 23.

pass-

A Canadian citizen on Ameri-

being impeded and the complaint that

can soil isa guest. As irritating as it can

this measure

be to pay up and wait for a passport to

of border protection

is

crossing into paranoia. Finally, there is
the irritating process one
through to get a passport
can be long, demand is
course, the cost.
There is also the

needs to go
- as lineups
high, and of

the U.S. qualifies) a passport is an ex-
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tuition. She says students are frustrated
with the decline ofquality at their institution -- such as more crowded classrooms
-- despite paying higher tuition fees.
In March 2006, the Ontario
government lifted the tuition fee freeze
and fees increased between four and
eight per cent.
“Here at Ryerson, students are
paying more and getting less,” Loreto
said. “The government has a responsibility to help fend for our education. It’s
totally unfair for politicians to expect
17- to 23-year-olds to bear the brunt.”
Earlier this week, the Ryerson
Students’ Union launched an_ infomercial

campaign

against

release.
Part of the proceeds from the

strictly black, white, and red gala will

=

The event will take place
on Feb. 24 at Spirale’s Banquet and
Convention Centre. Contact coruscation.info@gmail.com for more
information.

Jeannette Rabito

the tuition

increases through YouTube.com. Their
short video features an actor, dressed
as Dalton McGuinty, with his hand in
students’ pockets while the song “Hand
In My Pocket” -- popularized by the
Capital One TV commercials -- plays in
the background.
Mackay says tuition fees generate about 45 per cent ofthe total revenue
for universities, but that it’s “very unlikely” the government will allow tuition
fees to rise further in order to address the
funding issues. However, given the current financial situation, Mackay says it’s
also unlikely tuition fees will be reduced,
despite protests from students.

Planning, the Red Ribbon Affair is
an event that “will help others understand how vast the issue [HIV/AIDS]

=

Ibrahim Ng

needs to increase support without raising

3.5 million people in 2005.
Ele y Coruscation Event

is and what we can do to play our role
in society,” according to their press

vice-president

Union, agrees that Ontario students are

© Adrian Ma
CUP Ontario Bureau Chief

14 000 people become
infected with HIV.
But for one night the Red
Ribbon Affair will he p. fight the
pandemic that claimed the ive of

go to the Stephen Lewis Foundation.

fact that for

Loreto,

underfunded, but says the government

Everyday,

arrive, it’s always best to have them on
hand.
Online and printable passport
applications are available at www.pptc.
gc.ca.

all Canadians in foreign countries (yes,

Nora

of education for the Ryerson Students’

/
r
i
a
f
Af

to cross the Canadian-American border

Then there’s the fear of business travel

country.”

A Red Ribbon

As of January 23, anyone who wants
legislation has pro-

the funds [already] committed.”

“You can’t squeeze in more
students and expect the quality of education to remain high,” said Jamie Mackay,
vice-president of policy and analysis for
the council.
Mackay says that unless the government provides more funding for the
growing number ofstudents, universities
will be unable to make quality improve-

2009-10.

On U.S. Soil

The new

Bentley added that the Council
of Ontario Universities’ appeal for more
funding “will be strengthened by the
people of Ontario seeing the results of

On the issue of provincial
funding per student, Bentley agreed that
Ontario’s bottom-dwelling ranking has
been a challenge.
“If you take a look at the ranks
of Ontario over the past 20 years, it hasn't
changed, and I cant change history,” he
said.
Bentley says the low rankings
are “in large part” due to the lack of
funding afforded to Ontario by the
federal government. Earlier this January, Premier Dalton McGuinty publicly
criticized the federal government for annually shortchanging the province out of

Canadians “Guests”

must carry a valid passport.

2002-03]. Our commitment is evident
in the huge, historic investment of $6.2
billion.”
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No Plans to Reopen Forum
Dev Basu was only a first-year student
in the management program when the
Scarborough Campus Students Union

because “what’s offensive will be different

(SCSU) online forum would rescue him

He went onto say the forum was
“not proving a welcoming environment”
and was not “serving its mandate ofbeing
an accessible resource for all students.”

from his academic woes.

In months leading up to the shutdown,

moderator before the forum shutdown,
said the executives could have better
handled the forum.

Basu was given tips by upper-

year management students on the forum
about preparing for exams and choosing
courses. Now, a second-year student
currently on a co-op internship at Microsoft Canada OEM Group, Basu says
he regrets not being able to pass on the
things he learned on the forum because
as of November 17, 2006 the forum has
been shut down.
In a statement on the now
defunct website, SCSU president Rajgumar Gunaratnam said the forum was

shut down due to “heavy volumes of
inappropriate content being posted on a
regular basis.”

the forum

had been

inundated

with

pornographic material.
forum
powers.

Ada Le who frequented the
said “the SCSU abused their

“T thought the SCSU
moderation

was

justified

in

forum
some

cases...however, I thought that there
were some moderators who were unrea-

sonably deleting posts and deliberately
insulting members of the forum.”
“Anyone who gets moderated
will say it’s unfair,” said Rob Wulkan,

for everyone.”
Jenna Hossack, vice president
students and equity, who was also a

“T don’t think anyone abused
their power,” said Hossack, “but I knew

there were inconsistencies. I think they
were probably due to differing opinions
between moderators and students or
among moderators, or the difficulty of

keeping up with [the disagreements].”
In late October 2006, Alexan-

dru Rascanu, SCSU’s vice president op-

vice president academics and also a
former forum moderator. He said cen-

erations, sent an e-mail to all forum users. The e-mail said that students who
didn’t register with an active University of Toronto e-mail account would be

sorship will always lead to disagreements

barred access from the forum. Shortly af-
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Treasure Hunt for Texts
For

some

university

students,

getting

rid of old textbooks and making some
money in the process is as good as get-

ting out of a boring lecture earlier than
expected.

While book prices can rival the
cost of the courses themselves, students
find themselves looking for alternative
solutions for purchasing course reading
material.

exhaustive set of options.

“TUSBE. Its quick and efficient. Although the buyback program
ensures some money back, it is usually
very low. With TUSBE, you don’t need
to use a middle-man and prices can
sometimes be negotiable.... [But] In
some cases, I'll share books with my
friends,’ Khan said.
Selling books to the bookstore

Uni-

involves the Buyback service, which can
involve in receiving a lower asking price.

or The Toronto

according to the Bookstore webpage.

Students can buy and sell their
own books, and set their own prices. But,
it comes with the adage of being recommended only when students are “unable”
to sell their books at the bookstore.
Aside from TUSBE, there is also

the U of T Bookstore Buyback service,
and posters
sales.

on

the walls

for private

But, third-year student Sumaya

Rashedul Amin, disagree with the union’s

decision to shut down the forum

Although a quick, no-nonsense

approach to selling used books, the
university's Buyback service has its own
list of regulations. For example, they will
only buy books back “at up to 50 per
cent ofthe current new retail price,” and

the price is based on how much demand
is on the textbook, (meaning that older
versions no longer sold by the bookstore
will not be bought back), according to
the University of Toronto Bookstore

webpage. However, online quotes and
year-round service may make this a viable option to students who are less keen

Khan said the book selling options are

to set their own prices and schedule to

not all equally favoured, nor are they an

meet with fickle student book-buyers.
Still, some students — either
unwilling to part with their books, or
unable to sell their outdated versions

— have come up with more creative solu-

but

urges students to join the Shit Disturbers Student Association (SDSA) forum.

“It is run by students and promotes free speech,” Amin says.
The SDSA forum was created in
response to censorship on other online
forums.
As for the SCSU, the union

has made no plans to reopen its online
forum. Rascanu says next year’s execu-

tives may reactivate it, but the decision
is theirs.

= Patrick Clarke
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versity Student Book Exchange, “is a site
sponsored by the University of Toronto
Bookstore that allows students to buy
and sell used textbooks independently,”

TUSBE,

ter, the forum was deactivated.
A former social science director,

A

Personal Property Protection
Manager Darcy A. Griffith
Manager of UTSC Police Services
While the University of Toronto at Scarborough is fortunate that relatively few
thefts of personal property occur, there are still precautions that you can take
to reduce the likelihood of becoming a victim.
As thieves most often look for high-end electronic items such as laptop computers, personal organizers, calculators and stereo equipment, the most effective steps in protecting your property are to only bring the equipment that
you need with you and to never let your property out of your sight, even for a
moment. Also, remember that your school locker is not a safety deposit box
and that expensive or irreplaceable items should never be left within it.
In addition, thieves don’t want to handle property that is marked and can easily be identified as belonging to someone else for two main reasons. Firstly,
they can’t sell marked items to a “fence” or pawn broker as easily as they can
sell unmarked articles and secondly, if they are stopped by the police, marked
property provides corroborative evidence of their crimes.
The most effective way to mark you property is to use an engraver, also known
as a mechanical pencil, to engrave an identifying mark such as your Driver's Licence number on all electronic equipment. Your identifying mark should be
engraved inside rather than on the back or any other easily removed part, and
if you are able, mark each item twice, once in an obvious location, and again in
a less obvious location. In addition to engraving your identifying mark on your
property, you should also make a note ofthe serial numbers and the locations
on the item the identifying mark is engraved. Store this information in an easily accessible yet safe location, such as your desk drawer or locker.

tions.

“With the old versions ofbooks...I keep
them because I want to make the most
out of the money I spent. I use [them]
as reference guides,” says U ofT student

Merry Leebruk.
*For more

information

on

the

University of Toronto's Buyback policy,
see uoftbookstore.com/online/buyback.
ihtmleand for the Toronto University
Sttident Book Exchange, tusbe.com
=
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Fatima Elzaibak

In the event your property is stolen, supply both the serial numbers and your
identifying mark to the UTSC Police who will ensure that this information is
filed with the Canadian Police Information Centre, which is accessible to every law enforcement agency in North America, increasing the chances of your
property being found and returned to you.

It is interesting to note that about 80% of all stolen property that is recovered
by the police cannot be identified or returned to the owners and must be sold
at public auction. By marking your property and recording the serial numbers
your chances of being among this 80% is greatly reduced.
For additional information on this or any other crime prevention topic, contact
the University of Toronto Police at Scarborough at 416-287-7398.
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Can't Knock the U iversity Hustle
Ee.

If you had a choice between
working at an assembly line for a
major car company or performing as an adult entertainer, which
one would you choose?
‘The saying ‘to each his
own’ proves to be true in the case
of three different University of
Toronto at Scarborough [UTSC]
students who talk about how
they are making ends meet to
pay for increasing tuition fees.

slist,

AK

ting-up equipment,

Brooke Reid, General
Oshawa

Motors

(GM)

classifieds

to spinning

de
to having equal knowledge and experience in various

Motors,

genres of music.

Armed with a truck
and the whereabouts of his next
location, Hollick usually drives

out with a partner for safety and

Oshawa

Plant mainly because of the high
salary perks. She is a Temporary
Part-lime employee [TPT] and

has confessed that getting a job
with GM is virtually impossible
for most people. She says she got
her job through a family connec-

tion.
“So many want to get
in but the only way you can get
it [a job at General Motors] is if
you know a higher executive or a family
member that works there,” Reid says.

GM _ offers TPT positions to
post-secondary school students. Shifts
are usually available on Mondays and
Fridays if students are willing to sign-up
on a waiting list to be called in to fill for
absentees. Students are then required to
learn a new position right on the spot in
a limited amount oftime.
“They [GM

online

Hollick is employed by
Sights and Sounds Productions,
a party promotions company
that produces school and dance
events throughout Canada. They
mainly focus on shows all over
Ontario and sometimes western
Quebec.
DJs are required to do
everything from driving out to
the assigned location, to set-

Brooke Reid, a second-year
UTSC student, is pretty content
with her arduous position at the
General

a free

service.

officials] can

just

put you anywhere in the whole place and
you have to learn the job in like half an
hour — you hardly ever go to the same
place twice,” Reid says.
An advantage of Reid’s job is
the $28 per hour earning, yet she admits
that working on an assembly line isn’t all

fun and games.
“Usually they give the TPTs
really shitty jobs because they just want
to show them that this isn’t a spoon-fed
kind ofjob,” she says. “I’m basically there
just for the money — you get really dirty,
its really loud, gross guys hit on you.”
“T would recommend it [the job]
simply if you're in need of the money,
but getting in is really tricky without any
real connections.”

Courtesy of Jamie-Lee Symister

And she’s set on clearing up
some of the stereotypes that come with
the word ‘stripper’.

“Honestly, I think people don’t
know what a stripper does. They think
whorehouse or something and that’s not
what it is,” she says.
Smith first started working as
an exotic dancer two summers ago when

shortage of money became a problem
that could no longer be ignored. She rec-

ognizes the fact that her personal preference to dance has and will continue to

compel people to judge her.
“T think its more entertainment

than any type of sexual

fulfillment,”

Smith explains.

Smith

says she makes

about

$500 to $600 per night while working at
a downtown gentleman's club.
“The room would cost a customer $70 plus a VIP cover charge would

be about $20. The hourly rate is $300,
whereas he [the customer] would end up

paying around $500 for the first hour
because there’s usually alcohol involved,”

Natalie Smith*, Exotic Dancer
Natalie Smith*, also a second-

year UTSC student, is enjoying similarly
high wages to Reid but finds herself at the
completely opposite end of the working
spectrum.
“T work at a gentleman’s club as
a burlesque entertainer,’ Smith says.

**KK

she says.
Although

the money

may be

enticing, Smith says she recognizes that

John Hollick, Sights and Sounds Productions

many of the pressures of working at a
gentleman's club include drug abuse and
some serious competition between the
girls.

RK

quick and easy money,” Smith says.
Not only has her job boosted
her self-confidence, Smith says she now
has the advantage of being able to spoil
herself from time to time.
“I love my job. There’s nothing
like the feeling where you can go to a
store and buy whatever you want,” she
says. “And I don’t think I’ve ever felt so
good about the way I look, ever.”
Smith says she is only working
as an exotic dancer until she can move
out on her own. But she hesitates when
asked whether shed recommend stripping to other female students.
“Someone with a weak personality I wouldn't recommend it to,” she
says. Neither to someone who is already
meddling with drugs, or someone who
doesn't have a plan for the future because
they might decide to be a stripper forever.
“It’s very easy to get sucked into
this industry,” Smith admits.

“First of all, every girl is dif
ferent, she says. “However, I know for
a fact that girls have had sex with the

customers and there is a lot of pressure
concerning drugs. There’s lots of coke

going around so you just have to be careful and if you're there, just make your
money and leave ricky?
“That's what dancing is about,

In his fifth year at UTSC, John Hollick
finds that his job not only helps him
bring in the big bucks, but is also a
creative outlet for doing something he
loves.
“Td always been curious about
DJing, and I seemed to catch them at a
good time,” he says.

Hollick had seen postings for
his job on U of T’s Career Centre Board,
Snel initially grabbed his attention. He
later ended up applying through Craig-

convenience.
“The travelling is great
- I’ve seen a bunch of “Ontalio.
and Quebec that I probably
never Fuld have phere he
says.
Hollick doesn’t hesitate
to acknowledge how much he
enjoys this kind of work.

“I love the job,” he
says. “I’m in the business of en-

tertaining people, so every show
is another rush, another audience -- you
never know what's going to happen until
the music starts.”

“Pay can range anywhere from
$100 to $325 per gig. That being said,
I've worked 15 hour days [including

travel]. If we're really far, the company
will pay for food and hotels.”
Aside from the perks of working

as a DJ, Hollick also admits there are
some downfalls to the job.
“It can be more stressful than
you think, as audiences are never all that
kind,” he says. “And when you make a
mistake, they let you know right away.”

“Gigs come and go, and all it
takes is one or two bad ones [shows] to
have you out in the cold for good.”
He also warns full-time students
to reconsider when taking on a job that
requires long time commitments.
“Tm
currently
a_ part-time
student, which gives me the flexibility of

dedicating entire days at a time to the
job,” he says. “Including the drive home,
no shift is ever less than eight hours,
most of which start around 12 p.m. and
end around | a.m.”
Hollick doesnt hide the fact
that money is a very big part of it, but

DJing has also presented ‘hea with an
opportunity through which to express
his love for music.
“Sure I’m in it for the cash, but

that’s only one slice of a very enjoyable
pie.”
Irina Lytchak

The source’s

name

was

confidentiality purposes.
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Bustling crowds, pants dropping in

hallways, and make-up artists scraping colour from palettes to renovate
the faces of campus-dwelling models;
the bleak two-hundred level of the SWing became a dungeon of glamour
on the evening of the fashion show.
In spite of the show being a

large production, this journalist finds
the crux of excitement

A glimpse of the room behind-the-scenes reveals socializing, photography, and all-out chillaxin’ before hitting the
runway.

behind-the-

scenes |
not, fa’
thirtee)
classes
youag

absorb |
scrutin

come ||
careers

Denae Dimonte, one of several make-up artis|}

fashion show, works on the visage of Ketmat?

time model and U ofT student double majorinc
and Psychology.

tunway at UTSC

} pre-performance. Fear
fader, | wouldn't spend a
ur day on campus -in
photo shoots- only to deny
vse of the actual show.

careers

dels display clichéd ego,
eness, inaudibly cull silent

documentation of the night’s events,
personae, and enjoyment.

are

attempted.

Attending

members of U of T take many roles
to furnish an event as lavish and
large as this, fashioned for viewing.

I invite you, dear reader, to view this

»efore applause- and bermers themselves. Future

,aspired to, and pseudo-
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Kyle Macpherson
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Unofficially named the “random models” according to the man in red -on the rightthese boys aren't afraid to change their pants in a crowded hallway. Kyle Prescod
(right) and James Wong silently wait for their runway time while one of their fellow
models struggles with a shirt.

Andre Vashist busts out his rhymes
as the U of T student formed group
known as Organized Sound _performs.

the scene of the

Asm all faction of the path Asian Alliance rehearses their performance for the fashion show on the fifth floor of the Bladen Wing.

Jaraphone, a first
ew Media Studies

Photography by Kyle Macpherson
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Mascots
Turtle boy. Dolphin girl. Boar boy. Owl
girl.

Aside from the weight they bare,
these are some of the descriptive titles of
Jamie Campbell’ s photographs in_ his
series, Beasts of Burden that are anything
but wild mascots.
His collection, featured at the
Harbourfront Centre, captures the heavy
load human beings can be confined to,
just as beasts of burden are.
Born in Niagara Falls, Ontario
Campbell now resides in Toronto with
his newly attained Bachelor of Fine Arts
in photographic studies from Ryerson
University.
Through his work he exposes
the emotions and form ofhuman beings,
exploring the vulnerability of the human

Never Had it So Hard
expose

“This group of kids were running through the hall as I was getting my

The gallery runs at the Harbourfront Centre in the York Quay Centre
from January 20 to March 11.

work ready to be hung, saying, ‘Ewww,

those

the
brokes

that turtle is in underwear. Lurtles aren't

supposed to be out of their shell.’ I wish
everyone walked away thinking that.”

magic
numbers

=

Alexandra Lucchesi

Band

The

Magic

Numbers

—

EMI

Records
Album
Those the Brokes
- 2006
The mellow, yet soulful tone of The
Magic Numbers’ second rock/pop album Those the Brokes, puts the listener in
a trance in which you can‘ help but bob
your head to the beats and sing along
with the band.
The quartet of the Stodart
and Gannon siblings is a double duo
comprising: the lead singer/song writer
Romeo Stodart, his sister Michele Sto-

condition. He describes Beast of Burdern
as a failed attempt to start a series on
motivation.

“I was really excited about animal costumes. I knew it wasn’t working,
so I scrapped the costumes and just started to photograph people. I was focusing
on gesture and gaze to convey burden,’

dart singer and bassist, Angela Gannon

who in addition to playing the melodica,
percussion, and glockenspiel, is also a
vocalist, and her drummer brother Sean

Campbell said.
Body language was crucial to his
design. But somehow, depressed looking
indiy iduals in minimal environments

Gannon.

Photos of a girl wearing a tiger
head in an empty room with nothing but

Those the Brokes distinct sound
is fresh and unlike the mainstream garble
on the radio. The songs are reminiscent of
60s pop groups like the Lovin’ Spoonful
and the Mamas & the Papas. If you are
a fan of artists like Alfie, Gorky’s Zygotic
Mynci, and The Beta Band chances are
The Magic Numbers are your thing.
The full length album contains
13 songs of love. One that just pops (ex-

curtains and a mattress, and a boy sitting

cuse the pun) is the track “Undecided.”

werent satisfying enough for Campbell
to express what he needed.
“It hit me really hard — animal

heads were the element missing. It was
the bit of satire I needed, plus they were
really huge and really emphasized weight
being carried.”

in his boxer shorts on a couch wearing

a turtle exposes the comedy of costume.
But looking more intensely, the affect
has a more serious scale.
“T think my work is tricky in
the sense that it is immediately viewed
as humour. People look at the work and

eet

laugh, which is nice. I get a real kick out
of making people laugh. Although, I

think of the work as a portrait, and I
am dealing with a pretty honest topic,”
Campbell said.
The environments call into question the reality of the situation. Empty
and virtually vintage environments, the
subjects are captured as vulnerable and
deserted. A dolphin in a bathtub with
white surroundings, and an empty living room lacking anything but a pink
he couch enhance the weight these
individuals share. It's Campbel I choice
of domestic environment that adds significance to his subject.
“I have been known to ask
strangers if I can look at their house.
And | always clear out rooms, so I feel
bad, because I show up and move everything, but I always put them back,” said
Campbell of his snapshot settings.
He may be explicitly staging his
milieu, but Campbell is grasping onto

include, “You Never Had It,” “Take a
Chance,” and “Take Me or Leave Me.”

With each track, the instruments
are given their due and are valued just
as much as the vocals. The Trinidadian
origins of Romeo and Michele’s background are felt throughout the album,
and are highlighted through bohemian
guitar riffs. Although the album shies
away from the conventional,

it carries

the trended influence that Eric Clapton
had on John Mayer's Continuum.
Appreciating the sibling quartet
grows with each listen. UK’s Magic
Numbers injects listeners with happiness
through their playful sound, by bringing
60s pop back with a new edge. Once you
peel back the layers you begin to truly
welcome the harmonious melodies.

photography that reaches out and puts
the eee on what he’s hoping to

= Candice Hong
Photos Courtesy of Jamie Campbell
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It has the light-heartedness of a summer
day, with sorrowful yet poignant lyrics.
The intertwining voices of Angela and
Romeo balance each other perfectly like
Donny and Marie Osmond. Angela's
vocals are soft and mellow without
overpowering the song, which can
sometimes sound like Joss Stone. Some
other noteworthy songs from the album

Op Was:

Singkil Stands Test of Time
A Muslim-Filipino princess is on her
way to see her betrothed when she encounters fairies in a bamboo forest. The
fairies cause an earthquake, knocking
the bamboo down, creating a writhing
mass of wood.
Undaunted,
the __ princess
elegantly and nimbly steps her way
through the moving, snapping bamboo
to get through the forest. Her feet never
get caught.
In modern-day Scarborough, a
young woman named Mimi has her own
bamboo forest crash down around her
when her mother dies, leaving a mess
of secrets. Mimi is buried under anger,
which threatens her relationships with
those around her. Will she be able to make
her way through the snapping bamboo
without getting her feet caught?
The past and present entwine
in Catherine Hernandez’ play Singkil,

the dance Singkil, where a dancer moves

through rhythmically snapping bamboo
poles, to the story of Mimi.
The dance of Singkil features
prominently in the play, as Mimi’s mother
was a celebrated Singkil dancer. She left

15, and her mother was also a famous
Filipino dancer, who pioneered Filipino
folk-dance in Canada.
For the play, all the actors
learned how to dance the Singkil, where

a dancer makes her way through a criss-

wasnt too excited about that.”
Ultimately, Hernandez said Villasin decided she needed to play Mimi,
as everything happens for a reason. “I
mean, who's mother dies in rehearsals
for a play where your character's mother
dies?”
Hernandez said she sees her

play as a move in the right direction for
minority artists. “As an artist of colour,

what we're trying to do is we're trying to
move away from the identity play,” Her-

nandez said. “We want to move beyond
that, make our literature stand the test of
time.”

ies. Making its debut at Factory Theatre
on January 11, Hernandez, who spoke
to UTSC students about the process of

She said many plays focused on

creating a work of dramatic art, likened

Mimi's journey to that of the princess.
“Her mother has just died, and
she has to surmount the insur-

mountable,

and forgive her mother,”

Hernandez said. “That being the meta-

Photo by Je

Author Catherine Hernandez interacts with students when she visited UTSC to talk

about her new play, Singkil.

phoric earthquake, she has to be able to
face the terror of forgiving her mother
for what she has done.”

Hernandez

began

writing

Singkil four years ago. Twenty-one drafts

later, her play evolved from one about

Along with the challenges of
learning the complicated dance, Nadine
Villasin, who plays Mimi, found out
her mother had died during rehearsals.
“There was the understanding that if she
was unable to go on, I would ‘understudy
as Mimi,” Hernandez said. “But there

was nudity, and I’ve had a baby, so |

a modern re- imagining of the famous
Filipino princess’ triumph over the fair-

now

makes her way around and through the
poles.

identity lose relevance quickly, and cease
to apply as issues change and shift over
time. “What I try to Ais is take a story
line whereby there are universal themes,
that happen to be framed in a cultural
context, she said.
Catherine Hernandez appeared
at UTSC as part of Asia Arts, a year-long

initiative of the Cultural Affairs Office.
school at 16 to tour as the Filipino prin-

cess, before immigrating to Canada and
becoming a mother. Hernandez herself
has danced the Singkil since she was

crossed set of four bamboo poles, which
open and close in a rhythmic fashion.
Waving fans, the dancer, who plays the
part of the princess from the folktale,

Visit ustc.utoronto.ca/~cultural for more

information.
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Jennifer Murray
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Scarborough
Campus
Students’

Your World Right Now

SPRING ELECTIONS
PAUL

Union

CS5U

University of Toronto

Ton 10
RealTrax™ ring tunes
Week of January 22
Fergalicious
- Fergie

I Luv It
- Young Jeezy

| Wanna Love You
- Akon

Irreplaceable
- Beyonce

Lips ofan Angel

PRESIDENT & CEO

VP ACADEMICS

VP EXTERNAL

VP STUDENTS & EQUITY

- Hinder

Money In The Bank
- Lil’ Scrappy

On The Hotline

COME OUT AND VOTE ON FEBRUARY 14™ AND 15™

- Pretty Ricky

Promise
- Ciara

Shortie Like Mine
- Bow Wow

Smack That
- Akon

SCSUIS ALSO HIRING:
VP HUMAN RESOURCES

VP OPERATIONS & CFO

Text "PLAY" to 4800 on your Rogers wireless
phone to download your favourite ring tunes today.

VP CAMPUS LIFE

APPLY BY MARCH 2" 2007
For more info visit: wwwscsu.ca/elections or E-mail: elections@scsu.ca
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The Last Line of
Defence is
the First
to Success

UTSC Game Schedule

With the conclusion of the All-Star break,
NHL teams return to their arenas and recharge
for the second half of the season. In the long

stretch, a team will only survive if they have a
solid goaltender between the pipes. So far, all six

Canadian teams are still in the playoff hunt and
the major factor for all has been goaltending.
For the Toronto Maple Leafs, it’s actually the lack of consistent goaltending that has
prevented the team from doing better. Both

Andrew

Raycroft and Jean-Sebastien

Aubin

Sport

Date

Men's Maroons Basketball

best Canadian team on paper, in terms of actual

points its the Montreal Canadiens. Cristobal
Huet is proving to be more than just a one-year
wonder. The team’s only weakness is a lack ofa
second line centre, someone who will finally get
the duo of Sergei Samsonoy and Alexei Kovalev
scoring on a nightly basis. Few think this team
has what it takes to win the Stanley Cup, but
remember, few people thought the same in
Ok

Over in the Western Conference, the
Vancouver Canucks are hoping to ride goalie
Roberto Luongo all the way into the post-season. So far, Luongo has started or played in 45
of the team’s 48 games. Although the team lost

Location

7:30 p.m

FH1

9 p.m

FHI

7:30 p.m

Varsity Arena

Feb. 10 vs. Meds

ore

Varsity Arena

“Feb.1vs. New

9 p.m

Varsity Arena

| Feb. 26 vs. SGS PhysChem

7 p.m.

Varsity Arena

| ee eWieee es TBA)

10 p.m.

Varsity Arena

Feb. 15 vs. Political Animals

Pisa

Varsity Arena

Feb.4s. U.C.A.

r35 p-m.

VF South

Febay sys PET

10:35 p.m.

VE Middle

9:35) pum:

VF Middle

Feb. 4 vs. FPEH

225) pam:

VF South

Feb. 7 vs. Law

10:35 p.m.

VF South

Feb. 28 vs. SMC —

10:35 p.m.

VF Middle

rep 1 vs. -FPEH

8:35 p.m.

VF South

Feb. 8 vs. Pharmacy

8:35 p.m.

VF South

Feb. 15 vs. UTM

8:35 (p.m.

VF South

Feb. 14 vs. UTM

9:3 55p.m,

VF North

Febi28 vs. UG,

10:35 p.m.

VF North

| p.m

Sports Gym

9 p.m

UTM

6:35 p.m

VF North

Feb. 8 vs. Trinity

6:35 p.m

VF North

Feb. 15 vs. UTM

8:35 p.m

VF North

:

| Feb. 2 VS. Victoria

Men's Racoons Basketball

Feb.5 vs, U-GA-

Men's B Hockey

|

Men’sC Hockey
Mes R Hoe

Men's Indoor Soccer — Maroons |

Feb. 14 vs.UTM
Men’s Indoor Soccer — United

Menep rain SCCET

Men’s Lacrosse

=
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Jon Brazeau

©

Women’s Tri-Campus Basketball |Feb. 4 vs. St. George Grey
|
Women’s Field Hockey

Feb. 8 vs. UTM
oe. 1 vs. WW/UCISCS

Todd Bertuzzi (traded to the Florida Panthers in
the Luongo deal) and Ed Jovanoski (signed with

the Phoenix Coyotes as free agent), Luongo is
the player the team sorely needed. He is doing
for Vancouver what Patrick Roy did for the
Montreal Canadiens in the ’80s and early ’90s:
turning an average team into a Cup contender.
Likewise, Miikka Kiprusoff is doing
the same for the Calgary Flames. Although the
city can only spell dynasty as O-N-E, it’s still
one more cup win than Vancouver. The team
came close in 2004, so there’s always hope they
can pull it off again.
Finally, last year’s Cinderella surprise,
the Edmonton Oilers, continue to look for ways
to squeak into the playoff scene again. Don’t
count them out yet, as they were the ‘eighth seed
last year and came within one game of winning
the Stanley Cup. The main reason they lost? An
injury to their goaltender. Dwyane Roloson won
12 playoff games before an injury ended his year
and the team fought hard but couldn’t finish the
job against the Carolina Hurricanes.
With still almost half a season to go,
things can change for the better or worse for the
Canadian NHL teams. But as long as they all
get solid help from their last line of defence, all
six teams could make the playoffs.

<a

Men's Tri-Campus Hockey |Feb. 8vs. St.George White

have shown signs of brilliance but also signs of

despair. It’s certainly not the only problem for
the Leafs, as injuries and an inexperienced blueline are hurting them too. But a few pickups at
the trade deadline can fill those roles; there will
not be a large supply of good goalies available.
The same could have been said about
the Ottawa Senators, who were early favourites
to win the Stanley Cup. Ottawa struggled in the
first half of the season because goalie Martin
Gerber couldn't even stop a beach ball. Backup
goalie Ray Emery came in off of the bench several times and has helped turn the team around.
Ottawa still has a long way to go before catching
up to the division leaders but at least they're not
struggling to remain in the playoff picture.
Although Ottawa was considered the

Time

Ree

a.he

“Feb: 3 vs. Woodsworth

]

Feb. 7 vs. Medicine

Wie en

A Indoor Soezer

6:35 Ae

VF North

35) pin:

VF North

7:35 p.m

VF North

Feb. 7 vs. Si Hilda's

6:35 p.m

VF Middle

Feb. 14 vs. Innis

6:35 p.m.

VE Middle

Feb. 28 vs. Nursing

6:35 p.m.

VE Middle

| ik Wevs FPEH

| a 35 p.m.

VE North

Feb. 14 vs. Skule

6:35 p.m.

VF North

Feb. 28 vs. New

6:35 pom

VF North

Feb. 1 vs.UTM

1 p.m.

UTSC

70> pane

UG

Feb. 6 vs. FPEH

7:05 p.m.

SG3

Beby 1Srys. UC.

7:05 p.m.

O35)

Feb. 27 vs.Pharmacy

7:05 p.m.

FH1

Feb. 26 vs. FREH

eee

Tae

;

Women’s Tri-Campus Volleyball |

Pa 11 vs. St.oe

Women's A Volleyball

Varsity Arena
Varsity Arena

Ee 5 vs. Medicie

cle

:

8 p.m

:

Feb. 12 vs. Pharmacy

Womenee ee,

8 p.m

.
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Very Brief
Briefs

Hockey

1.08

vs. Lacrosse

Which One is Canada’s National Sport?

Tri-Campus Sports
Update
The women’s volleyball team
continues to look for their first
win of the year. The team lost
3-0 to UTM on Jan. 13, 3-1 to
St. George White on Jan. 21
and 3-2 to St. George Blue on
Jan. 25. UTSC currently sits
in last place in the four team
division with a 2-5 record.
In men’s hockey, UTSC
started off the year with a
blowout, defeating St. George
White, 7-0, on Jan.11. It was
also the team’s first win of the
season. However, the team
couldn't keep the momentum going and lost 5-3 to St.
George Red on Jan. 18.
Finally, the women’s
basketball
team
opened
the New Year with a home
game against UTM on Jan.
22. Despite the home crowd
advantage, UTSC lost 54-42.

Intramural hockey team
start year on wrong foot
The women’s hockey team was
shutout in their first game of
2007. The team lost 1-0 to UTM
on Jan.24 at Varsity Arena.

Raccoons fall short at
home
The UTSC men’s Raccoons
basketball team opened 2007
on a sour note after heading
into the holiday break with a
four game winning streak. The
Raccoons lost 78-57 against
UTM, on Jan. 24. It was only
the second loss of the year for
the Raccoons, the first being
against fellow UTSC the Maroons back on Oct. 25.

|Asensgeg
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Some debates are never-ending: Pepsi

passed, declaring lacrosse the official

dominated hockey just after the First

or Coke, Return of the Jedi or The

summer sport of Canada and making

Empire Strikes Back, and in Canadian
sports, hockey or lacrosse?
The sport of lacrosse has seen
an increase in popularity over the past
few years. Numbers from the Ontario
Lacrosse Association show the number

hockey its official winter sport.

World War, on Dec. 19, 1917 when
the NHL played its first game. The
Montreal Wanderers beat the Toronto
Arenas, 10-9, and the Montreal Canadiens beat the Ottawa Senators, 7-4.

of registered OLA members has almost

quadrupled between 1990 and 2005,
from 10,275 players to 39,463.

Although many Canadians still
perform their holy ritual of watching reverend Don Cherry preach his
weekly sermon on Hockey Night in
Canada, lacrosse is equally Canadian,
if not more. Its roots date back to

before the birth of this country, when
First Nations people would play what
the Iroquois called “Baggataway,”
according to the Canadian Lacrosse
Association.
In May 1994, Bill C-212 was

“Tt’s all about compromise,” said
comedian Rick Mercer at a Toronto
Rocks game. “I would say compromising is Canada’s national sport.”
Fans at the Toronto Rock
lacrosse home opener against the
Rochester Knighthawks on Jan. 20
would disagree.

The league featured only five teams
— all Canadian.
“When

you

have a kid, the

first thing you do is you put them in

official sport, but hockey is my love,”

skates,” said Mike Poulin, goalie for
the Toronto Rock.
But Poulin said lacrosse will
soon take off with just a little more exposure. He believes a large part of the
future success of lacrosse lies in the big
bucks of the American markets. With
the creation of a New York team this
year, that seems to be well underway.

said Brendon, an employee at the Air
Canada Centre.
This current mindset was born
during the golden era of Canadian-

d.. Uriel Mendoza

One fan just said, “Lacrosse
first, hockey second.”
Another played the history card,
saying, “Lacrosse, of course. Lacrosse
came first.”
But the hockey fans couldn't
be silenced. “I know lacrosse is the

i
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Photography by Uriel Mendoza
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Networking with Big Wigs in Van City

UTSC Hocke

The best and brightest of Canada’s me-

REE

dia, alongside eager student journalists

'

from across the country congregated in
Vancouver, British Columbia for the
Canadian University Press’s (CUP) 69th
annual national conference. The event

was hosted by the Capilano Courier, the
paper for Capilano College in Vancouver.

CUP is North America’s only
student newspaper co-operative, and is
Se, Photo By Jason,crn
owned by over 70 student newspapers
CUP Graphics Bureau Chief
across the country. It boosts a news wire |VANCOUVER (CUP) -~ Jian Ghomeshi spoke at the
service, and is a training ground for the
ee

5 A

press of tomorrow. CUP alumni include
Peter Gzowski, Naomi Klein, Pierre
Burton and former Prime Minister Joe

Canadian University Press conference in Vancouver
on Friday, Jan. 19, 2007.

=

Clark.

The

Underground

would

like

to take this opportunity to thank the
journalism program and the department
of the humanities. Our staff wouldn't
have had the opportunity to take part in
networking and learning from inspiring
journalists who have been in frontlines of

war, to photographers and page designers
who have won international awards.
We would also like to thank
CUP and the Capilano Courier for or7.
Ty
;
:

ganizing an informative and eye opening

delivered the first keynote speech at the Canadian
University Press Conference in Vancouver on Jan. 18,
2007. The conference is being hosted by the Cap-

ilano Courier.

conference.

We'll see you next year in Prince
Edward Island.

Photo

by Vanessa Larkey

Our own Abbas Somji decided to do a little role
reversal with Narduwar the Human Serviette. The
MuchMusic correspondent gave the last keynote
address at the conference on Jan. 21.
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11 A.M. -3 P.M.
UTSC plays against Varsity Blues at Varsity Arena on Jan. 24.
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Join us in formal presence in the fight against HIV/AIDS
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Help support the women

and children who carry HIV/AIDS In Afric

A 19+ Dinner and Dance
On February 24th 2007

At 6:00 pm

i

At Spirale's Banquet & Convention Centre’

\.. STRICTLY FORMAL: Black, White & Red
more information & tickets,

We are hiring the responsable students

for 2007-2008 school year!
Applications are available

—TO>

in the Residence Office

Positions included:

Residence Advisor
Contact Lesley Mak,

Academic Programmer

Residence Life Coordinator
For info 416-287-7370

Residence Programmer

Join the...
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Great

Editorial

Quotes

work. I want to achieve

it through not dying.”

- Woody Allen
“Did you ever notice that
the first piece of luggage
on the carousel never
belongs to anyone?”
- Erma Bombeck

“T will not have my life
narrowed down. | will not

bow down to somebody
else's whim or to someone else’s ignorance.”
- Bell Hooks
“Be a first rate version

of yourself, not a second
rate version of someone
else.”

- Judy Garland

Off the Record
“I have gas in myuterus.”
- Annonymous

By now, you probably belong to the greatest
time waster since MSN and Tetris, or at least
heard of it.
Below are a few reasons why the
Facebook nation is changing the way we
interact and communicate with each other.

POLITICAL PROPAGANDA
The flyers, posters and all candidates
meetings are still around for the 2007 SCSU
election.
But, this year brings an added
twist—Facebook.
Most SCSU candidates have a group
dedicated to their election platform, along
with a discussion board where they can directly
answer students’ questions and concerns.
In some ways, it has fostered a grassroots campaign. As a more informal outlet, it
enables students to become political on their
own time. They can post questions and comments to candidates at 3 a.m. on their laptop
while studying in the ARC.
Some may argue the groups are a
publicity scam, but for others, it’s instrumental in deciding whose name you decide to tick
off come election time.
Perusing candidates’ profiles also
gives us a glimpse into their personal lives. We
can see which groups they belong to, whom
they're friends with, pictures, notes, and wall

posts.
YOU LIKE BABY SLOTHS TOO?
Who knew you and someone from
Cornwall both appreciate baby sloths, or
everyone's favourite ‘80s movie The Goonies?
Facebook communities are sometimes
just for fun. From “Keep your f***ing hand
down in lecture and shut up. No one cares.” to
“Jack Lemmon and Walter Mathieu Forever”
more edgy groups like the*‘Europeans at the
University of Toronto at Scarborough.”
The latter group's profile says the
SCSU did not approve of aEuropean Club on
campus because “it’s not politically correct.”
The creator goes on to say “since we
can’t have an actual, physical European club
at UTSC, I thought that we should at least
have one online.”
Leave my turtlenecks and red jeans

nderground
UTSCs Official Student Newspaper

alone! It seriously was in style!
“The only thing | remember is that
he had a fat ass,” said one of our staff members about an elementary school friend that
recently added her to Facebook. Reminiscing
about the days on the playground, if your
school was lucky enough to have one, is as
easy as someone tagging you in a grade 5 class
photo that was “accidentally” destroyed.
Facebook is an escape route out of an
awkward class reunion, or an invitation to one
pending on the people in your year. It’s also a
social experiment to see where people are after
ten years. The grade 6 crush is a deadbeat,
while the class nerd cleaned up pretty nicely
and is attending Yale for grad school.

HOOK UP CENTRAL
Cupid’s arrow takes the form of a
“poke” in the Facebook nation. That pointy
finger can let your sweetheart know that
youve noticed them in chemistry class.
There is also the fabulous “relationship
status” feature. As soon as sweethearts break
up on Facebook, everyone knows. You can go
in for the kill and be their “confidant”.

at 11 p.m. from a friend who has discovered
their new profession as a stalker. If you or
someone you know are in stalker denial, here
are some tips you may be a little too creepy for
your own good.
- You find yourself browsing your friends’
friend pages at all hours of the day
- How about checking out people's personal
websites listed on their profiles?
- Looking at random peoples’ photo albums
like “Cuba 2004.”
- Reading all 265 wall posts
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“OMG. Guess who has Facebook?”
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Letters and Submissions Policy
The Underground loves letters. Should such letters be submitted to info@the-underground.ca by 5 p.m. on the — Editors at The Underground reserve the right to play with submissions as they please, so long as printed playfulness is
Friday before the desired publication date, we will likely print it. Letters should be 700 words or less. Writer's name,
duly noted as such
student number, and contact information are requisite, though we can withhold names at the writer's request and
editor's discretion. Letters will be edited for length, clarity, and cleanliness, but grave idiocy will be left in for your

The views expressed in published articles belong solely to the writer, and do not reflect the opinions of the editorial board,

embarrassment

The

Underground, the SCSP, or the university.

Article submissions and ideas should pass through the editorial board before writing. Unsolicited articles may be
published, but previously arranged and discussed stories have a higher chance of finding their way to print. Articles
will be edited for length, clarity, cleanliness, and style

The Underground is published by the Scarborough College Student Press (SCSP), The SCSP is a non-profit corporation
independent of the Scarborough Campus Students’ Union (SCSU), The SCSP is funded in part by a direct levy to UTSC
students, received through the Office of Student Affairs

All submissions become the property of The Underground upon publication, Submissions may be printed elsewhere
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Underground

two weeks after publication provided that The Underground is identified as the original publisher

The

Underground is governed by the
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Canadian University Press (CUP),

CUP Code of Ethics.

www.cup.ca

a national organization of student newspapers

Contributions to The Underground
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CANDIDATES FOR VICE-PRESIDENT ACADEMICS
Zuhair Syed

Daniel Greanya

Why do you think you have the chops for the
job?
[ bring the perfect combination ofsolid advocacy experience and fresh ideas. My past experience as
Vice-President Academics (where I've increased study
space), Vice-President External (where I’ve secured
discounted Metropasses) and as a Humanities Director (where I’ve established club’s funding protocol)
with the SCSU makes me the candidate with the
most experience getting things done in this organization. At the same time I bring new ideas and a unique
insight that only comes with intimate knowledge of
an organization, into how to bring change from the
inside so that the Student Union can truly be a voice
for the students.
If elected, at the end of your term what will have
changed?
If elected, at the end of my term students will
feel like they belong to the union, they'll feel a sense
of ownership and pride in what goes on within it. My
vision revolves around making the student union less
of a business and more like a student union again. An
entity that encourages a strong and unified voice to
rise up from all around the student body.
Bluff’s Restaurant
Bluff’s financials have been making a steady
increase. With the right marketing and promotions
Bluffs can become a truly successful hub for student
life on campus.

Raises for SCSU Executives
It promotes equality and makes public service an option for low income students; we've lost
executives before because on the executive salary they
couldn't pay the rent and their tuition.

Rashedul Amin
Do you think you have the chops for the job?
SCSU desperately needs to reform. SCSU has
to come out ofthe office, and return to its main function of being a students’ union. Unfortunately, the
“old blood” SCSU has failed us yet they are running
again with promises of reform. As if after 2 to 3 years
in office without change they just decided to wake
up one day and listen to the students and promise
reform. I’m sick of their bullshit and arrogance and I
think many students can also relate. Pll be a straight
shooter, down to earth, approachable and will not
back down from fighting on behalf of students.
If elected, at the end of your term what will have
changed?

By the end of the term I’m hoping to make
students feel more connected and involved with the

SCSU. The level of student apathy and disconnect
between the students and SCSU is incredible. SCSU
needs to be more of a students’ union and less of

a corporation. If I can get even 50 more students
involved that will be better than what we started.

Bluff’s Restaurant
Bluffs needs to transform into a pub
style area with a more open welcoming atmosphere. The restaurant model has failed. We
can't continue to loose over $100,000 per year.

Raises for SCSU Executives
Unfortunately 30 words are too short to
explain why I’m against the salary increase. In short,
money is the wrong motivation and there are better
uses for the $14,000.

+

Coverage
Study Space
The VP Academics must
sit down with the administration
and discuss what needs to be
done to find new study space on

campus. Study space should be
a part of any building process
which

will occur,

and finding

space in existing buildings should

has many

issues that prevent it

from being the place to be which is what I
want to change.
Bluff’s Restaurant
The situation at Bluffs needs to
be re-evaluated due to the huge losses and
sky rocketing prices that students simply
cannot afford. | would suggest putting a
committee together solely to deal with this
issue.
Raises for SCSU Executives
I wish I could give a more concrete
answer but the fact of the matter is that this

issue is of no importance to me because |am
NOT running for the money. Whether or
not SCSU executive salaries are raised does
not affect me or the campaign I am running.

being able to use the Meeting
Place, including a removal of the

closely with the administration.

Bluff’s Restaurant
Bluffs Restaurant should be a
place that provides students with

available for next year, but more
must be done.
Students must

campus

campus life improved by students
ban on amplified sound.

Arc expected for this summer
should improve the study space

If elected, at the end of your term what
will have changed?
I hope that by the end of my term
this school goes from being a dreary place
to something far more vibrant and inviting.
The current situation is terrible in terms of
campus life and student involvement only
because the students are not being reached
out to in a way that is encouraging. This

campus food outlets, and meal
plans extended to Student Centre outlets. I would like to see

also be a priority. This is an issue where we will need to work
The proposed renovation of the

Why do you think you have the chops
for the job?
Contrary to popular belief that
experience is the only factor by which a
candidate is determined to be most suitable
for the position of SCSU president, I believe that a candidate must possess, rather,
more vital skills and qualities in order to
handle such a hefty and demanding job.
Such things include leadership capability,
communication skills, and vision. I believe
I am the most capable and suitable candidate for the position. When I decided to
run, I knew the SCSU needed fresh ideas
coupled with enthusiastic personnel ready
to dump tradition and fulfill creativity and
innovation. My passion and fervour for
the betterment of the organization and its
members is what I believe will make me a
successful president should I be elected.

non-academic related things that

I want to see are longer hours for

also be made aware of the study
space available.
If elected, at the end of your
term what will have changed?
If I am elected, by the
end of my term I wish to see the
bell curve eliminated, academic
resources improved, and student
needs being effectively communicated and results achieved. Some

quality food options and a place
for campus events. Outreach to

determine student priorities are
needed.
Raises for SCSU Executives
The current issue with increasing
wages for executives is a matter

ofbasic dignity. The work which
these students do deserves at least
minimum wage.
Any increase

beyond the current one I do not
support at this time.

Ignignokt
Why do you think
you have the chops
for the job?
Ignignokt
has
the chops for the job
because
Ignignokt

|

raises.
moon
pigs.
Moon
porkchops
taste very, very good.
Ignignokt loves Moon

fo

= al

a

porkchops. Especially
with tasty gravy. The
rest of the candidates will not feed the students. Ignignokt will
feed them with very special halal-kosher Moon porkchops.
Ignignokt bring change to SCSU. With special Moononite
mind washing technique, need for study space is gone. Tuition
fees will go down. Ignignokt will make tuition fees payable in
moon dollars and open up currency exhange where students
can pay $5 for a years worth of Moon tuition fees. All other
issues, students will do what Ignignokt says.

If elected, at the end of your term what will have changed?
When Ignignokt is elected, students will have a new
leader from the all-powerful Moononites. By the end of the
term, all students will be happy. Using the mighty Foreigner
belt, the power of the classic rock band will make all content.
The students will all “Known What Love Is” with Ignignokt as
President.
Bluff’s Restaurant

Bluffs’ restaurant will be taken over and changed with
the arrival of Ignignokt as President. Money willl not be lost
as Ignignokt will import cheap labour from the Moon. Food
served will be laced with addictive substances ensuring repeat
customers.

Alexandru Rascanu
Did not submit answers to e-mailed questions by the time of printing.

Raises for SCSU Executives

Ignignokt does not need the extra $2000 a year. There are
enough sources of wasted money in the SCSU that Ignignokt
will tap into for personal use.

:
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Study Space
Study space is not
a problem with an
overnight solution.
‘The battle for more
space has taken and
will continue
to
take years to solve.
‘Maybe in the long

sun UTSC might
| have to consider building a flat space/classroom
‘space and study space. An ideal solution, but
for short term, rooms that are not being used
‘on a regular basis make excellent study space.
The key is to advertise these properly so that
students are informed of them. Another issue is
security at night time for those staying at school
and studying. This is crossing portfolios, but is
still a necessary issue to consider in this subject.

If elected, at the end of your term what will
have changed?
- Strengthen Departmental Student Associations
so that they can effectively meet the academic
_ needs ofstudents in the Department.
_- Support higher quality education by increasing
funding for TAs
_ - Ongoing advocacy for increased study: space.
Bluff’s Restaurant
I think Bluff’s has come a long way from where
it was and I am glad to see the business thriving now. I do not like to vent about the past,
rather, I look to the future of the restaurant.
Raises for SCSU Executives
Yes, because the current wages

are

sweatshop

Ona TTC U-Pass

I cant make any promises
because I have no idea if Mayor Miller
will stay true to his election promise of a
Toronto Upass. If I’m elected I will definitely pursue a Upass for UTSC. Because
we are a commuter campus we have to
take the lead in achieving this goal and
I would like to build a coalition between
the other student unions in the city
in making it clear to the mayor and to
the TTC that UTSC wants a fair deal in

Feb. 2 board of directors meeting to
increase their pay by $2 000 come

the new school year.
The pay raise will bring the
executives an extra $1.10 an hour and

was initially put forward at the Jan.
12 meeting. The motion was ruled
out of order because it didn't follow
bylaw 1 section 14.0 of the SCSU’s

constitution, which says 14 days or
more are required for policy changes.
Bluff’s Restaurant
I think that

transit.

Bluffs

should

If elected, at the end of your term what

have a marketing manager to assist

will have changed?

with promotion

of the

restaurant.

Hopefully by the end of my
term one of the most visible changes
would be the addition of part-time and
graduate students to the SCSU health

and dental plan. Also, I would be
pleased if we could have discounted bus
passes

for Durham

and

York

region.

Chia Barsen
Barsen did not submit answers in time for printing

his reasoning for the proposal, saying

he personally took responsibility for
not giving the standard

14 day in

advance notice, though he did say
the question of a pay increase “has
been an issue the past few years.”
Student
union
members

are making roughly $6.59 per hour,
a figure that’s not only below the
currently-mandated, and soon to
be raised minimum wage; it’s also
below what student unions at other
universities make.
According
to
figures

obtained

by Tacorda,

the average

from other Canadian universities are
$23, 127, while the SCSU president
earns $15 000.
The motion will come into
effect with the incoming resident

Ibrahim Babur

=

Anthony Geremia

Dawn Cattapan

the |
—

study areas available B
SH
for study at different time periods.
_If elected, at the end of your term what will
_ have changed?
If I am

The proposed raises were brought to
the human resources committee on
Janelle
Vice President of Human

Resources, Lou Michael Tacorda, gave

Raises for SCSU Executives
I would have been happy
with the $12,000 salary. What I hope
to receive from this job is vital work
experience, which | think is worth
more than money.

GANDIDATES FOR VICE PRESIDENT STUDENTS AND EQUITY

first step I can do is
collect [information
on] good [and quiet]

SCSU

and vice-presidents.

Study Space
:
UTSCais, in
need of study space.
.
.
. As I have said earlier,
I personally dislike
our study environ- #
ment and demand —
more [quieter study

elected,

the things

I would

like to change most is the study environment
at UTSC. I would also like to arouse students’
interests [in studying and] providing fun actives
related to academics. Research about what UTSC

students want most for academics and provide
step by step plan for them. No empty promises.
Bluff’s Restaurant

I think Bluffs fatal point is not just

the price, but the food. More marketing has
| been done toward “Bluff” itself; however it did

not

Coffee is on the 2007-2008

executives.
A motion was passed at the

the time of printing.

Joanna Liu

|

Chris Smith

Did not submit answers to emailed questions by

I think

Pay Increase Go-Ahead
for SCSU

earnings of student union presidents

_ wages.

places].

109

successfully attract students

for its food.

| Raises for SCSU Executives
Yes, I am in favour ofraises for SCSU Executives. 1) Increase of money means the increased

If elected, at the end of your term what
will have changed ?
The changes for students will be
improved food choices for those
with religious, dietary or other needs.
Yd also like to create a club resource
center (either physically or online) where
groups can access marketing, fundraising and accessibility information to help
them with their events. Also in plans ts
to increase the amount of money that is
given out in the book bursary by approachingsponsorsanddonation sources.

isa place for them, and not necessarily just
the faculty hangout that it is often seen as.
Raises for SCSU
We have student leaders all across this

campus that work just as much for nothing- and don't complain. The justification for the raises is that it won't affect
student services. But if we put the money
from the raises into student services instead, couldn't we increase the services?
Greater food selection

This is actually something that is starting
Issues important to you?
Making sure that SCSU is accessible and
open to all ofthe students. I’m hoping to

examine SCSU’s building and bylaws to
ensure that we are easily accessible to all.
I’m also hoping to continue work with
the athletic center to ensure that women’s

only hours at the gym are permanent.
Bluff’s Restaurant
While running a restaurant is not my
expertise, I think we need to work on
changing students’ perceptions, that this

to happen and is starting to be recognized. I know a lot of work on this has

been done by the current VP Students
and Equity, and I'd like to continue that

work. I'd like to advocate that multiple
campus locations give a variety of vegan

/ vegetarian / Halal options, because I

think that competition is going to be
a huge factor in getting more choices.
But also, a huge part of ensuring that we
keep these food choices is making sure

that they are well-advertised, as this has
been a problem in the past.

importance of SCSU executives’ jobs. 2) I believe
its a motivation

jobs better.

to SCSU

executives to do their

Sajjad Jafri
Did

Ahmad

Jaballah

Did not submit answers to emailed questions by the time of

not submit answers to emailed questions by

the time of printing.
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“You've come a long way baby, but you
got a hell of away to go.”
This was the sentiment of one
faculty member present at the discussion panel entitled, A Sexual Diversity:
Invisible to Visible held on Feb. 5 by the
Positive Space Committee at UTSC and
the Office of LGBTQ Programs and
Services.

Former
student
and
now
assistant director of Student Affairs,
Vinitha Gengatharan remembers a time
at UTSC when Freedom Alliance (now
LGBTQ) wouldn't publish the time and
location oftheir meetings because of fear
of negative backlash.
Today, many barriers have been
broken as support has increased and is
more

visible on campus.

For instance,

the Positive Space stickers that promote
a welcoming environment on campus.
“If |go somewhere and I see a
Positive Space sticker, that does make me
feel safe,” said Miles Kenyon, a student
from the St. George campus.
Despite these great initiatives,
obstacles remain.

“Everyone and not just queer
and trans people, are responsible for
making positive space. I think UTSC
staff and faculty could be more inclusive
if they had showed support for positive

the

Invisible

space by putting Positive Space stickers
on their office See says UTSC student Matthew Chin.
Sociolo
Professor
Kathy
Liddle, who identifies herselfas a lesbian,
says one of the ways to make LGBTQ
issues visible at UTSC is by having more
people come out. However, she also
notes that it’s not that simple. Rather,
there's a bit of a “dance”, involved with
coming out because on the one hand it
can promote education and acceptance
of LGBTQ issues, yet there are risks as
well.
“There are people who dont
want to come out because they have
legitimate fears,” Liddle says.
Yet, the professor says becoming
visible not only provides someone who is
not ea gay/lesbian/bisexual/queer/
transsexual a support contact, but it can
also spark discussion among different
groups on campus.
“Tt can go a long way towards
building bridges. It isn’t always easy, but
I think it’s important,” Liddle says.
Other ways discussion can help
fight heterosexism is by confronting
misconceptions of homosexuality.
“T think students could also
help create positive space by challenging
heterosexism and homophobia when

Drama Students: All Dressed Up with No Place to Go
Amy Mayor knows a thing or two about
lack of space at UTSC.
As the director of the UTSC

Dutrisac said.
Although the stage of the LLBT
will not change, drama students will
gain a theater lab lighting grids after the

Visible

they see it happen,” says Chin who also
recognizes that it can be hard if students
don't know how to challenge or recognize
heterosexism and homophobia when
they happen.
Simple things like correcting
language so it’s more inclusive can help
break down stereotypes and assumptions. For example, instead of asking a
woman if she has a boyfriend, ask if she’s
seeing anyone.
Yet, for Kenyon, it’s important
to use inclusive language “across the
board” so that people from the LGBTQ
community are not marginalized.
“If youre going to use neutral
terms like ‘partner’ or ‘significant other’
you have to do that for everyone,” Ken-

yon says.

Allies aren't forgotten. Their
support allows for members of the LGBTQ community to openly talk about
issues like gay bashing and harassment.
Liddle says ee issues continue today,
even though there’s an increase of gay
and lesbian images in the media.
Also, allies come in handy

when

having conversations with people who
arent supportive of the LGBTQ community as they act as a medium.
Often people will listen to
allies when they will not listen to queer

Thanks to a group ofstudent athletes, UTSC
finally has a place to party.

construction is complete. With students

Ryan Parker, assistant captain of the mens

rooms and the Bluff’s stage because of
construction on the new science building and the revamping of the Leigha
Lee Browne Theater (LLBT). The new

in the lab and not the LLBT, the theater
will be available for more shows.
While prospective and current
students have the lab to look forward

dent of the Scarborough Campus Hockey

to, their current

the spring of 2008,

not as optimistic. While construction

construction

while the theater

should be completed by

March.

“The play existed in my head
for a long time because we didn’t have

anywhere to visualize it,” Mayor said,
adding her crew was also left without a
theater shop to build their sets -- they

classroom

situation

is

continues, drama classes are being held
in room H403.
“It isn’t productive to have a

drama major unless you have a theater,”
Mayor says.
“I wish better arrangements
could have been made for the drama stu-

relied on the paint studio in the Arts and
Administration building.
Adult Toys was part ofthe U of T
Drama Festival at Hart House Theater,
which ran from Feb.1 to 3.
“A lot of the technical aspects of

dents during the renovations,” she says,

the show suffered,” says Mayor, because

munications officer for the UTSC drama

of the irregular rehearsal space.

society.

Despite

technical

difficulties,

Mayor won a merit award for outstanding direction at the festival, while another

adding H403

He says the room affects UTSC
productions because it has no technical
equipment.

Despite

UTSC production, We can get it for you
wholesale won a technical achievement
award.
The renovations have not been

easy on the UTSC drama department,
but some remain

optimistic about the outcome.
“We've been equating the reno-

vations to a painful trip to the dentist.
We know things are going to be a lot

better when everything's said and done,
but the journey is pretty painful,” says
Scott Dutrisac, the assistant technical
director of the LLBT.
“It has given us a chance to

6 at how the space wasn't working,”

is the “most uninspiring

room youve ever seen in your life.”
Henry Wong agrees.
“It’s a good open space but it’s
not the theater,” says the internal com-

facility _ challenges,

Wong says the drama society is trying to
make the best of their current situation
with the launch of UTSC’s first film
festival from March 28 to 29.

He says the festival will “still allow drama students to perform, but not
necessarily in a theater space.”
As for the third-year drama production, instead of the LLBT, students

will perform the That Scoundrel Scapin
and The Flying Doctor in room AA303
from March 15 tol6 and again from the
22 to 24.

beings.”
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Jeannette Rabito

Cobwebs Dusted Off for Re-Opening

production, Adult Toys, Mayor and her
crew rehearsed in corridors, empty class-

science facilities are slated to open in

and trans people themselves,” says Chin.
“Allies are important because they bridge
the divide between queer and trans porte
and ‘straight’ people.”
For Chin, UTSC’s learning environment also needs to be more ce
At the panel, a student mentioned that
a professor had referred to a man as a
“fruitloop” during a lecture.
“Faculty should be responsible for
setting the tone of their eaiee spaces
and so it is important not only that they
mention the need for anti-oppression at
the beginning of the semester, but that
they actively monitor the class during the
semester and challenge issues of anti-oppression when they come up,” Chin says.
There are discussions ofa postering and an ally campaign on campus. Yet,
Liddle says there will always be a group of
people they will not be able to reach.
“There are some
people for
whom will never be able to cine their
attitudes towards gays and lesbians for
whatever reason ... The best we can hope
for is that at least they treat us as human

With a group effort being led by
tri-ccampus hockey team, assistant coach of
the men’s “B” hockey team and vice presi-

it became a study space.
Parker along with Katie Dale and

Devon Evershed created the SCHPA and
approached the Jaan Laaniste, director of
Athletics about re-opening the attic for pub
style events. Although Parker says there were
daily setbacks because of bureaucratic issues,
he was able to find 20 people willing to be-

Players Association (SCHPA), the Attic is
now officially open for business. The Attic, 2 come U of T certified servers and managers.
formally
known
i
Elceasays!
ane
as
the
Athletics
attended countless meetings to ensure that all of
Lounge,
had _ its
the proper protocol was
grand
re-opening

and first pub night
on janine
bbe
night
sold
out, |
bringing in over
$1 400 dollars in
profits.
The Attic
was once a_ fully

licensed facility op-

followed from all ends.
Later, Parker joined forces
) with
the Scarborough
College Athletic Associa| tion (SCAA), SCSU and
Fusion Radio, all ofwhom
he credits with helping to
; Photo courtesy 0

erating regular business hours, but poor sales eventually caused it
to close its doors. According to Peter Smith,
head of food and beverage services at UTSC
and former Attic manager, from its inception
back in the ‘70s, it consistently lost money.
Although the university held the license,
various parties under supervision of U of T,

Andrea Davidson

get the first pub going.
With opening night behind him, Parker now has

bookings for the next six Thursday nights
and hopes the Attic will become a place for

all students to enjoy.
“We are always looking for new
ideas,” he said, adding, “Anything to bring
people from all walks together, not just

undertook the management of the facility.
At one point the SCSC (precur-

passing by in the halls, or standing in line
together at the Tim Horton's.”
Although Smith says he is reluctant

sor to SCSU) managed the Attic, until
sometime in the late “80s when the college
administration took over management and

to forecast the success of the Attic based on
one event, he does commend Parker and his
staff for making it possible.

carried out a renovation to enlarge the space
and refurbish the room. Initially, SCSC had

erations as an indicator of success, I can state

exclusive rights to run all pub nights, but
eventual club bookings opened the doors

effort, care, creativity and willingness to

for any UTSC group who wished to rent the
space for a pub.
As a result, non-SCSC affiliated
groups began to make up the bulk of the

reyenue. [he profit from the pubs alone was
not enough to keep the Attic open, and after
attempting to turn the lounge into a coffee

“Setting aside any financial considthat when taking in account the diligence,
learn demonstrated by Ryan, the staff and
the others involved in putting the event
together, these events could be a significant
benefit to campus life if students continue to

support them,” Smith said.
Pub nights are every Thursday,
with doors opening at 9 p.m.

bar, it was shut down for daily use in 2000.
=

Vanessa Larkey

Although still available for nightly bookings,

=} Andrea Davidson
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MY RELIGIONS’ PROF
Courtesy of Aleem Hussain

Faith. It’s a subject that Robert Campbell

current

knows much about and has been teach-

Campbell on campus. After the meeting,
Bowen supported their cause.
According to Wulkan, Bowen

ing students about at the University of
Toronto at Scarborough for close to five
years.
He’s lectured on faiths from
different eras, and from all corners
of the globe. These days, some of the
very students that Campbell taught are
holding onto faith that their efforts will
keep their former professor at this school
despite, a decision made last month to
deny him tenure.
On Jan. 30 ,;Campbell, following
an evaluation by a tenure review board,
was denied tenure. Not long afterwards,
students started a petition that received
over 500 signatures in a day according
to the humanities DSA (SHADO)

vice

president academics, Asma Bala.
She says the list of student signatures is
very important because “it’s a signal of
student sentiment .

On Feb. 2 a motion was passed
at an SCSU board of directors meeting
endorsing the petition, and allowing the

VP Academics, Rob Wulkan, “free reign”
to help out with the cause. Wulkan and
Bala have been working together on this
issue since..

was

1700 signature petition to keep

‘very positive

about

the whole

thing, majorly impressed by how many

signatures we have.” He says Bowen was
particularly impressed by the inclusion of
signatures in the petition of some professors, like Gerald Cupchik of Psychology.

Wulkan

and

Bala

hope

to

continue to fight for this cause, with the

ultimate goal of reaching the president
of University of Toronto, David Naylor.
He is the only person that can change a
decision of tenure.
With Campbell teaching many
of the religions courses offered at UTSC,
his potential departure would leave

a big gap that may need to be filled if
the echo were to continue offering the

program. “This could be a huge hit to
our religions program,” Wulkan said.
When asked what moves the
school is making to accommodate the
program should Campbell leave Wulkan
said, “I haven't heard much in the way
of anything to replace him, short of hir-

ing sessionals.” He also says, given the

“An overturning [of a tenure
decision] would be unprecedented”, said
Wulkan. “Pve never heard of acase where
a tenure review has been overturned.”
But, he said he still believes a

circumstances and what limited information he knows about the Humanities
department’ plans, the religion program
“could be” at risk.
It's not known why Campbell,
winner of the 2005 University of Toronto

reversal of the decision is possible.

at Scarborough Faculty Teaching Award,

Bala and Wulkan met with the
chair of the humanities department,
William
Bowen, and presented the

didn’t receive tenure as the review is not

published.
One factor that may have af-

Truth

fected
any
tenure
decisions
are
the

circumstances

to
Wulkan,
“Paul |
Thompson, when he
was principal, hired

Robert

Academic

the building of the
ARC
(Academic
Resources Centre).
“The tenure
review process is done

by the [department
of] Humanities...it
is possible that there
was
some _ political
was
bad blood surrounding why
sitting in that position to begin with,”
Waulkan said.
Unless the tenure decision is

Thomas

A.K.A.

“Truth” to a crowd of more
than 50 UTSC students.
Thomas, who borrows her stage name from
19th century abolitionist,
Sojourner Truth, was one
of five performers
who
participated in “Break of
Dawn’ on Feb. 8 at UTSC’s
Student Centre. Billed as an
evening of poetry, art and

reverand: ¢eereeel will te to leave fie
University on June 30.

=

Aleem Hussain

for themselves, due to fear
or an inability to articulate
their own thoughts. She
said she feels her voice is

a gift and tries to make it
positive.

“Words
are
very
powerful things. With such

a powerful

tool

hands,

would

you

in your
use

it

for something more impor-

tant.
The
memorized
spoken word pieces are usu-

ally more than five minutes

comedy, the two-day Muslim

long and are recited with an

Student Association (MSA)
event drew performers from
California, Montreal, and
parts of Toronto.
“We really want to
bring up diversity in Islam
by showcasing it through
art, said Madiha
Vaid,
treasurer for the MSA. “It’s

outpouring of emotion.

“You feel out the
audience,”
said Thomas.
“Knowing [the piece] off by

heart allows you to connect

in this day and age.”

with the audience more.”
The evening ended
with a moderated discussion forum and continued
the following day in the
OISE auditorium on the St.
George campus.

Thomas is a_parttime poet who said she speaks
for people who cannot speak

==

their artistic way of clearing
up misconceptions of Islam

Thomas A.K.A. “Truth”, Malik Tu-Three, and Boonna Mohammed
(above).

Resources

at WMS@? The job
involved
overseeing

be Told
Aliyah

Clockwise from right, spoken word artists Amir Sulaiman, Aliyah

= Campbell J

directly into an administrative position |)
and promised him
a tenure
track...it
wasn't the [Humanities]
department's
call to make the hire,
as it normally would
be.”
The administrative position, for
which Campbell was
hired in 2002, was for
Associate Principal of

“These words are my redemption and my voice is
my deliverance,” announced

|
Aseniga4

— sur-

rounding Campbell's |
hiring. | According

Abbas Somji
Photography by Abbas Somji
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CANADIAN

With a “reduce tuition fees” placard in hand,
UTSC student Daniel Greanya joined the
thousands of people at the University of
Toronto's convocation hall for the Day of

Roche, says he was protesting the Day of
Action because the CFS collects “hefty

Action
a Canadian wide protest against
tuition fees on Feb. 7.
The weather was frigid, dipping
down to -21 degrees Celsius with the wind
chill, but that didn’t stop the three busloads
of UTSC students at the Canadian Federa-

“We find it hypocritical that they
complain of high fees, yet they are charging

tion of Students (CFS) event.

Traffic delays caused the Scarborough campus protesters to be late, but after
arriving Greanya described the atmosphere
as “very united.
“T think students should be able

to afford to go to university and unfortunately the government has not made that
possible,” he said.
Greanya is interim president of the

student
march.

fees” to support

efforts like the

us,” he said.
UTSC students are charged a CFS

fee of $6.52 per academic session. Last
school year, the SCSU owed the organization $150 000. The amount has risen this
year, but figures were not available at time
of print.
The students did not belong to

a particular coalition or organization. De
Roche says they all have a common interest of getting U ofT unions to de-federate from the CFS. He says he would rather
see the universities “actually have debate
about tuition fees on campus.” Something,

Campus Conservatives, but doesn’t think

De Roche says, didn’t happen this time

his political views contradict with the message of the protest.
“T think us conservatives believe in
fiscal responsibility and individual oppor-

around.

Jesse Greener, the Ontario chairperson for the CFS, was unfounded by the
criticism.

tunity. With lowering tuition fees, a lot of
people would be able to reach their potential,” he said.

While Greanya was marching for
lower tuition fees, a group of students were
protesting the CFS and the event itself.
The dozen or so students came
holding white signs that read in black ink,
“CES off our campus.”
One of the students, Gabe De

“I think what we are doing here today proves our federation is giving the stu-

dents a voice,” he said, adding they want to
make tuition a “hot button issue” come the
Oct. 4 provincial election.

“We want students to know they
have a direct stake in this issue and their
voice is valued with their peers,” he says.

=

Vanessa Larkey

reveRATION

OF STUDENTS

Photo by Jason Jajalla

A student dons a gouged and branded satire of Dalton McGuinty’s visage
as the student day of action rally heads to St George Street in its detour to
approach Queen's Park.

Photo by Jason Jajalla

Photo by Kyle Macshelaen

Students withdraw from King’s College Circle at U of T's St George Campus to

~ Photo by Kyle Macpherson

Degin a detour to Queen’s Park.
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As early noon passed, the peak of the gathering of students from across Ontario had completed at U of T’s King College Circle in Toronto. Hundreds of university students showed up in blistering cold weather to protest tuition fee increases.
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Bastiampillai
Bros. World
Class
Canadian selectors have named UTSC’s
Bastiampillai brothers to the 30-man

training squad for the 2007 Cricket
World Cup — one of the largest sporting
tournaments in the world attracting some
two billion viewers every four years.
Trevin and Gavin Bastiampillai
were picked amongst players from dozens

of premiere cricket leagues that play
across the country. Team Canada will
eventually select the final 15 cricketers
who will represent the country at the
Word Cup which gets underway in the
West Indies on March 13.

The

brothers,

born

one

year

apart, were thrilled to see both of their

names posted.
“Tt

wasnt

an

easy

path

to

selection; I was surprised to see both of
us on the squad. We are the only players
of Sri Lankan background and all three

are from the same family,” said the older
brother Gavin, referring to the addition

==
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Trevin Bastiampillai (left) poses fora picture at UTSC with his brother Gavin.

of his cousin Brian Rajadurai.

Rajadurai encouraged the boys
to play Canadian cricket when they
arrived from Sri Lanka 10 years ago. Ever
since that introduction Gavin and Trevin

have
team
team.
their

gone from the junior provincial
to play with the under-19 national
Now they are on the threshold of
“ultimate goal” -- playing for the

seniors at the national level.
The duo thank their father,
Godfrey, who drove them to practices,

(some lasted up to five hours). To make
matters

challenging,

there's

no

major

turf ground to play cricket in Toronto.
The highest levels of cricket are
played at the King City grounds located
north of Toronto.
“In the winter there’s nothing

you can do, we play inside a warehouse
with nets,” Gavin said. “In the summer
we rarely play on turf (with grass), there's

usually matting and that’s not ideal for
world cup preparation.”

He says the cost and logistics
involved in maintaining a real cricket
pitch are high.
That could soon change as
interest in the sport is growing in

Canada, especially amongst those who
have migrated from the
South Asia and Australia.

Trevin,
man

who

Caribbean,

leuros

Trevin Bastiampillai

Gavin Bastiampillai

Education: Fourth year of study at UTSC majoring in Computer Science, double minors
in Economics and Psychology.
Career Highlight: Hit 110 runs (not out) against Bermuda in the 2005 Americas Cup,

Education: Graduated from UTSC in 2006
with a major in Neuroscience, double
minors in Psychology and Biology.
Career Highlight: Hit 87 runs (not out)
to defeat the United States in the 2003

awarded “Best Batsman’” of the tournament.

Americas Cup.

is the youngest

on the national squad, says there

are many “cricket fanatics” at UTSC and
that’s why the brothers play a key role in
an indoor cricket league, which they call

“tape ball”.
“It’s a tennis ball wrapped in
tape; it’s just for fun to get the guys
out.
According Gavin, Scarborough
dominates in the league and next week
the campus will host a tournament
uniting cricket lovers from UTM, St.
George, Ryerson and York.
=
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Bastiampillai brothers display their cricket equipment.
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The Battle of UTSC
Basketball
In their final regular season

game,

UTSC’s
Maroons
and
Raccoons
men’s intramural basketball teams
came head-to-head on Feb. 8 in the

UTSC gym.
With

playoff seeds on the

line, the Maroons were victorious, defeating their home rival, 64-53.

The Raccoons held an early
lead in the first half, but the Maroons

staged a comeback and lead 35-23
into the half.
In the second half, the Maroons never looked back and secured
the win.
“They took us off our game

eA

me

The parking lot was full at the Marriot
City Center in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
It was packed with people making the
trek down from Ontario to see Sid the
Kid, otherwise known as Sidney Crosby.
The valet made a comment
about how the only license plates you
see are “Ontario, Ontario, Ontario”. For
some reason, everyone goes crazy when
the Next One is mentioned on TV or
steps onto the ice. The hype in Pittsburgh is unlike anywhere else. Grabbing
a meal and casually mentioning the fact
that youre from Canada warrants you
the right to be asked, “You are here for
the game?” or, “You're here for Sidney
Crosby?” Every other person at the
Mellon Arena, where the Penguins hold
their evolution of hockey, wears Sidney
Crosby's number 87 jersey. He runs this
town.
On Feb. 3, the Pittsburgh
Penguins faced the Washington Capitals
and it was not all that exciting. The final
score was 2-0 for Pittsburgh, sending a
lot of locals home happy. However, the
circumstance in which it was played was
magnificent. Washington’s Alexander
Ovechkin is the direct challenger to the
control Sidney Crosby has over the NHL.
He is near the top of the league’s scoring
leaders in points and vying for the lead
held by Crosby. A great example of how
the game went for each player is when
Crosby had a few chances to set up a goal
or to finish them himself. Ovechkin’s
afternoon was complete with an outlet
pass by the defenceman up the boards
and an embarrassing stumble and fall.
After this, Ovechkin was finally granted
his cheers from the crowd of 17,000 plus
Crosby fans.
There is a shift occurring in
the way hockey is played. Rules have
changed, players have begun to adapt
to new requirements for equipment and
standards of play. Crosby ts the face of
the Pittsburgh Penguins, but the team
is full of players like Jordan Staal, Ryan
Whitney,

Marc-Andre

Fleury and

Ey-

plan,” said Racoons head coach, Tony
Hickey. “They tried harder and it was
a hard fought battle.”
between

It was the second meeting
the two teams this season.

Their previous meeting took place on
Oct. 25, 2006, but the result was the
same: a Maroons win, 53-43.
With the win, the Maroons finished
the regular season with an 8-3 winloss record while the Raccoons finished with a 7-4 record.
The Maroons also head into

the playoffs on a hot streak, having won three of their four games in

2007. Their only loss of the New Year
came on Jan. 29 — a 68-45 defeat at
the hands of U.C.A.
Both teams are now gearing

up for the playoffs and the Maroons
are hoping to go big. Maroons coach
Antony Nembhard said the team has
one thing on their mind: “the final.”

=

Jon Brazeau

Tri-Campus
Sports Update
UTSC men’s hockey finally beats
| UIM
After losing 2-1 on Oct. 18, 2006,
and 5-3 on Nov. 27, 2006, the UTSC

mens hockey team finally found
a way to solve UTM. On Jan. 29,
UTSC defeated their rivals, 5-3, at
Varsity Arena. However, the momentum couldn't continue as UTSC’s Feb.
8 game against St. George White was

cancelled because only two players
showed up for St. George. UTSC’s
final regular season game is March 1

at 9 p.m. against St. George Red, at
Varsity Arena.
Back-to-back wins for women’s basketball team

geni Malkin who are all very young, very
talented and examples of how to succeed
under the new NHL regime.
“Experience the Evolution” is
the slogan slopped across the boards at
the Mellon Arena and it is taking place.
Hockey in Pittsburgh is in top gear, a
good state of affairs for a city concerned
about whether or not their team will still
be there next season.

on March 5 at 8 p.m.

L- Phil Smalley
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In women’s basketball, UTSC posted
two consecutive wins for the first time
this season. UTSC beat St. George

Grey, 53-44, on Feb. 4 and defeated
UTM, 78-71, on Feb. 8. The women’s
team finished their regular season with

a home game against St. George Grey

Jon Brazeau

How to Kill: EP Die Mannequin
Thank-you for the tone How to Kill
(HTK)! And

I mean

that; it’s been

missing from a lot of the cheesy rock
hitting shelves lately (don’t mind that
crashing plane sound in the background, it happens from time
to time when

intense vocals, commanding bottom-

end guitar riffs (no high-gain going
on here), and some of the sludge base
tone you can find (like I said, Death
from Above). If you like bands such
as Metric and
Controller
Controller,

you diss bands

than you

like
Good
Charlotte and
Simple
Plan).
How to Kill’s
Die
Manne-

also very good.
Nothing _ kills
great tone and

quin is everything good that
comes
from
front-women

that

production
more

shitty

play

Gibson
Firebirds through
old-school

Marshall amps
while

being

produced by MSTRKRFT

just

might
like
HTK.
There
musicianship is

(the rem-

nants of Death from Above 1979).

If their live stuff is anything
like the Die Mannequin EP than this
band can rock. They sound like Tegan
and Sarah went to hell and came back
wanting to blow up all the fuse boxes
in Toronto’s rock venues. The HTK
three-piece serves up four songs on

this EP. Each track features catchy and

than

songs.

But
HTK’s
chord progressions through
their
verses,
courses
and
bridges are solid and catchy. HTK’s

front-woman, who goes by the stage
name “Care Failure”, drops some
nasty little leads here and there to
complete the package. Yep, feel free to
pop this one into your car stereo, but
don't blame me when Old Betsy turns
into a convertible.
=
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UTSC’s Movie Making Magic
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Artist: Albert Hammond Jr.

Album: Yours to Keep
Label: Red Ink
Release date: March 6, 2007

The Strokes guitarist Albert Hammond Jr.
doesn’t stray too far off the path with his solo
debut, Yours to Keep. If the reason why this
album sounds like outtakes from the Strokes,
well, in a way it is. “In Transit” was meant to

be a Strokes song but found its way here, as
did a few other songs. That’s not necessarily
a bad thing, as Hammond’s vocals are soft
and warmer compared to Strokes’ singer
Julian Casablancas (who does make a guest

appearance on the album). Combined with
fuzzy guitar licks and minimal buthypnotizing
drum.poe it works. “Bright Young Thing”

and “Scared,” are both secian

head-

bobbing tunes and prove Hammond doesn't
need his band mates as much as they need
him. Yours to Keep is worth keeping for a
few spins, especially for fans of The Strokes
wondering what Hammond is capable of on
his own.

Artist: Peter Bjorn and John
Album: Writer’s Block
Label: Red Ink
Release Date: Feb. 6, 2007

Writers Block was rated number 24 on
Pitchfork Media’s top 50 albums of 2006
but the CD wasn't released in North America
until earlier this month. Hopefully no one
was holding their breath during the wait.
The opener, “Objects of My Affection” is a
Bob Dylan-esque ditty with distorted guitars
added for a unique twist. “Young Folks” picks
up the pace with a faster drum beat but the
distorted guitars towards the end ofthe song
feel tacked on. Peter Bjorn and John finally
get it right with “Up Against the Wall,”
where the distortion blends in naturally into
a near-perfect indie pop single. At times the
album is adventurous, combining ’60s pop
with “80s shoegazing, but on the drumless
closing track “Poor Cow,” it just doesn’t
mesh at all. It’s a messy end to an album that
shows potential but ultimately never really
hits the bull’s eye.
Jon Brazeau
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Ifyou have any interest in making movies,
be they silent films or these new “talkies”
I keep hearing so much about (probably
just a fad); then you'll definitely want to
participate or attend UTSCreen.
UTSCreen is being held by the
drama society on March 28 to 29 and is
the first film festival ever to be held at U
ofT Scarborough. Students will be able
to shoot, submit and showcase their own
short films to an eager audience followed
by a talk with multi-award-winning
professor, Garry Leonard.
Awards for categories such as
acting, editing, cinematography, fiction,
and non-fiction will be handed out by
judges as well as an “audience favourite”
award to be decided by, well...the audience.
There's no problem if you wish
to make your film with other students
who don't go to UTSC, but the festival
requires that at least one key role of
the production be a UTSC student or
alumni. Additionally, your film must
be no longer than 25 minutes in length,

including your credits.
“We wanted to create an event

that could bring everyone together on
campus,” said Jamie Mackrell, vice-presi-

dent of the drama society. “We wanted
something that could expand the drama
society's Own activities, involve people
from all disciplines, and really unite this
campus. There have been student film
festivals at St. George that always worked

out really well and we're just trying to
bring that same spirit to Scarborough.
There’s a lot of great talent here that I'll
bet we don't know about.”
Budding filmmakers who would
like to enter but are unsure of their
movie-making skills are encouraged to

just try anyways. The festival will gladly
accept and screen a work in progress if

you haven't completed your film by the
March 15 deadline.
Henry Wong, internal communications officer for the drama society,

says first time filmmakers

should try

timers because they usually don’t require
fancy editing or special effects. We're just
looking for anything that’s short, creative
and fun for the audience,” Wong said.

With all of this in mind,
one has to ask if there’s anything that
should be avoided or should not be
submitted to UTSCreen?
Of course,
one would hope that participants put
some visible effort into these projects
going beyond the average YouTube
user who happens to own a camcorder and uploads anything they shoot.
“Tt really depends on the video,”
says Jamie

Mackrell.

“Obviously

For

their hand at a music video, mock com-

more

information

mercials or even a short documentary if

UTSCreen

they find filmmaking to be an intimidating task.
“Mock commercials and docu-

com/utscreen or search
events for UTSCreen.

mentaries can be easy to make for first

we

don't want any anti-campus films or
anything that spreads hateful messages
about people. Beyond that, we just want
to engage our audience on some level. As
long as your film ‘goes somewhere’ and
has something interesting to say, we hope
we'll be able to screen it.”

olllu
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visit http://groups.myspace.
on

Facebook

Matt Lehner

Rising Temperatures, Heated Debate
Since parliament reconvened in January
the environment appears to have become
the hot-button issue in Ottawa.
Over the last few weeks, Prime
Minister Stephen Harper and opposition
leader Stéphane Dion have debated over
the topic, in particular over Canada’s
commitment to Kyoto. The two leaders played the blame game on whose
government should claim responsibility
on Canada’s poor performance in accordance to Kyoto.
“{I]t’s actually unfortunate that
the Conservative government would
attend a world event and bash the previous government when really they were
showing a disregard or a lack of concern
for the environment,” said Zubair Patel,
President of the UTSC Liberals. “Their
actions show just how much of a priority
they made the environment... We were
making progress but the Conservatives
have really set us back”
Established in 1997, the Kyoto
Protocol is an agreement which sets out
an agenda to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by at least five per cent below 1990
levels by the period 2008-2012. The

tion,” said Daniel Greanya, interim
president of the UTSC Conservatives.
“What they've really done is nothing
for 10 years.”
The Conservatives maintain
that Canada will not be able to meet

its six per cent target. Instead, the Tories favour a made in Canada’ solution
aimed to reduce smog in Canadian
cities.
“We won't meet the targets by
2012, but I do think we need to do
something about the environment.

Perhaps by 2020 or 2025 we should
be able to do something substantial,”

Greanya said.
“We definitely need to pursue
the issue and | think its going to take

some bold leadership on the part of
Mr. Harper.”
Last fall, the Harper govern-

ment introduced the Clean Air Act.

The proposed legislation aimed to cut
greenhouse gas emissions between 45
and 65 per cent below 2003 levels b

2050. In the next few years it wo
attempt to set ‘intensity based’ targets
for reducing emissions meaning that

agreement came into effect on Feb.16,

emissions would be relative to the eco-

2005 with 141 countries having signed
on. Canada signed on to Kyoto in 1998
and formally ratified it in 2002.
Under Kyoto, Canada has agreed
to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions by
six per cent below 1990 levels, but since
signing on to the agreement, emissions
have increased by 27 per cent according
to the CTV news website.

nomic output of various industries.
Currently the bill is being
studied by a special committee.

“Basically [the Liberals] had
years of inaction so they claim to have
done something but they have not actually come through with any kind ofsolu-

Dion

said Canada

can and

should stick to achieving its Kyoto
targets. On Feb.5 Dion tabled a motion in the House of Commons calling
on the Harper government to reaffirm

Canada’s commitment to Kyoto.
The motion passed by a tally

cate that a majority of MPs are behind
Kyoto.
Whether

Canada can
reverse
the trend of rising emissions, the environment appears to have made its way

meet

or

not

its Kyoto targets, or even

on to the parliamentary agenda.
Last month, a poll by the Strategic Counsel found that the environment
was the top issue on the public agenda for

Canadians. It appears the environment
will remain a hot topic for some time, no

matter which party holds power.

et Nick Misketi

Love
You

think

your

relationship

at
is com-

plicated? Try talking to your partner
through a computer monitor with 4,000
km separating you.
Online relationships work, believe it or not, but they require a healthy
dose of trust and commitment, just ask
Dan Garratt.
Garratt,

a fourth-year linguis-

tics student at UTSC met his boyfriend,
Marc Cortez, on an online forum. The
two began chatting on MSN for about
six months and shortly soon afterwards
Cortex packed up his things and moved
to Scarborough from Vancouver, B.C.
after two visits with Garratt. They now
live happily together just off campus.
“What drew me was the words,”
Cortez said. “That's the sole basis of
online interaction, because you can send
pictures, but you never really know who
that is.”
Communication is among the
biggest challenges in online dating,
because without the intimacy of being
face to face, the words are all. that you
really have. This requires an extra layer

300

MB

of trust from people; a trust that takes
everything at face value without any
means to analyze the truth behind the
words — thus leaving a person at their
most vulnerable.
Gail Laguna, a spokesperson for

Date.ca says it makes perfect sense for
university students to meet online.
“I think college students today
are of a generation that is used to communicating via the internet and e-mail,
and its just a natural extension for
them,” she said.
For university students seeking
online relationships, the trust must be

set from the very start, because, “there is

nient — where youre a
little more accessible to
each other — because
its a lot of work.”
This
led
to
many
10-hour |
conversations
over |
the phone early in the

relationship, according
to Garratt.

“Everyday, my
right ear pretty much

went deaf,” Cortez joked.
They also sent pictures

a different definition of long-term [relationships] for college students — they're

create ‘virtual tours’ by taking pictures of
things he passed by on his way to school

not necessarily looking for marriage,”

or work.

Laguna said.
Both

That trust was only made stronger after Cortez scooted four provinces
over.
“IT don’t know anybody besides
him and his friends. It’s all new to me.

Cortez

and

Garratt

ac-

knowledged that trust is necessary, and
say they decided to confide in each other
very early on.
“You need to have another level
of commitment,” Cortez said. More so

than relationships that are more conve-

I’m back at square one. But I'd so much
rather be here and with him than so far
away and missing all this,” he said.

The Year of the ~

Piggy Bank
Kung Hey Fat Choy! Those are the words with
which you are supposed to greet someone on
Chinese New Year, this year being the year of
the Pig. It is part of Chinese culture and it’s
something we do as a tradition - and out of
superstition. Many of the traditions done on
this day are derived from superstition.
Here is a short list of the dos and don'ts
on Chinese New Year to prepare yourself for
the celebration on February 18.

Don's:
¢ Wash or cut your hair: To wash your hair
would be equivalent to washing away all the
luck that you possess. To cut your hair is to
cut your luck into little itty-bitty pieces to the
point where you have no more luck. However,
you are supposed to do the aforementioned
prior to the day of Chinese New Year to rid
yourself of bad luck for a fresh start. Moral of
the story: do anything with your hair before
Chinese New Year.
¢ Buy a new pair of shoes. In Chinese, the
sound of the word “shoe” is very similar to the
sound ofsighing. Thus, the purchase of anew
pair of shoes will also get you an unpleasant
year, free of charge.
¢ Use the broom for any purposes. Using a
broom involves sweeping. If you sweep the
floor, you also sweep away all the good luck
you and your household possess. On this day,
the broom is stowed away.
* Cut noodles. A noodle is a symbol of your
lifeline. To cut or sever any noodles during the
preparation of a dish or during eating would be
the same as shortening your lifespan.

Hence,

one should take extreme care when enjoying a
bowl of noodles.
* Tell someone to study. I’m not making this
sounds like the word ‘lose’. Doing so would,

family truly loves him, they'll be happy
for him.
Neither Cortez or Garratt had
ever tried online agencies, and agree that
forums are a much better avenue.
“T think the very fact that you're
on a forum for something that interests
you, youre bound to draw people to you
and vice versa,” Garratt said.

=

figure. From behind a tan sheet
covering the door, a face peeked
in effect, bring bad luck and much loss to the

individual’s New Year. Tell your parents.
Dos:
* Flip the ‘Fook’: No, I’m not referring to the
other ubiquitous English word. ‘Fool: is actually a Chinese character.
“You should post the ‘Fook’ word
upside down so that the fortune comes into
your household,” says John Chan, a UTSC
student.
* Clean your home before Chinese New Year:
You have to sweep away the bad luck to receive
the good luck.
¢ Wear red. Red is the colour of happiness,
prosperity, good health and fortune.
* Prepare a nicely presented meal for the Gods:
Failing to do so would only anger them, which
is something you want to avoid. Providing an
offering pleases them and, hence, your household will be blessed with good fortune.
¢ If married, give red pockets to children
within the family. Aside from being tradition,
it’s also a sign of generosity. If you're not married and you have many aunts, uncles, and
grandparents, you're in for a treat. The polite
thing to do is to accept.
“Red pockets have been a source of
funding for my textbooks,” says Philip Mok,

also a student of UTSC.
This is only the tip of the iceberg as
there are a plethora of traditions and superstitions the Chinese follow, come New Year's
Day.

Kung Hey Fat Choy! May your New
Year be filled with happiness, prosperity, good
health, and good fortune!

Uriel Mendoza

Spreading the Message
The beat of an African drum
signaled the arrival ofa costumed

out - a blinking red light where

the mouth normally would be.
A tall figure appeared, the face
hidden behind a mask of blue,

yellow and green face paint, and
danced its way out to the shrills
and gasps of the crowd.
Black History Month
at Malvern public library kicked
off Feb. 1 with a one-man show,
Anansi,

how

come

you smart

sir? written and performed by
Donald

Carr, a local Toronto

artist. Divided into two parts,
Anansi delivers non-stop song,

dance and storytelling with an
impressive variety of costume
changes for a single performer.
“Twelve
months
of

the year” is what Black History
Month means to Carr. He grew
up in Jamaica, immigrated to
Canada in the ’60s, where he

studied dance at York University.
The winner of a Harold award,

given out to local artists by
artists, Carr now works with
the AfriCan theatre ensemble,
focusing on the enlightenment
and education of others.

“You can see so many
cultures living here. I’m from

Jamaica but Ive lived in
Canada a long time. Now I’m
Jamadian.”
Carr

stresses

aware of Black History Month
and spends most of his free
time spreading his message
of multiculturalism and_ self
awareness.
“You
“need
“to ‘be
educated, not by TV, but with
people. Everybody you come
in touch with can be a form
of education. People are very
appreciative when you reach
out to them.”
Anansi,

how

come

you smart sir? is the start of a
month of programs at Malvern
library concluding with a full
day of activities on Feb. 24. Pan
drumming, dance and a special
performance of The Full Nelson
will fill the day. All events are
open to the public and more
information is available at 416396-8969.
The Full Nelson is
another original work by Carr
and highlights eight males;
Mahatma
Gandhi,
Malcolm
X, Nelson Mandela, Marcus
Garvey, Bob Marley, Martin
Luther King, Mohammed the

Prophet and Muhammad Ali.
“It’s about eight males
who have done wonders for
us in a non-violent way,” Carr
said.
He
hopes _ people
will begin to look beyond the
stereotypes and celebrate the
diversity Canada offers.

_ the

importance of making people

one up - in Chinese, telling someone to study
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fre-

quently to each other to shorten the
distance between them. Cortez would

Cortez is now more than happy
to call Scarborough home. Though Garratt says he feels guilty for separating him
from his family, Cortez reasons that if his

Marc Kilchling

Stephen Chan

1

We should get to know each other.
www.campusresearch.ca
(Get it? It’s a research study. And you could win up to $2500 for participating.)

Fine print:

Prizes:

One $2500 grand
open

prize,

one

$1500 second

to students currently

d

prize,

one $1000

enrolled at a Canadian

third prize and twelve $250

post-secondary institution.

by your campus newspaper and Campus
for the improvement and advancement

extra prizes
The good news is it’s available for a very limited

time, so your odds of winning are awesome

Plus, a div
1 of Canadian University Press. All personal information provided Is private and confidential and will be
of campus newsf
)
V
o
\
at Www,campusplus.com/privacy.aspx.
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Individual results vary. "’Offers valid from 08/01/06 until 07/31/07. Valid at participating locations in Canada only. For Cardholder only. Offers may vary, restrictions may apply. Usage may be restricted when used in

conjunction with any other offer or retailer loyalty card discounts. Cannot be used towards the purchase of gift cards or certificates. *To qualify, student must present either (i) a T2202a documenting 4 or more months of full-time
attendance at a college or university during 2006 or (ii) a valid high school identification card. Expires July 31, 2007. Valid only at participating H&R Block locations in Canada. **NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO ENTER OR WIN
Purchase of H&R Block products or services will not increase chances of winning. Begins 2/1/07 and ends 5/15/07. Open to legal residents of Canada (excluding Quebec residents) who are 13 or older and were full-time students
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POL/ICE®

mergenc
Phones
at
UTSC

sCace |s limited

By Constable Trish Sinclair
Have you ever been walking around
on campus and noticed something
that appeared suspicious or out of
the ordinary and wanted to notify the
Police?

It’s crucial that we hear your input as the City develops a plan for its garbage.

during Consultation

Week,

February 26 — March

Environmental Assessment. Call 416-392-9365

Join us for an evening

5 and share your ideas as we move

forward

on an

to pre-register. Call now, because — just like finding room

for the City’s garbage itself — space is limited. Visit Toronto.ca/ceat for details.

Have you ever been sitting in class or
at a study space, when another student began to suffer from a medical
emergency and needed treatment
immediately?

The University of Toronto at Scarborough is committed to providing an
environment that is safe for the students, staff, faculty and visitors that

use the campus. As part of this commitment, Emergency Phones have
been installed around the campus, inside buildings as well as in all parking
lots, walkways and residence areas.
Whenever you see a flashing blue
light on campus, located directly
below it will be an Emergency Telephone. When

the button is pressed,

it dials directly into the University of
Toronto Police dispatcher, where the
caller's location is immediately displayed to the operator. Emergency
Telephones are located at several
points on the campus grounds. Each
Emergency Telephone has a one-button device and a speaker. Pushing the
button automatically dials the Police
Emergency line.
It is important to remember that
when using an Emergency Telephone
on campus, speak clearly to ensure all
the information that you are giving
is heard. Also, stay at the telephone
you called from until the Police arrive.
Once the call is placed, the Police will
look for you for any further information they may require once they arrive on scene.
You should use an Emergency Telephone to:

flToronto

Toronto

CEAT

Community Environmental

This is the second of three rounds of public consultation being held throughout Toronto in preparation of the Terms of Reference for the Environmental

Assessme

Assessment Team

ee

be
ta

1)Call for immediate Police assistance
e.g/ Harassment, Intimidation or other personal safety situations, medical
emergencies or crimes in progress
2)Report suspicious persons or persons threatening someone or urgent
situations, fire, or power failure activity
Another tip to assist in quick response
time, tell the operator that you are

from the Scarborough Campus and
your exact location. This will assist in
getting the help you need in a timely
manner.
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THIS
OR ANY OTHER CRIME PREVENTION
TOPICS, PLEASE CONTACT THE UTSC
POLICE AT
416-287-7398

_ONE GOAL.

THE JOB YOU WA
APPLY NOW FOR SEPTEMBER 2007 AND
GET THE SECTOR-SPECIFIC TRAINING
YOU NEED TO GET HIRED.
FLEMING COLLEGE POST-GRADUATE PROGRAMS
¢ Advertising
¢ Event Management

Soe:

* Global Supply Chain Management

:

¢ Ecotourism and Adventure Tourism
Management

Museum Management and Curatorship
Emergency Management

Natural Resources — Law Enforcement
GIS Cartographic and Applications Specialist

Fleming College
For more information call lan Kearney:
1-866-353-6464 ext 1666 or e-mail:
iankearn@flemingc.on.ca

Experience + Success
www.flemingcollege.com/postgrad

Business & Financial Services

Community Services
Culinary Arts

Design

You’re graduating with a degree, but many employers want specialized skills and experience. Our postgrad

Engineering Technology

programs take your theoretical knowledge and let you apply it. In a hands-on learning environment, with our

Fashion

network of contacts that lead to work placements - 9 out of 10 within six months - you’ll get transferable skills

Health Sciences

that lead to jobs. We also offer fast-track programs so that you can earn a full 2-3 year diploma in less than a year.

Hospitality & Tourism Management

Call us today to find out about an information session. We'll help you get in the door ahead of the crowd.

Nursing

Gali

GEORGE
BROWN

tolt free 1-800-415-5000 or 416-415-5000 or go to georgebrown.ca/postgrad

Wa

Union

SCS
University

of Toronto

= SPRING ELECTIONS
9007

The Scarborough Campus Students’ Union (SCSU) is
looking for:

ust be proficient in CP oe journalistic ethics, :
and English grammar.
:
fanagement ey is owes ommend
s Ilsinn layout,design, and photography are desired but not
ae
|
essenti
- Applicants must submit a cover Aes resume, and two writing
samples to:
info@the-underground. ca, by Wednesday, March 7 at 5pm.
Iso} ge-Voyrare [eCayu
toyokpmeco) ole-Coiag(e-veboCoacemey UM
eels
at info@the-underground.ca

_ Applicants will be interviewed by The Underground staff on
Monday, March, 12.
Results will be ratified at theSCSP annual ava lmenacetereaeyey
Wednesday, March 14.

Life Sciences Director (4 positions)
Management Director (3 positions)
Social Sciences Director (3 positions)
Humanities Director (3 positions)
Computer Science and Mathematics (1 position)
Physical and Environmental Sciences (1 position)
Nomination period begins February 22°4 and ends
March 2°49, 2007 at 5pm.
To obtain a nomination package please visit the Elections
Committee in SL 226A, online (www.scsu.ca/elections)
or the SCSU Front Office.
Voting takes place on March 21s & 22°4, 2007 from
10 a.m. to 7 p.m.

For more info visit: www.scsu.ca/elections
or E-mail: elections@scsu.ca
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Please come to our meetings to state your opinions.

Wednesday, March 14 - Annual General Meeting
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‘Taking estirom tne lop.

“My grandmother started
walking five miles a day
when she was sixty. She's
ninety-seven now, and
we don't know where the

you, and a new Editor-in-Chief wears our

hell she is. ”

worn and ragged UnderCrown.

12 months, 11 issues and 436 combined headaches later, we are back to the beginning.
It’s time to shift into a new gear, as we leave

This journey has led us to one wild
ride. We saddled up and took the long and

- Ellen DeGeneres

dusty road to continue breaking down the
glass ceiling mentioned in one of our first
editorials.
_s glass ceiling that led to discrimina-

“I would imagine if you
understood Morse Code,
a tap dancer would drive

tion of people thinking they could railroad us
because we are women. Not thinking we were
apt for business relations or could handle
running a newspaper were notions that un-

you crazy.”

fortunately circulated more often than not.
Although

- Mitch Hedberg

we've come

a long way,

we cannot ignore the inequalities that still
permeate deep in the underbelly of our
society; where hegemonic structures try to
keep women in their place when they try to

“Hollywood is a place
where theyll pay you a’
thousand dollars for a

kiss and fifty cents for
your soul.
- Marilyn Monroe
vas

“No matter how rich you
become, how famous or
powerful, when you die
the size of your funeral
will still pretty much de-

challenge the status quo. With International

Laura Redpath
Associate Internal News Editor
Abbas Somji
Features Editor
Tasneem Yahya
Arts Editor
Shivani Malik

Sports Editor
Jon Brazeau

ness managers, and most importantly a new

e-mails and the countless computer crashes.
To our staff, we raise our second

ups and the downs,

the

aie

this operation going.
given to us on a silver platter. We fought and

oa
Kyle Macpherson
Kevin Kwok W ong

worked up the chain. We created change
because we didn’t like what we saw when we

Business Manager

Our lot at The Underground wasn’t

Kevi In

Kwok

Wong,

Andrea

Abbas Somji

first came here in 2003. Intimidated to go to
portables behind the S-Wing, we eventually

Olga Dadabayeva

took a more active role with the guidance of

Accountingg Manager
£

past UG Editors-in-Chief. This encouragement led to us to fight for our space in the

Advertising Manager

Claudia Louis

Elaine

Student Centre as well as step up to be one
of the Underground’s few female executives.
Now it’s our turn to pass the baton and give

Its time

to take it from

Manlangit

Advertising Representative

Katie Hawes

you that push to conquer our common goal to
make this a better place.

Volunteers Coordinator

Dayna Boyer

the top

again.
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Phone: 416 287 7054
+

email: info@the-underground.ca
web: www.the-underground.ca
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Staff Writers: Shivani Malik, Muzna Siddiqi, Aleem Hussain, Alexandra Lucchesi, Uriel Mendoza, Radheyan Simonpillai, Abbas Somji, Stefania Lamac-

Kyle Macpherson,

Jason Jajalla

people who made the wheels turn, and got

chia, Helene Carluen, Jon Brazeau, Philip Smalley, Rosalyn Solomon, Emily Hlunter, Fatima Elzaibak, Matthew Carter, Denise Tse, Dayna Boyer, Matt
Murray.

Photo Editors
Mahesh Abeyewardene

cup of Tim Horton's goodness. These are the

Jeannette Rabito & Vanessa Larkey

Contributors:

Internal News Editor

resistance, but we also send the message that
the fight is not over.
Feminism has a bad rap. It is not
about ball-breaking, man-hating, bra-burning
women. It’s about gender relations between
men, women and trans people. It’s about
reaching the goal of equality.
Speaking of relations, our journey in
the student press was met with a few bumps

- Ellen DeGeneres

Cover Photo: Tom

Associate External News Editor
Stefania Lamacchia

Editoral Cartoonist
Stefania Lamacchia

Your interest in student press had
led us to go beneath the surface and find the
stories that matter. Your responses allow for

Jennifer

External News Editor
Rosalyn Solomon

may be. Get used to sleepless nights, endless

tion. So procrastinate
now, don’t put it off.”

Chan,

Creative Director
Stefanie Tenn

their allies who have broken down walls of

active citizen in the UTSC community.

Leh ner, lrina Lytch ak, Stephen
S

Jeannette Rabito

8) not only do we celebrate those females and

ing and debate. Giving you some food for
thought. It is ultimately your paper and you
have the choice to engage in it and become an

“Procrastination isn’t the
problem, it’s the solu-

Editorial Directors
Vanessa Larkey

change. Your reactions, or lack thereof, speak
volumes to how your university experience
will pan out. It’s this experience that you've
paid for so make the most of it. As Ferris
Bueller says, “Life moves pretty fast. If you
don’t stop and look around once in awhile you
could miss it.”
Like the people who fought for
women’s rights, challenging the status quo
enables change and the power to move forward. Whether it’s dropping a simple e-mail
to info@the-underground.ca to have your say
about an article, or going to a rally to hold
politicians accountable for their actions, only
you can make the most of your experiences.
But it’s time for the turnover at
UTSC. You'll get new SCSU president, directors and leaders for various student clubs and
organizations, along with a new Underground
staff. We're looking for writers, editors, busi-

Associate Sports Editor
Helene Carluen

printing disasters, the tempers, near heart attacks, a few choice words, and the occasional
electrical fire, were all ways we showed love
for the UG.
We tried to spark critical think-

- Michael Pritchard

UTSCs Official Student Newspaper

Editor-in-Chief.
It’s to this new Editor-in-Chief we
raise our Tim Horton's cups to; whoever that

Women’s Day just around the corner (March

in the road. The

pend on the weather.

Oh)
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The Underground
1265 Military Trail, Room SL-201
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M1C 1A4
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Upstairs in the Student Centre
Room SL-201
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Laura McGuire

Letters and Submissions Policy
The Underground loves letters. Should such letters be submitted to info @the-underground.ca by 5 p.m. on the
Friday before the desired publication date, we will likely print it. Letters should be 700 words or less. Writer's name,
student number, and contact information are requisite, though we can withhold names at the writer's request and
editor's discretion. Letters will be edited for length, clarity, and cleanliness, but grave idiocy will be left in for your
embarrassment

Editors at The Underground reserve the right to play with submissions as they please, so ong as printed playfulness is
duly noted as such.

Article submissions and ideas should pass through the editorial board before writing,

The

Unsolicited articles may be

published, but previously arranged and discussed stories have a higher chance of finding their way to print

Articles

will be edited for length, clarity, cleanliness, and style
All submissions become the property of The Underground upon publication. Submissions may be printed elsewhere
two weeks after publication provided that The

Underground is identified as the original publisher,

1 views expressed in published articles belong solely to the writer, and do not reflect the opinions of the editorial board
re Underground, the SCSP, or the university
Underground is published by the Scarborough College Student Press (SCSP).

inde pendent of the Scarborough Campus Students’

Union (SCSU).

The SCSP is a non-profit corporation

The SCSP is funded in part by a direct levy to

UTSC

students, received through the Office of Student Affairs
re
he

Underground is a member of the Canadian University Press (CUP), a national organization of student newspapers
Underground is governed by the

CUP Code of Ethics.

Contributions to The Underground
must be made by 5pm on the Friday

www.cup.ca

before each listed publication date
to be considered for print.
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Curriculum Conumdrum
Bringing Women’s Studies to Ontario High Schools
d, but the course would look at a
The Ontario high school curriculum is covere scope of issues.
about to get a much-needed facelift if broader Ghabrial says the Miss G
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Study shows methoxychlor
may reduce fertility in
women
Joni Mitchell first sang against pesticide
use in 1970: “Give me spots on my
apples, but leave me the birds and the
bees.” Thirty-six years later, the debate
still rages over their use, particularly with
the

recent

ban

of DDT-replacement

methoxychlor.
Pesticides are used to banish pests

from unwanted areas — lawns, pets, and
elsewhere. Their effects on the environment and animals have been questioned,

but they are still used commercially and
domestically.
However,

Management

on

Dec

31, the Pest

_— Regulatory

—_—Agency

(PMRA) discontinued the use of methoxychlor (MXC), an organochlorine

insecticide widely used in Canada. It
appears in Raid Yard Guard and other
popular bug sprays.
But, MXC
won't
disappear
overnight. “When the registration of an
agricultural chemical is discontinued,

existing products

may

be applied to

crops following the label instructions
until the expiry date,” said the PMRA
re-evaluation note.
Because it takes time for MXC

residue

levels

to

diminish,

products

treated with it can be sold until Dec 31,
2006 at the earliest. After this tentative

date, no products can be sold if they
have a maximum

residue limit greater

than 0.1 ppm.
Researchers at the Yale School of
Medicine found that MXC alters the
estrogen-regulated gene HOXA10 in fe-

male reproductive tracts and reduces the
ability of the uterus to support embryos.
The researchers used mice and human

cell lines to confirm their findings.
According

to the researchers,

a

large number of chemicals in pesticides
can mimic the action of hormones
and interfere with endocrine function
including MXC.
,

MXC

was

created

to

replace

DDT, a well-known pesticide used until
the 1970s. The structure of MXC is

very similar to DDT — both contain the
chemicals benzene and chlorine. However, MXC is more unstable so it has less
residual effect.
Although gardeners and lawn
professionals say pesticides eliminate
weeds and insects, some 85 communities

in Canada have passed bylaws banning
the cosmetic use ofpesticides.
‘
To avoid using chemicals, the
Sierra Club of Canada, an environmental organization, recommends a natural

pesticide mixture of dish detergent and
water to prevent insects from eating
leaves. As well, bare spots on lawns
can be eliminated through overseeding

and by checking soil pH (it should be
between 6.0 and 7.0) and adding lime or
sulfur accordingly.
Then again, you can always pull

weeds by hand.
td Marie George and Juanita King
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Ontario Universities Prepare for Cohort 2.0
Graduating double cohort expected to put extra pressure on grad programs
TORONTO

(CUP)

--

Universities

across Ontario are expanding their graduate schools this year as part of a provincial plan to boost masters and PhD
graduate programs and to prepare for an
anticipated boom in applicants.
The
Ontario
government's
Reaching Higher program for post-secondary education plans to add 12,000
more graduate spaces this year and
14,000 for 2008-09. The graduation of
the double cohort this year is predicted
to create a significant increase in graduate school applications for this fall.
The double cohort that entered
university in 2003 will comprise Ontario’s largest post-secondary graduating
class ever later this year.
Expanded graduate programs are also part of the provincial strategy of increasing the
number of graduate students to
make Ontario more competitive
with the U.S. and other countries.
York University intends
to accept about 2,200 graduate

not all at once,” said Pearlman.
Several other universities in the
province are adding graduate programs.

programs such as health sciences, sociol-

yerson is creating eight new
masters programs including architecture,
journalism and computer science.
The University of Western Ontario will start 12 new masters degree
programs in fields such as visual arts and
women’s studies. They also intend to

fessors last year and has authorized 123
hires for this upcoming academic year,

increase their masters and PhD student
spaces by 346 and 321 respectively.
The University of Toronto will
open 2,100 more graduate student spac-

es for a total of 10,060 full-time graduate spaces this fall.
The University of Ottawa plans
to start over 10 new masters and PhD

Doucet
expressed
hope that
universities would hire more professors

ogy and social work.

rather than increase class sizes.
“What I wouldn't like to see is
the solution that was applied to undergraduates [which was] bigger classes.
Class size has gotten bigger . . . in Ontario since the double cohort arrived, as

York University hired 141 pro-

with intentions to hire more.

Professor Michael Doucet, president of the Ontario Confederation of
University Faculty Associations, said the

faculty hiring did not match even closely

rate of faculty hiring needs to be better
than 2006, when Ontario universities
gained 213 permanent full-time faculty.
“For the current (academic) year,
universities across Ontario hired about

the increase in undergraduate enrollment, said Doucet.
Ontario's student-to-faculty ratio of 24 to one is the highest in Canada.

768; in the same year, 555 retired,” said
Doucet. The 2005 Rae education report
called for 11,000 professors to be hired

YS Hilton Yip

by the end of the decade.

Excalibur (York University)

students this fall, an increase of

over 500 from the previous year.
York will accept “just
over 1,900 masters, if you include

nursing, and just over 300 doctoral students,” said York’s vicepresident academic Sheila Embleton. “Last year, the total number
of [incoming]

graduate students

doing masters were 1,418 and
doctoral 255.”
York, which is one of
Ontario's largest graduate schools,
will offer nine new master’s degree programs that include social
work and nursing. Interim dean
of graduate studies Ron Pearlman
stated that this growth addresses
the application

surge,

but it is

also part of an ongoing strategy.
“This is the largest year
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Certified Management Accountants

for masters. The reason it was
planned that way is a reflection
of double cohort, but it’s not the
only thing,” he said, noting that
York's graduate school has grew in

the last two years as well.
“It’s been a longstanding desire of
York to grow at graduate level . .
. and with [government funding]

there, we decided to take advantage of it,” Embleton said.
There have been recent
renovations and expansions totalling about $1.5 million over three
years at York to facilitate graduate
students and faculty.
Premier
Dalton
McGuinty announced $240 million
of funding last September for
universities to add 12,000 graduate spaces this year. Pearlman explained that this was part of the
government funding originally
announced
through
Reaching
Higher in 2005.
“All this comes
from

budget announcement

in spring

2005; it’s being rolled out incrementally because the plan is
growth over a period of time and
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As Treasurer and Vice President for Warner Music Group, CMA

Mark A.Smith

uses his unique range of skills to help his organization adapt to the rapidly changing
music industry. Become

a CMA and you'll have the power to make a difference

in an organization too. Your training will prepare you to make strategic and financial
decisions that grow businesses — making you an asset to any employer.

To see what a professional designation can do for you, visit becomeacma.com

What
Accounting
Should

Be

Certified

Management
Accountants
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Assistance the Answer, Not Lower Tuition Fees

Ontario minister Chris Bentley sticks to his guns after student protest
TORONTO (CUP) -- Despite thousands of students from across Ontario
protesting increases in tuition fees during

the day of action, Minister of Training,
Colleges and Universities Chris Bentley
is sticking to his position, stressing that
targeted assistance is where the real
debate lies.
In an interview Bentley argued
that higher fees were required for higher
education. He also asserted there are now
more grants, opportunities and government investments than ever before.
“The most
important thing
at the end of the day is that there is a

place for you if you academically qualify.
If you don't have the money,

there is

enough student assistance there to help
you get in and when you get in, you get
high-quality education,” he said.
“I quite appreciate
student
frustration with the previous 15 or so
years. We can't rewrite history, but we're
making substantial improvements from
what we inherited, and I am quite hopeful that students who are given all the
information will see that we are moving
in the right direction,” Bentley added.
The minister's comments come

shortly after a nationwide

protest de-

manding tuition fees freezes and reductions.
On Feb. 7, an estimated 5,000
students from schools such as York,

University of Toronto, Ryerson, George
Brown, Guelph and Trent rallied through
the streets of Toronto with the aim of
reducing tuition fees and eliminating the

economic barriers to education.

Students carried posters such
as “McGuinty Lied,” chanted “Students
united will never be defeated” and sung
songs such as “Hands In My Pocket” by
artist Jim Guthrie.

Despite the -15 C weather,
protestors listened to speeches from fellow students, union representatives and
New Democratic Party Leader Howard
Hampton.
Bentley was unable to speak
at the protest and said he was “in and
around Toronto doing a number of
different things.” He asserted, however,
that both he and Ontario Premier Dalton McGuinty “have been
speaking with students
virtually every month for
years’ and are going to
keep doing so.
Hampton
told
students
that in his

[ just want to add one thing: students
who vote will never be defeated,” said
Hampton, and urged students to send
the McGuinty government a warning in

the next election.
Also present at the event were

approximately two dozen students who
opposed the Reduce the Fees campaign
and rallied with posters saying: “Loans,
not Handouts,” “Higher tuition equals
higher education” and “Tuition freezes
hurt international students.”

© Nadia Arandjelovic
Excalibur (York University)

Photo Courtesy of Tom Barnett

opinion tuition fees were
already too high.
“First, we need to
freeze tuition fees. Then,
we need to start reducing
tuition fees -- that is our
commitment,’ Hampton
said.
“I
commend
you on your activism. |

commend you on your
stamina on a cold day
such as this. And I agree
with you, students united
will never be defeated.

HUFFLE?
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VIDEO CONTEST
HELP PROMOTE YOUR HEALTH PLAN!

$1000 in prizes!
Deadline: March 1/7
See website for online entry form
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ennifer Hollett never thought
shed cut her hair short, it just
sort of happened.

The

former

MuchMusic

VJ

walked into Coupe Bizarre, a
downtown Toronto salon, wanting to

alities and personal lives. For Hollett,
her hair matches her personality to a
tee—fun, dynamic and different.
She’s used to raising a few
eyebrows with her coif, but even Hol-

identified her as having, “Short red
hair,” it was always, “Crazy short
red hair” or “ugly short red hair” she
recalls.
“TI didn’t think hair could

adding, “I think it has helped me and

my career but it could hold me back,
who knows, but you have to stand out
in anything you do.”
Although women with short

hair

go bleach blonde - a stark con-

may

——)

stylist

said

as go-getters,

warns

a

total

trim

down may not be beneficial to

trast from her natural mousy
brown.

Her

be labeled

Brunger

everyone.

“If

the

the

women

has

very

feminine or curvaceous

bleach would ruin her chin
length bob, and leave her with

figure

frizzy split ends. The solution?

| or body, than a short hairstyle
may be sabotaging her.

Her hair would have to be cut
short, real short. Hollett took

are trying to be men,” Brunger

the plunge.

“We don’t want to look like we

That was eight

says.
Vicky Welland agrees.
She
is a representative for Aveda,

years ago.
“Pve never gone back
[to long hair],” she says.
Whether Hollett and
other women with short hair

the internationally renowned
hair salons and styling product manufacturer. She says
short hair has to compliment
womans
features
to
make
her appear more attractive.
Welland herself has short hair,

know it or not, their friends,
colleagues and strangers uncon-

sciously make judgments about
their personalities and roles in
life based on their coifs. Just
ask Karen

Brunger,

an

but says it’s because it frames
her face properly and fits into
her lifestyle, being easy to manage.
Looking like men, or the

image

consultant for the International
Imaging Institution.

“There

is more

of a

business or professional look
to short hair... we perceive that
person as being sharper or more

stereotypical “lesbian”, is one
of many labels women with
short hair face according to
Hollett. But, she finds having
blonde hair comes with more

assertive,” she said. In Brunger’s
business, image is everything.

From etiquette, to appearance
to pronunciation, our actions
and looks speak louder than

stereotypes than a short style.

words. With the right image,
Brunger says people can climb
the corporate ladder or find
that special someone.

has a very sexy hairdo,” said

“T think even Belinda Stronach
has a tough time because she
Hollett, adding people tend to
treat Stronach like a Barbie doll

and dont take her seriously.
Hair

“Hair is a very impor-

is a big industry,

and

tant of image because we don't

Hollett says the average woman

take it off at night the same as
we do out clothes,” Brunger
said.

does not realize the amount of
time, effort, and people it takes
to create an image for a celeb-

Hollett is familiar with Former MuchMusic VJ, Jennifer Hollet, decided to cut
the importance of hair and
creating an image. When she started lett was surprised by the amount of
at MuchMusic she made the conscious attention her hairstyle gained while she
decision to keep her hair red and was a VJ. “My hair took on a life ofits
short.
own.
“I realized my hair was going
“T didnt want that, I didn't
to be part of my, essentially brand, and want to create Jennifer Hollett’s hair,”
I wanted people to be able to recognize she said. The experience was strange
who I was,” Hollett said. She was right. for Hollett, who would rather have
“If someone sees me and they dont viewers comment on an interview she
know my name they say, ‘there is the conducted, or a question she asked
girl with red hair from Much.”
rather than focus on her hair.
Our hair is such a crucial part
Phone calls poured in from
of our lives that Brunger stresses we stylists across the country who wanted
must match our manes to our personto change Hollett’s haircut. No one

||007
Yue
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Photo Courtesy of Craig Samuel/MuchMusic

her hair short on the suggestion of her hair stylist.

evoke such an emotional response from

people... it’s just hair,” Hollett says.
It’s not “just hair” for Brunger,
who says our ‘dos speak wonders about
our personalities.
For women with shorter hair,
its all about getting results instead of
building relationships according to
Brunger. It could even help a woman

rity.

“Your average women is bringing in a picture out of a magazine [to

their stylist] saying I want to look like
this not realizing it was a whole glam

squad that worked on that hair for the
photo shoot,” she says.
“The average woman

does not

have enough money to hire a glamour

squad, but most can afford the pomade
and wax it takes to maintain

a short

looking for a promotion in the corpo-

coif. But at the end of the day, it’s just

rate world because she may be perceived
as more assertive.
“T never thought I should have
short hair to work in TV,” said Hollett,

hair people, it’s just hair.”
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ara Nye says she feels sexier
than ever.
That’s because she
has traded in her leg warmers for stiletto boots and her
barbells for a brass pole.
Nye is one of hundreds of
women across Toronto who have
plunged into strip aerobics — combining exotic techniques of strip tease
and pole dance — as a way to let their
inhibitions loose and publicly express
the sexual side of themselves. Just
a year ago, pole dance for exercise
was unavailable to Toronto women.
But with the opening of studios like
Flirty Girl Fitness and Aradia Fitness,
Toronto is now on par with the rest of
the “pole-crazed” country.
Some women feel the exercise
s liberating.
“Society has told us to deny
who we are as women,” Nye said. “We
have to wear suits to the workplace and
tone down our sexuality. The classes
are a safe place to express who we are as
sexual beings.”
Between being married, haying kids and making a living, life can
get tiresome, according to Nye. But a
class where you role-play and explore
your body in ways that wouldn't be accepted in most environments can really
get you kick started.
This is why Krista Knee decided to open up Flirty Girl Fitness, an
exotic fitness centre focused on encour-

aging positive body image and creating
a haven for women to embrace their
sexuality in comfort and confidence.
She says women

in the ’80s

and early ‘90s were so wrapped up
in equality between men and women
they began to hide the beauty that set
them apart.
“Women are just starting to
realize that we aren't men and we are
different,” Knee said. “They are coming into the class so stiff and when
they finally learn to roll and unlock
their hips, you see some of them start
to tear up because it’s such a freedom
for them.”
Stephanie Mitelman, a sexuality educator, says theses classes will do
nothing but good for women.
“It’s important for everybody
to embrace and explore their sexuality,

but what I think these classes offer is
an opportunity to connect with your
body and become more comfortable
with yourself,” Mitelman said.
Although women are definitely
in touch with their femininity and
sexuality more now than in the past,
Mitelman says it’s not by choice, but

because of what is offered to them in
society. Women have always felt sexy
but may not have had the outlets to
express it. With

more

resources

for

women — like strip aerobics fitness centres — a greater proportion of women
are able to open up.
What woman wouldn’ feel
powerful and attractive in a class where |
she learns how to strut her stuff like

she’s on the catwalk, swing herself
around a pole, and bump and grind
to songs like Def Leppard’s Pour Some
Sugar on Me?

As soon as Nye read an article
about the class, she picked up the phone
and called her two friends from work.
It took some convincing, but Nye got
them to join Aradia Fitness with her.
*Susan Rickens is happy Nye
dragged her along. She said the entertainment element is what keeps her
around.
“IT had gym memberships
before and I never bothered going half
the time,” Stevens said.
While Mitelman hasn't taken a
class herself, she said because the style
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Women are trading in barbells for brass poles to keep fit and express their sexual side. This class at Flirty Girls Fitness (pictured above) combines traditional exercise with an exotic twist.

i out of the ordinary, it’s good for women
‘ho have a hard time dedicating themselves
i exercise.
“Personally, I’m someone who thinks

«ercise is a part of health, but I often get
bred exercising, so I think this is a good way
» work out your body and work on your
balth, but also increase your self-esteem and
»ur sexual self image,” Mitelman said.

|

Nye is six feet tall and “sticks out like

a sore thumb”.
But Aradia Fitness is the one
place she feels like an equal. She said
everyone starts from scratch, and really
doesn’t know what to expect. Women
of all different shapes and sizes gather
together to master the pole. Once they
learn their first spin, they realize it
doesn’t matter what they look like.
But, no matter how much sup-

port there is, some women still show
signs of embarrassment. Two women
refused to have their picture taken

during a Flirty Girl Fitness class in fear
their children would see it.
@) hese. can’ be a snegative

stigma attached to [strip aerobics]
especially if you don’t get to explain
yourself,” Nye said.
Even still, she said strip aero-

bics isn't going away no matter who
disagrees with it.
Nye says it’s creating such a
change in women and that “it’s not
a fad, but something that’s going to
stick around”.
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*Not her real name
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Bring the
Globe toa
Local Stage

Nothing to Moan
About
Samuel L. Jackson is at a point
in his career where nearly anything he’s
in is worth seeing based on solely on his
presence. Whether the guy is coaching
a misfit basketball team, quoting biblical scripture, or fighting a plane full of
snakes screaming an endless string of

Cultural Mosaic 2007
Ends on a High Note
Experience.

That

was

the

2007

Cultural Mosaic show summed in
one word.
Cultural
Mosaic
Director Machal Karim reiterated the

obscenities, Jackson is guaranteed to
entertain -- even if the movie he inhabits
does not.

message through addressing the
audience in the programs Karim
told program holders, “We will
show you the various and vibrant
cultures here at UITSC and how
proud we are to part of such a
wonderful heterogeneous place!”
The UTSC Meeting Place
Payed home to the annual event on
‘eb. 15, where a packed house saw
Rie ae ranging in cultural
diversity and talent.
The
evening
was
like
a backpacking trip around the
globe with hosts Andre Vashist
and Jimmy Judgey acting as your
personal tour guide.
The event kicked off with

O

Canada

sung

by

because of this that Black
Snake Moan is such a breath of fresh
air for long time fans of all things Sam
Jackson. Not only is this the best film
Jackson’s been heavily involved with for
the last five years, it’s arguably his best
performance since Pulp Fiction.
Jackson plays Lazarus, an aging
farmer who could have been a blues
musician as a younger man, but for one
reason or another never made it. Meanwhile Rae, played by Christina Ricci, has
her boyfriend

(an Indian

Ronnie (Timberlake) was the only thing

Ed-Esther

film progresses, Lazarus and Rae find
each other and Lazarus decides to “set
this girl right” and give her a shot ata life
he doesn't think he can have himself.
Oh, and yes it’s true that one of
the ways Lazarus hopes to set Rae right is
by chaining her to his radiator for most
of the film, but it’s not quite the scenario you're imagining. We can see that
Lazarus is a great guy deep down with
only the most pure intentions towards
Rae; and Jackson completely sells that

doubled-sided

barrel drum) for a most interesting

rendition of the national anthem.
Other
notable _ performances of the first half of the Mosaic included the Imani Black Alliance, the smooth harmonic sounds
of Mahogany Soul, the passionate
hip- hop Philippine Independence
piece y Scott Ramirez and Matt
Cimone’s high energy Martial Art

vulnerable performance despite the near —

B-movie heights the story can reach,
Christina Ricci is gives.
equally strong performance as
Where Jackson’s Lazarus is a subdued

performance to Linkin Park.

and morally sound country man, Ricci’s

The second half of the
show didn't disappoint either, with
our backpacking adventure taking
a stopover in India.
Students
like
Bushra
Mushtary, a second-year student
in the International
Development

Studies

program

Rae is a wild animal dawning skimpy
outfits and showing an unhinged sexuality unlike anything we've seen1portrayed
in a mainstream movie before.
The last film Craig Brewer
directed, Hustle & Flow, was in many
ways about the healing power that music
can have. Black Snake Moan has Brewer
continuing to explore that idea but
with blues music rather than southern
hip-hop. And even if you dislike the
outlandish and almost exploitative tone

sang, with

her sister through dance. Uthra
Mohan’s classical dance training of
Bharatnatyam showed great skill
and much of the hard work that all
performers in the Mosaic have put
in since November

present throughout Black Snake Moan,

the great blues music and musicianship
on display here is addictive enough to
forget all that.
Yet Black Snake Moan isn't
perfect. Some really good subplots are
introduced and forgotten entirely, and
the whole film is about thirty minutes too
long. Still it’s a unique kind offilm that
manages to be part drive-in exploitation
flick and part redemption story while
still maintaining an emotional core.
That’s a tough balancing act for any film
to handle, and any movie that’s able to
pull it off is certainly worth checking
out.

in preparation

for the event.
The last performance of
the evening was a collective effort
by Organized Sound, a club on
campus all about sound transcending the boundaries, aurally echoed
the word ‘experience’ for the night.
The eclectic combination ofelectric guitar, violin, drums, mixed
with cultural
instruments
and
little dancing from all around the
world.
Shivani Malik

10

sign

keeping her lust ‘under control.’ As the

Michele
Petit-Homme
with an
unusual twist. Homage was paid
to our nation to the backbeat of

dhol

(Justin Timberlake)

up for the Army and leave her. Rae is
panicked by this, but not necessarily for
the reasons we think. We find out that
Rae’s a nymphomaniac and her love for

Ba

y

Photos by Kyle Macpherson

Matt Lehner

AG

The Human

Rights Watch

is an NGO

that reports on and investigates human

rights

abuses around the world. Screenings will be held
at the Art Gallery of Ontario. For more information, visit tiffg.ca.

Brangelina would be so proud.

Festival, features guest speakers and powerful

films about war and exploitation.

Artist: Stars of Track and Field
Album: Centuries Before Love
and War
Label: Wind Up Records

blogs to be the next
their

SOTAEF

embodies

likes of them

Film: The Dignity of the Nobodies (La Dignidad
de los nadies)

Countries: France/Belgium
Year: 2006

Length: 110 mins
An intriguing murder mystery, Mon Colonel
follows the attempts to uncover the death of
Colonel Duplan (Oliver Gourmet), who was shot
shortly after delivering a controversial speech on
TV. Yet, as evidence surfaces, including letters

from young,

straight-minded

lieutenant,

Guy

Rossi (Robinson Stévenin), another murderous

story unfolds.
Mon Colonel is a dual narrative with one
following the search for for Duplan’s murderer

and the other, as a flashback, following Rossi’s
term in Algeria, fighting under the command of
Duplan.

The film eerily parallels the U.S. occupation of Iraq, as it shows France’s no control

over Algeria, despite occupying the nation. Even
the rhetoric — “either you're with us or against us”
— is repeated. The French soldiers interrogate and

torture suspected rebels with Duplan justifying
his actions under emergency

laws. The acting

Director: Fernando E. Solanas
Country: Argentina
Year: 2005
Length: 120 minutes
Just after the turn of the century, Argentina's
economy collapsed, leaving thousands of people
unemployed and homeless. People are still in severe
poverty but remain courageous and hopeful for a
brighter future. The people become a-burden on
the health care system as wait times increase to six
months for an appointment. Some people simply
live in the hospitals, waiting for death. Argentina
was in a state of disarray as mobs of people filled
the streets demanding action. The police respond
by attacking people. Many of the farmers lose their
land as it is put up for auction. The community
rallies to prevent the auctioning from happening in
a peaceful manner: by disrupting the auction and
singing Argentinas national anthem. Other people
re-open an abandoned factory and continue working
as if nothing had changed. But with no organized
structure or anyone leading the mob, the poor do
not get the political support they need in order to

is superb as Gourmet delivers a cold character

increase social funding. The Dignity of the Nobodies

who shows no remorse for what happens. Mon
Colonel is a drama that never eases up.

ends when Argentina's economy starts pulling out of
the nosedive but nothing really changes.

Film: Pavee Lackeen (The Traveller Girl)

Film: Source
Director: Martin Marecek and Martin Skalsky
Country: Czech Republic
Year: 2005
Length: 75 minutes
Directors Marececk and Skalsky traveled to the Republic of Azerbaijan to document the country’s oil
economy and along the way they captured a country
stricken with corruption and poverty. The oil businessmen live in villas far away from any pipeline while
the poor live in slums filled with radiation that are
worse than Chernobyl. The people live near ponds of

Director: Perry Ogden
Country: Ireland
Year: 2005
Length: 87 mins
Pavee Lackeen is a snapshot of aworld of despair.

The film follows the life of Winnie, a ten-yearold girl who lives with her mother and siblings

in a trailer in Ireland. Winnie constantly fights
with kids from the “traveller's school,” where
other kids who live in trailers go to learn. She

also steals money from a fountain to play video
games and is also caught stealing in a store. Win-

nie helps out her mother, fetching water from a
tap in the ground across from the dirt road their
trailer is parked on. The film follows her mother’s
struggle to get her children out of the traveller

school and into a proper school as well as their
eviction notice to get off the land their trailer

is on. Along the way, Winnie’s family receives
help from social workers but ultimately there
is nothing they can do to get the children into

proper schools and prevent the eviction. The film

be “With You” and “Real Time.”

With a soft start of the keyboard
merging
into percussion with

with the gritty style of filming, it feels like a true
documentary about the plight of Ireland’s travel-
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ing community.

the sounds

along with

of

many

Jon Brazeau

perfect amount

slow song.

of indie pop in a

“Real Time” continues

song, write their own

Jason

and

“Say Hello” is another catchy track

Kevin Calaba, opted to replace the
real bass with digital sound. Their

where the electronic percussion
takes a backbeat to the guitar.
Hailing from Portland,
Oregon,
SOTAF’s — Centuries
Before Love and War is worth a

Bell,

successful

Daniel

Orvik,

experimentation

with

the new ‘bassist’ can be found on

every track.
With a mix of Keane
meets Death Cab for Cutie meets

a little of Snow Patrol and Arcade
Fire, the sweet vocals of Bell and

the mellow

flow

of the album,

with soft vocals to build in a quiet
anthem.

Stars of Track and Field,
named after a Belle and Sebastian
music, and

listen and if you are up for check-

ing them out and some more indie
and not so indie bands. You can

check out SOTAF

among others

Calaba complement the digital/an-

who are playing in Toronto March

alog combo which takes residence

8 at the Revival as part of Canadian Music Week. Tickets are $15

on every track of the album.
The first track of the
album,
“Centuries”
sounds so
much like Keane that the intros of

and available at Ticketmaster.

ateShivani Malik

each could leave you confused to

G:F
R
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digital
beats, “With You” mixes
the beats smoothly with guitar to

other notable influences from the
indie/rock pop scene.
Centuries
Before
Love
and War is the band’s first full
length album. After loosing a bassist, the three members of SOTAF,

WARNER BROS. PICTURES

employed non-professional actors and combined

The highlight of Centuries Before Love and War has to

“digital

sludge, with the thick smell of oil dominating the air.

The pipelines cut through farmlands but no compensation was given to the farmers, whose wheat and
potato fields are ruined. Along the way, the directors
are watched by the police and constantly asked about
why they are filming in Azerbaijan. The government
in the Azerbaijan oil industry proclaims oil as their
“black gold,” but after seeing children playing in
toxic sludge, it’s more like a “black disaster.”

of Keane’s song “Sunshine” from
the Hopes and Fears album, but

Coldplay.

unique

chemistry” makes them sound
anything but. Although they're
no Chris Martin and the boys,

Film: Mon Colonel (The Colonel)

distinguish between the two. The
electronic sad song is reminiscent

SOTAF still shows promise.

The Stars of Track and Field (SOTAF) were dubbed by many music
However,

Director: Laurent Herbiet

5 KO)

Review:Stars of Track and Field

Directing Human Rights
Looking for a film with more substance than
fluff? Check out the Human Rights Watch International Film Festival in Toronto from March
2 to 8. Hosted by Cinematheque Ontario, the
year long faction of the Toronto International

—
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Women’s volleyball
team in semi-final
With a 3-0 win against
St. George White on
Feb. 11, UTSC's tri-campus women’s volleyball team is now in the
playoff picture. UTSC
will be looking for an
upset as they face UTM
on March 2 at 7:30 p.m.
at UTM. The two teams
faced each other twice
in the regular season
but UTM won both
games, 3-0. The winner will face St. George
Blue on March 9 at 7
p.m. at Sports Gym at
St. George Campus.
One more game
fore the playoffs
UTSC’s
women’s

March Sports Schedule
Sport

Date & Opponent

Location

Women’s Tri-Campus
Basketball

March 5, vs. St. George Grey

UTSe

Women’s Hockey

March 5, vs. FPEH
March 21, vs. S.O.R.R.

Varsity Arena

Men’s Tri-Campus Hockey

March 1, vs. St. George Red
.
‘
eae
meee
7, opponent

Men's B Hockey

March 8, vs. Trinity
March 16, vs. UC

Varsity Arena
Varsity Arena

March 10, vs. Victoria
March 13, vs. New

March 15, .vs. Skule

Varsity Arena
Varsity Arena
Varsity Arena

March 6, vs. Innis
March 19, vs. Law

Varsity Arena
Varsity Arena

Men's C Hockey

Men's R Hockey

Women’s Tri-Campus

teamstillhas
one more
regular season game
left on the schedule.
UTSC will have the
home crowd on their

Women’s A Volleyball

March 6, vs. SGS
March 13, vs. FPEH

side as they face St.
George Grey at the
UTSC gym on March 5,

Men’s A Volleyball

March 6, vs. Skule B
March 13, vs. SGS

ae
==

Jon Brazeau

Varsity
Varsity Arena
een

be-

Tri-Campus
_ basketball

at 8 p.m.

oe

Volleyball

s4Ods
sndwesSJolig
Men’s B Volleyball

SEMI-FINAL: March 2, vs. UTM

March 1, vs. FPEH

March 8, vs. SGS

Go Big or Go Home
Almost in the blink ofan eye,

by more than two goals and

UTSC’s

it was only a matter of time
before they would finally

tri-campus

men’s

hockey team is on the hunt
for the championship.
Since the start of
2007, UTSC has won three
of their four games and the
team
will
make
another
semi-final appearance. UTSC

player Mike McNeill said losing a lot of games at the start
of the season was tough, but
the team is now gunning for
the title.

“Our team has more

offensive talent this year and
after a really rough start to
the season, we're playing well
together,” McNeill said. “This

is the last year on the team for
a lot of our players including
myself most likely, so there is
a huge desire to win. I guess
our motto is one I try to live
by everyday and that’s ‘go big
or go home.”
Things were not so

outscore their opponents.
“We just couldn't get
a break and penalties were
killing us,” McNeill said. “We

always knew that we could
compete with these teams
and weve worked hard and
have been more disciplined

on the ice and it’s paying off
for us now.”
Now with mid-terms
behind him, McNeill hopes
to capture
a tri-campus
championship, with a little

help from “Eye of the Tiger.”
“T think a big problem last year was the music
that we had in the dressing
room
before
the
game.
Every time I listen to Rage
Against the Machine, I lose,”
McNeill said. “This year, ’m
thinking Beach Boys or the

soundtracks from the Rocky

bright for the team as they

movies would be better.”

lost their first four games of
the season. There were signs
of hope as the team never lost

=
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the2007-2008 SchoolYear
The Unde ound has made significant progress in the past few years and is
looking for someone to take over the reigns to continue this progress.

Applicants must be proficient iin CP Style, journalistic ethics, and English
grammar.
Management experience is heavily recommended.
Skills in JENZolenaurelastcastur-teleu o)elolcolaeloleyiar-vacelcyeuceulelblan noletanionerle
Applicants must submit a cover letter, resume, and two writing samples to:
info@the-underground.ca, by Wednesday, March 7 at 5pm.
For any questions, contact Jeannette or Vanessa

at info@the-underground.ca

Applicants will be interviewed by The Underground staff on Monday,
March, 12.
Results will be ratified at the SCSP annual general meeting on Wednesday,
March 14,

@ Sports

Varsity Blues Fall in Women’s
Basketball Semi-Final

Oe

The Underground
iw lole) Tale mie)am
Writers
so fice) 6
edae) Cole]¢-]0)
a=)
Layout Designers
Online Editors
If you are interested, contact The Underground at
info@the-underground.ca or stop by our office in the Student
Centre SL-201.

TV
JOB
Ss APPLY NOW FOR SEPTEMBER 2007 AND
GET THE SECTOR-SPECIFIC TRAINING
YOU NEED TO GET HIRED.
FLEMING COLLEGE POST-GRADUATE

_

~
eS

PROGRAMS

¢ Advertising
¢ Event Management

¢ Global Supply Chain Management
¢ Ecotourism and Adventure Tourism
Management
Museum

Management and Curatorship

Emergency Management
Natural Resources — Law Enforcement
GIS Cartographic and Applications Specialist

For more information call lan Kearney:
1-866-353-6464 ext 1666 or e-mail:
iankearn@flemingc.on.ca

Experience - Success
www. flemingcollege.com/postgrad

Photo by Tom Barnett

You could almost hear the heartbreak
over the roar of the rival crowd as the

ing 45-41.

University of Toronto women’s basket-

In the final quarter, Toronto
quickly fell behind. York’s Laura Mac-

ball team fell to the York Lions in the
OUA East semi-final.

Callum scored a three pointer and a
turnover for Toronto resulted in another

Toronto ended their playoff run
with a 64-54 loss on Feb. 21, at York

basket for York. The momentum quickly
shifted in favour of the home team.

University.

“This game really sums up the

Although Toronto was down
15-6 with four minutes remaining in the

first quarter, solid defence and forced
turnovers helped to close the gap. At the
end ofthe first, Toronto was only behind
by five points, with York leading 17-12.

Early in the second quarter, Toronto was tentative about making mis-

takes and “shy about taking shots,” said
Toronto head coach Michele Belanger.
Yet strong rebounding by Christine Cho,

coupled with strong leadership by guards
Alaine Hutton and Kyla Burwash helped
Toronto rally back to within a point of
York, 30-29, heading into half time.
The second half began with Toronto holding off York and continuing

to keep within two points, with the half
way mark of the quarter showing Toronto leading by one.
However
lived as Burwash

the lead was short
committed her third

foul of the evening and York capitalized
at the free throw line to tie the game.
The tough run continued as York’s Sarah
Brodie scored two to give York the lead

season,” Cho said. “We were up, we were

down and we fought hard but they out
played us in that three to four minutes in
the fourth quarter.”
Coach Belanger echoed these
sentiments, adding, “We were up there
for a bit but couldn’t contain it. We had
a bad three to five minutes and stopped

moving offensively and sharing the ball.
York capitalized on turnovers and got
confident.”
Strong

defensive

rebounding

by Cho — with nine rebounds in total
— helped Toronto by gaining offensive
opportunities as the time ran on. However, even with Kendall Smith and Ilana

Weissberger collectively scoring five
quick points, Toronto was unable to
catch York and lost.
With this strong showing and

most of the team

returning next year,

Belanger plans to have her team “build
on this season and get stronger in order
to compete harder and get to nationals.”
The York Lions move on to face

again. Toronto tied it up again but two

either Laurentien or Queen's in the OUA
East final.

traveling calls caused the momentum to
slow and the team ended the third trail-
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Andrea Davidson
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TORONTO
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Attention Sports Enthusiasts: We want You!
Scarborough College Athletic Association (SCAA) is holding
elections for the following positions
for the upcoming 2006/07
academic year:
President (1 year experience needed)
Vice President Administration
Vice President Finance
Communications Coordinator
Finance Officer
Term Representative
Women’s Representative
Men's Representative
Nomination forms are now available in the SCAA office (SL214)

or at the Key (Athletic Service Counter).

Elections will take place in the student centre on March 14 to
15th from 10am-5pm.

LINE UP ONLINE TO WIN
UP TO $5,000 IN CASH.
The Certified General Accountants of Ontario (CGA Ontario) invites you to enter
its new online accounting contest. First, sign up at www.cga-ontario.org/contest
and obtain a user name and password for the contest. To qualify for the competition,

you must complete this task by Thursday, March 22, 2007. When you login to
complete the contest you must choose between two levels of difficulty to test your
accounting and financial skills. This step must be done before 3 p.m. on Friday,
March 23, 2007, (the day of the contest). The competition begins promptly at
4 p.m. (on that same day) and lasts for one hour. Eligibility is restricted to
students currently enrolled at an Ontario university or college.

CHOOSE YOUR TIER OF CHALLENGE.
Eligible and registered students choose between two levels of difficulty; both tiers
offer cash and scholarship prizes (See below). Remember to choose your level of
difficulty carefully, because this decision could earn or cost you the win.

A REWARDING

EXPERIENCE.

Tier 1: Basic- and Intermediate-Level Financial Accounting Questions

1st place = $4,000 cash and a scholarship worth $5,000 towards
the CGA program of professional studies.
2nd place = $2,000 cash and a scholarship worth $5,000 towards
the CGA program of professional studies.

3rd place = $1,000 cash and a scholarship worth $5,000 towards
the CGA program of professional studies.
Tier 2: Intermediate- and Advanced-Level Financial Accounting Questions

1st place = $5,000 cash and a scholarship worth $5,000 towards

the CGA program of professional studies.

Enter the “CGA Ontario

2nd place = $3,000 cash and a scholarship worth $5,000 towards ry
the CGA program of professional studies.
(

One-Hour Accounting

3rd place = $1,500 cash and a scholarship worth $5,000
towards the CGA program of professional studies.

Contest” for college
and university
students on
March 23, 2007.

)

EVEN MORE INCENTIVE TO WIN.
The university or college that boasts a first-place team in

either tier receives a donation of $5,000 from CGA Ontario
awarded to its accounting department.
Additional information about the format of the
contest and the rules and regulations is available
at www.cga-ontario.org/contest.

Sea

marmcese

eopun

See

CERTIF
CGA Ontario
416-322-6520
or 1-800-668-1454

Help Line
416-322-6520
or 1-800-242-9131

E-mail
info@cga-ontario.org

Websites
www.nameyourneed.org
or www.cga-ontario.org

Name Your Need

a
Win $2500.
www.campusresearch.ca
Seriously.
Fine print:

Prizes: One $2500 grand prize, one
Contest is only open to students

$1500 second prize, one $1000 third prize and twelve $250 extra prizes.

currently enrolled at a Canadian post-secondary institution. The good news is it's available for a very limited time, so your odds of winning are awesome.

This survey is sponsored by your campus newspaper and Campus
Plus, a division of Canadian University Press. All personal information provided is private and confidential and will be
used for research purposes
for the improvement and advancement of campus newspapers in Canada. View our privacy policy online at www.campusplus.com/privacy.aspx.
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Right Now

TTop 10
RealTrax™ ring tunes
Week of February 19
| Wanna Love You
- Akon

Ice Box
- Omarion

Irreplaceable
- Beyonce

Lips of an Angel
- Hinder

On The Hotline

©

- Pretty Ricky

Poppin’
- Chris Brown

Promise
- Ciara

Shortie Like Mine
- Bow Wow

Throw Some D's
- Rich Boy

Money In The Bank
- Lil’ Scrappy

Text "PLAY" to 4800 on your Rogers wireless
phone to download your favourite ring tunes today.

sou tn sane
/month

“The perils of online dating, you never know what you're going to get.’
;

can get y

when a
degree
isn’t
enoug
Business & Financial Services

Community Services
Culinary Arts

Design

You're graduating with a degree, but many employers want specialized skills and experience. Our postgrad

Engineering Technology

programs take your theoretical knowledge and let you apply it. In a hands-on learning environment, with our

Fashion

network of contacts that lead to work placements - 9 out of 10 within six months - you'll get transferable skills

Health Sciences

that lead to jobs. We also offer fast-track programs so that you can earn a full 2-3 year diploma in less than a year.

Hospitality & Tourism Management

Call us today to find out about an information session. We'll help you get in the door ahead of the crowd.

peso

Call toll free 1-800-415-5000 or 416-415-5000 or go to georgebrown.ca/postgrad

COLLEGE

a

National
Defence

Défense
nationale

Options
make

Les options
font

all the
difference

toute la
difference

No matter what your

Peu

university education,

études

universitaires,

you Can

pouvez

beénéficier d’une

enjoy a career

with a difference
Canadian

in the

Forces.

importe

la nature

carriere différente
les Forces

de vos
vous

dans

canadiennes.

Engineers

Ingenieurs

Physiotherapists

Physiothérapeutes

Social Workers

Travailleurs sociaux/

Pilots

travailleuses

Doctors

Pilotes

Nurses

Médecins

Pharmacists

Infirmiers/infirmieres

Naval

Pharmaciens/

Officers

sociales

pharmaciennes

To learn more,
contact

Officiers

de marine

us today.
Pour obtenir de plus amples
renseignements,

communiquer

veuillez

avec

nous

des aujourd’hui.

Fight with the Canadian Forces
Combattez avec les Forces canadiennes

CANADIAN
FORCES |
FORCES RS

WWWw .fO rces.Cca

1-800-856-8488
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can get youin —
when a
degree
isn’t

enough.
Business & Financial Services

Community Services
Culinary Arts
= ve

Design

You’re graduating with a degree, but many employers want specialized skills and experience. Our postgrad
Engineering Technology

programs take your theoretical knowledge and let you apply it. Ina hands-on learning environment, with our

Fashion

network of contacts that lead to work placements - 9 out of 10 within six months - you’ll get transferable skills

Health Science

that lead to jobs. We also offer fast-track programs so that you can earn a full 2-3 year diploma in less than a year.

Hospitality & Tourism Management

Call us today to find out about an information session. We'll help you get in the door ahead of the crowd.

Nursing

Call toll free 1-800-265-2002 or 416-415-5000 or go to georgebrown.ca/postgrad

Canadian performance works
dominate New World Stage
for the month of April

COLLEGE

The Underground is HIRING...
The Underground is hiringand the following positions are opening up
for the 2007-2008 school year:
Staff Writer
Photographer
Creative Director
Layout assistant
News Editor

Associate News Editor
Arts Editor

Sports Editor
Photo Editor

Copy Editor

If you're interested in applying for one of these positions, email us
at info@the-underground.ca. Please attach your resume, cover letter
and at least two writing samples.

2007

NEWWORLDSTAGE
INTERNATIONAL PERFORMANCE

For those interested in photography and layout, attach your resume and
cover letter and bring your portfolio to the interview. Photography
portfolios must either be burned on a cd or printed. For layout, your
portfolio should also be burned on a cd and files must be saved as a

©Harbourfront centre

pdf.

As for the business side ofthings, the following positions are also
opening up:

Info/Box Office: (416) 973-400
harbourfrontcentre.com/nws
Harbourfront Centre, 235 Queens Quay West, Toronto, ON, M5) 2G8
THE WESTIN HARBOUR CASTLE
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the official host hotel of New World Stage

Harbourfront Centre

Government Site Partner
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Business Manager
Accounting Manager
Advertising Manager
Advertising Representative

Government Programming Partner
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Corporate Site Partner
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All applications must be submitted by Friday, March 30, 2007.
Editorial interviews will take place from April 2-4.
Business interviews will take place from April 5-7.
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If you're interested in applying for one of these positions, please
send your resume and cover letter to info@the-underground.ca .
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Great Quotes
“Freedom

having

Underground

Stepping Up to the Plate

UTSCs Official Student Newspaper

is not worth

if it does

not

include the freedom to
make mistakes.”

- Mahatma Gandhi

“Liberty for wolves is
death to the lambs. ”
- Isaiah Berlin
“One can never consent
to creep when one feels
an impulse to soar.”
- Helen Keller

“A wide screen just
makes a bad film twice
as bad. ”

- Samuel Goldwyn
“Anxiety

Editorial

is the dizzi-

ness of freedom. ”

- Soren Kierkegaard

Editorial Directors

Panic has set in now that the school year
is almost over. Exams are coming up
and applications for leadership positions
for clubs and organizations are almost
due. Speaking of leadership positions,
if procedures went the way they were
supposed to, we should have an SCSU
president by now and we dont.
The drama never ends.
As
journalists, we're supposed to thrive
on the availability of news and rush to
write articles in time for our deadlines.
But journalists are people first and we
get bloody sick and tired of the drama.
I want to see some stability.
Every time someone comes up to me
and says, “Did you hear...?” I sigh. The
corruption and personal agendas are
draining. It is hard to know something,
feel a certain way about it and write as
if we don't have opinions. Journalists
don’t get enough credit for the rubbish
they put up with sometimes. It’s maddening!
I hope that student politics
doesn’t get to the point where the politics ruin the politik.
However, in spite of everything
that goes wrong, there is that one good
side-effect. We learn. We learn from the
mistakes that our predecessors made
and we learn from our own. Campus
societies, clubs, media and the union
provide an excellent training ground

for learning life lessons. But even that
one good side effect can turn sour if we
take our positions to the extreme that
make us forget what we are above all.
We are students.

Jeff Rybak is back. He was last
years SCSU’s vice president academics and has a book coming out.

He

Vanessa Larkey
Jeannette Rabito
Creative Director
Stefanie Tenn

External News Editor
Rosalyn Solomon
Associate External News Editor
Stefania Lamacchia

Internal News Editor

addresses challenges that university
students face. I agree that university
isn't what the pamphlets say it is. This
is why we need to remember that we

Associate Internal News Editor

are students. We have control over our

Features Editor
Tasneem Yahya

university experience.
We have the
power to elect the president that we
want. We have the power to support
organizations that stand for our cause,
such as the CFS. We have the power to
not support organizations that do not
stand for our cause, such as the CFS.
As a student, as I said before, I

want stability. I want people that I can
trust to be my leaders. What do you
want?

As dark as times can be, all
is not lost. We have had some good
leaders. The Underground sends off its

leaders Vanessa Larkey and Jeannette
Rabito with fond farewells, hoping that

they will always be as passionate about
journalism and their beliefs as they are
now.

Good luck on your exams.

Laura Redpath
Abbas Somji

Arts Editor

Shivani Malik

Sports Editor
Jon Brazeau
Associate Sports Editor
Helene Carluen
Editorial Cartoonist
Stefania Lamacchia
Photo Editors

Mahesh Abeyewardene
Jason Jajalla

Photographers:
Kyle Macpherson
Kevin Kwok Wong
Abbas Somji
Business Manager

Olga Dadabayeva
Accounting Manager
Claudia Louis
Advertising Manager
Elaine Manlangit
Advertising Representative
Katie Hawes

Off the Record

Volunteers Coordinator

Dayna Boyer

“IT think I hate university
because the people are nothing like the brochure!”

Contact info:
Phone: 416 287 7054

email: info@the-underground.ca
web: www.the-underground.ca

- Anonymous
Mailing address:
The Underground

Laura Redpath

Staff Writers: Shivani Malik, Muzna Siddigi, Aleem Hussain, Alexandra
chia, Helene Carluen, Jon Brazeau, Philip Smalley, Rosalyn Solomon,

1265 Military Trail, Room SL-201
Scarborough, Ontario M1C 1A4

Lucchesi, Uriel Mendoza, Radheyan Simonpillai, Abbas Somji, Stefania Lamac-

Emily Hunter, Fatima Elzaibak, Matthew Carter, Denise Tse, Dayna Boyer, Matt

Lehner, Irina Lytchak, Stephen Chan, Jennifer Murray. Kyle Macpherson, Kevin Kwok Wong, Andrea Davidson, Mare Kilching.
Cover Photo: Jason Jajalla

Contributors: David Cadiente, Candice Hong, Nick Taylor-Vaisey, Kennedy Odode, Wojciech Gryc.
Letters and Submissions Polic Mf
The Underground loves letters. Should such letters be submitted to info@the-underground.ca by 5 p.m. on the

Aditors at The Underground reserve the right to play with submissions as they please, so long as printed playfulness is

Friday before the desired publication date, we will likely print it. Letters should be 700 words or less. Writer's name, —_duly noted as such
student number, and contact information are requisite, though we can withhold names at the writer's request and
editor's discretion, Letters will be edited for length, clarity, and cleanliness, but grave idiocy will be left in for your
embarrassment

The views expressed in published articles belong solely to the writer, and do not reflect the opinions of the editorial board,
The Underground, the SCSP, or the university.

Article submissions and ideas should pass through the editorial board before writing. Unsolicited articles may be
Bblished) butiorevtontly arsanyed antl tractee ed stories have a higher chance of finding their way to print. Articles

The Underground is published by the Scarborough College Student Press (SCSP). The SCSP is a non-profit corporation
independent of the Scarborough Campus Students’ Union (SCSU). The SCSP is funded in part by a direct levy to UTSC
students, received through the Office of Student Affairs.

will be edited for length, clarity, cleanliness, and style

All submissions become the property of The Underground upon publication. Submissions may he printed elsewhere
two weeks after publication provided that The

Underground is identified as the original publisher

The Underground is a member of the Canadian University Press (CUP), a national organization of student newspapers
The Underground is governed by the

CUP Code of Ethics.

www.cup.ca

Office Location:
Upstairs in the Student Centre
Room SL-201

Publication schedule
Frosh - Sep 1

Issue 6 - Nov 23

Issue 1- Sep 14

Issue
7 -Jan 18

Issue 2 - Sep 28

Issue 8 - Feb 1

Issue 3 - Oct 12

Issue 9-Feb 15

Issue 4 - Oct 26

Issue 10- Mar 1

Issue 5 - Nov 9

Issue 11 - Mar 22

Contributions to The Underground

must be made by 5pm on the Friday
before each listed publication date
to be considered for print
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Commentary _

The Underground's Aleem Hussain
and The Fulcrum’s Nick TaylorVaisey take a look at the recent
facelifts UTSC and the University of
Ottawa are undergoing.

Growing Pains
Campus Growth on Campus
To accompany

the increased

enrollment, a number

of new

buildings have popped up
along the landscape at UTSC
over the last four years. These
include
buildings
for
new
Management
and
Arts
&
Administration as well as the
campus’ long awaited Student
Centre.
However,
the major
facelift that the campus has
recently undergone is only the
tip of the iceberg. On top of a
new science building, which is
already under construction, the
campus has more construction
planned.
When
Don
Macmillan,
director of Student
Recruitment

and Registrar for

Scarborough campus first came
to UTSC nine years ago, there
were

about

5,000

students,

today there are over 10,000.
These
significant
in the campus came
about, in large part, due to
the “double cohort”. However,
growth of the campus had been
planned long before the double
cohort ever became an issue.
Associate c
hair of
changes

Hasenkampf said.
According to Macmillan, “We knew that the double
cohort wasn’t going to be a four

year blip, because we knew that
once

the double

cohort

was

finished the demographics of
the area will have replaced it.”
One
concern
for
Macmillan
about
increasing
enrollment
was
maintaining

the quality of students. He said
he is happy to say no programs
have lowered their standards,
and that a few of the larger
programs, have in fact raised
them.
While UTSC is still
under
construction,
new

projects

include

a classroom

building, which is hoped to
deal with the lack of space on
campus.
Just this past November, vice-principal (Academic)
and dean Ragnar-Olaf Buchweitz assembled a Classroom

Building Project Committee
to oversee development. The
increased classroom space is
much needed as the university

s “basically using [its] space,
every usable hour,” Macmillan

Biology in the former Depart-

said. “As a result of that we have

ment of Life Sciences, Clare
Hasenkampf,
said
former
UTSC principal, Paul Thompson “had decided that our
campus should grow.”
The reasoning behind
this was “if we have a larger
student body and [generate]

midterms on Friday nights, and
all day Saturday right up until
the night on Saturday. Nobody
else does that.”
At even more prelimi-

more revenue...ultimately we'd

building.

have a more full-serve range of

things that you would see at a
midsized university.
“Beyond
building a

the desires
more
fully

nary stages, UTSC
for a new

has plans

Recreation

Centre,

and possibly another

science

With

the

current

shortage of space, Macmillan said the campus is going

that there should be growth to

through some “growing pains”
but adds that he thinks UTSC
is much better off now. Both
Hasenkampf and Macmillan

accommodate

agree that the double cohort

of

equipped campus,

it was felt

the population

in the surrounding
Macmillan said.

began

When
looking

locales,”

Thompson
into expand-

ing the campus, it was shown

was a great opportunity for
the school, and that it helped
facilitate changes that had long
been hoped to be brought to

the campus.

that Scarborough was “one of
the fastest growing

regions in

the [Greater Toronto

4

Area],”

a Aleem Hussain

Double Cohort Hard to MissatU of 0
Four years removed from the
double cohort, the University
of Ottawa is a remarkably different place to earn a degree. As
it prepared for the onslaught of
new undergraduates in the fall
of 2003, the U of O—dubbed
“Canada’s University” in its precohort marketing campaign—
embarked upon a transformation
from a mid-sized school to one of
Canada’s premier post-secondary
institutions.
Well, that was the goal.
At the end of this academic
year, about 6,000 students—the
double-cohort wave—will finish
their fourth year of studies at
the U of O. What lies in their
wake? Did the school achieve
its goal to become a magnet
for high-school graduates from
coast-to-coast?
The
answer:
Much has happened since the
double cohort descended upon
the downtown Ottawa campus.
In 2004, U of O president Gilles Patry announced
a new vision for the university
named Vision 2010. The plan
was ambitious, calling for the

creation of a wide array of new
programs, a 33 per cent increase
in graduate enrollment, add 300

faculty positions, and become
one of the top-five research-in-

tensive universities in Canada.
Students may complain
about the rapidly declining quality of some ofthe older buildings
on campus, but there is no de-

nying the U of O is committing
the financial resources necessary
to attract some of the top young
minds in Canada. The school
committed over $185 million
to new buildings in 2002-07,
significantly increasing
1
the space
for its engineering, biosciences,
political studies, and management students.
Building on a solid base

$1.4

in the
much

The U of O earmarked
million for advertising

fiscal

year

2006-07,

of which was spent on

a campaign to attract graduate
students. Among its goals, the

school is banking on retaining a
large number of double-cohort
students with fresh undergradu-

ate degrees.
Paul Boult, the director
of Marketing Services at the

U of O, explained the reasoning
behind the ad campaign.
“It’s
about — getting
people to the front doors of the

of new structures on its main

university,” he said. “[In the

campus, Patry announced a
$150-million expansion —plan
that, over the next five years,
will incorporate two new satellite campuses and significantly
upgrade several existing buildings. In an interview with The
Fulcrum, Patry rationalized the
plan.
“When compared to all

past,]

other universities in Ontario,
there is a serious deficit of space

at the U of O,” he said. “If we
want to be recognized as a modern and competitive campus,

our

recruitment

tered on undergraduates. This

year, because of Vision 2010,
the focus has not been shifted,

but shared with graduate studies.
Although

the changes

to the university weren't precipitated entirely by the double cohort, the influx certainly helped

the university expand into new
areas—both academically and
physically.

then we have to offer [students,

and particularly graduate students] the space and facilities
they require.”

By Nick Taylor-Vaisey
The Fulcrum

Questions Grip SCSU’s All Director
Candidates Forum
UTSC students had a chance to see
what next years SCSU board has to
offer on March 15. An all-candidates
forum for the prospective directors
was held in the Student Centre but
the turnout was limited mainly to
students stopping by for a quick bite
in the food court.
Many of the candidates led
off their introductory speeches with
the standard promises made year after
year in these elections; increased study
space, more and cheaper food options
and listening to student concerns.
However, Bryn Knapp a
candidate for social science director,
brought up another issue. He spoke
out against the trimestered system,
stating he would advocate for a return
of full-year courses. According to
Knapp, this would make it easier for
UTSC students to take courses at the
St. George campus and allow professors more flexibility in curriculum
design.
During the question and
answer period candidates were asked
whether they would attend Continu-

efforts

have almost always been cen-

ity, a three to five day long resort
retreat to help them learn the ins and
outs of the SCSU. The current budget allocates $30,000 for directors
and executives to attend this event.
Led off by Zelaikha Farahmand, one by one the candidates
stood up and pledged to find a better use for the money and instead by
holding the orientation session on
campus. Maple Chong, president of
the Life Science Students Union and
a candidate for life science director,
offered the alternative of using Hart
House farm, a venue owned by the
university.

“T know I went to Continuity and learned a lot from it but I
do think it’s very expensive,” Chong
said. “But MESA uses [Hart House
farm] for their executives and the

price comes out much cheaper.”
Voting in the SCSU director
elections takes place March 20 and
21 in the Student Centre with the
new directors taking office May 15.
cle Marc Kilchling
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Toronto to Nairobi

SRC Left Without Levy
Students living on residence may have noticed a lack of residence events on campus
this year, particularly since the start of second
semester.
That’s because the residence council
has been fighting to get their levy financing
from the university, according to Zoe Higgins, president of Student Residence Council
(SRC);
Due to some miscommunication
within the SRC last year, the annual auditing report that was due on December

31,

2005 wasn't sent. That means receipts and
financial information for the second half of
the 2004-2005 school year and the first half
of 2005-2006 were never recorded.
Because the expenses of the previous council impacts the following council’s
budget, without the receipts and numbers
from last year, the school didn’t know how
much to provide in this year’s levy — which is
usually distributed in October, January, and

March.

No audit has meant no funding for
the SRC.

“We dont know why the report
wasn't sent,” Higgins said.
“We approved that the first report
was sent — the housing officer was there when
it was faxed downtown - it just somehow got
lost. The second report wasn’t sent. We're
not really sure why.”
The only reason the school has been
able to put on any events at all this year is
because the SRC still had some of their levy
money from last year, alongside orientation
funds the school provides to pay for summer
expenses before the upcoming levy is announced.
Now that the budget has run out,
events this semester have dwindled and
council has had to put on more free events

such as movie nights.
Another cutback has been the loss
of the weekly grocery van, which drives
students to and from the grocery store. “A
lot of students don’t understand that it has to
pay for itself,” Higgins says, “and we have to
lose this service because it costs the council.
“The service, which costs students
two dollars, runs about $100 to rent for one
night,” Higgins said.
This is why it was cut two months
ago.
She assures this year’s council has
kept record

books

for expenses,

and next

years SRC should receive their levy funding. And there should be no reason why the
grocery van shouldn't return in September,
although she can’t make any promises for
next year’s council.
Higgins has been working with
Mohsin Bukhari, Campus Groups officer
of Student Affairs; Jim Delaney, assistant
director of Student Affairs, and Michelle
Verbrugghe, director of Student Housing
and Residence Life Office to come up with a
solution to the problem.
“We're promising that we will do
whatever we can to make sure this doesn’t
happen again,” she said, adding that the SRC

oe
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Student Affairs kicked off the campaign during International Women’s Week to promote

and educate people about allies and their
importance to the LGBTQ community.
“Being an ally comes with a lot of
responsibility,” said Vinitha Gengatharan,
assistant director of Student Affairs.
The
pamphlets
going

around

campus describe an ally as someone who
is not LGBTQ whose “attitudes and behaviours are both anti-homophobic and
anti-heterosexist and who works toward
combating homophobia and heterosexism

on a personal and professional level.”
To

Gengatharan,

“it’s easy to say

youre an ally,” but there is responsibility
attached to the title as an ally is someone
who listens and takes action when it comes
to LGBTQ issues.
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One of the most heavily
fortified structures in Prague
is a radio station. Right next
to the National Opera, men
with machine guns stand

guard and let no passers-by
peek into the massive building. Roads are blocked off,
and inside, journalists broad-

cast messages of democracy
to Iran, Belarus, and other
“enemies of democracy.”

to

what

declining

Contrary

newspaper

sub-

scriptions

might

appear

to

with the help of Five Minutes to Midnight (FMM),
SHOFCO was able to start a

you hold as you read this article is more than just a sheet

youth-led newspaper.
Typical of SHOF-

of paper. It is a tool that can
be used to help or hurt, make
weep or smile. Stories of big
media are often heard, but

CO’s projects, the newspaper
started small and is continuously growing, without the
need for serious funding. It
reaches a total of 300 youth,
and focuses on any topic of
interest to those involved or
those reading.
The first issue was
published during the summer of 2006.
Since then,
other
community
groups
have noticed: an eye clinic has
used the newspaper as a way
to promote free eye exams,
while the youth themselves
have taken the writing and
journalism to heart. They
constantly work, trying to
improve the newspaper.
And
with
this,
SHOFCO and FMM look
ahead. This upcoming summer, members from these
groups will work together in
Kibera to build on the news-

rarely do grassroots groups
have their work promoted or

Free press — or any
press at all — is often difficult
to find in some regions of the
world, where media compa-

Higgins even hopes to get a portion
of a levy within the next month to finance
more events, pub nights, and a year-end

to afford such products. It is

bash.

repeated.

nies find unprofitable markets or people are too poor
in Kibera — one ofthe largest
impoverished areas in Africa,

just outside Nairobi, Kenya
— that one such group exists.
Called Shining Hope for the
Community (SHOFCO).

Uriel Mendoza

Annie

Harris,

co-ordinator

of the

LGBTQ) Lounge at UISG said’ there is a
level of bravery for sticking up for someone
because it is hard to break away from what is
considered the “norm”.

“You kind of have to out yourself,”
Harris said about allies sticking up for people

from the community.
There is also a poster campaign on

campus. Allies and people from the LGBTQ
community were asked to pose to challenge
homophobia and heterosexism.
such barriers create tensions

relationships

between

Harris said
and make

family and_ friends

difficult.
“It does

affect

everyone,”

Harris

said.

The campaign is expected to expand

in the near future by taking part in Frosh
and other school events.

Jeannette Rabito

and lacking major funding
are often met with distrust,
in some cases even by the
local churches and schools.
SHOFCO
prides itself in
being a group that simply
acts, rather a waiting for
approval or support from
others. Members of Kibera
often contribute with time
and resources they have on
hand, and organizing social
events that focus on improving the community do not
need the approval of external
groups.

say, the press and radio are
alive and kicking, being used
by massive governments and
small grassroots associations
alike. Indeed, the newspaper

has made sure to provide all of their cheque
stubs and any other information to make it
clear that they want to co-operate with the
school.
“We want to get something written
down, and maybe set up training modules
for financial training,” she says.

Allies Take Action: Campaign Hits Campus
The person next to you may be homosexual
. so what? reads the cover of apamphlet for
the Ally Campaign.
LGBTQ@UTSC and the Office of

ever eS Media, and
uman Rights.

Formally registered
as an organization a year ago,
SHOFCO is volunteer-led,
and focuses on using members from the community
to help promote their own

well- being, be it through organizing social events, youth
groups, or one of their latest

projects, starting a community-led newspaper.
In areas such as this,
it is often difficult for large
organizations and_ institutions to be successful: Kibera

Within the last year,

paper SHOFCO started and
help train the youths in their
journalistic skills.
The project, called
the Article
13 Initiative
(A131), is following in the
footsteps of a similar project
run in Chad in December
2006. It prides itself in us-

as a priority,

ing open source and freely

and most institutional representatives who visit arrive
with guards and armored
vehicles. No resident can re-

available software, with lowcost computers and custom
tutorials and workshops.
It is media at such
a grassroots level that often
makes the biggest difference,
and SHOFCO and FMM
are just at the beginning of a
long journalistic journey.

is rarely seen

late to such a foreign group,
and most projects leave soon
after the armoured trucks
and diplomats.
Local projects are
often met with much skepticism as well. Informal as-

sociations, started by youth,

Kennedy
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<= UTSC Police Offer Spring
and Summer Safet

What's Wrong with University? Ask Jeff Rybak
There are a lot of things wrong with uni-

versity, and Jeff Rybak has written a book
about it.
The novel, entitled, What’s Wrong
with University (and how to make it work
for you anyway)

is a 250 page plus primer

on all things post-secondary.
into

matters

like chapter

Rybak dives

four’s

“internal

contradictions” where he tackles university
grading systems (Rybak chalks it up to time
management on how to deal with that issue)
to discussing the ‘scam’ of university and
how student can make the system work for
them.
The UTSC graduate started writing the book two years ago, but said upon

reading old journal entries he really began

But, he wanted to share his experi-

student.

entering university.
“I wrote the book

things you don’t want to do. You get used to
people telling you what you have to do and
dealing with circumstances where you arent
in control, but you accept it,” he says.

Rybak wasn’t ready to accept the
university experience straight out of high
school. He took a few years ete to travel and

work, which he says was the best thing that’s

need a book

would like to offer the following information -

Photo by Kyle Macpherson
Jeff Rybak, pictured above, has written a book about what's
wrong with Canadian universities. The book launch is
happening at UTSC on March 29 from 3 to 5 p.m.

feel disappointed when they arrive at the post-

(and how to make it work for you anyway)

secondary institution of their choice.

will be available in Chapters and Indigo
May 1. Need some reading material while
flying back home? His book will also be
available in airport bookstores.

with

University

versity just wasn’t the life altering four years
they thought it would be.”
Rybak said the book will help

The book launch is happening at UTSC on
March 29 from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. in the lower
level of the Student Centre. Yes, there will
be food.

students
combat
their initial
disappoint and help them deal

=

bout
of
with the

at

For those of you remaining on campus, we
encourage you to take some basic precautions to ensure that your time here is both
safe and enjoyable. With this in mind, we

realities of school.
Whats Wrong

counsellors,” he said. The experience leaves
some feeling disappointed and cheated. Uni-

of Toronto

embark on your summer activities whether
it entails summer courses or employment,
we would like to remind you to continue to
practice positive safety habits.

ence],” Rybak said, adding that most people

“Students arrive at university with
built up expectations given to them by
parents, teachers and high school guidance

like to thank all

of the campus this past year. As each of you

for people who

[about the university experi-

Police would

at the University

Scarborough for contributing to the safety

politics. He was instrumental in bringing
Departmental Students Associations (DSAs)
to campus and worked heavily on the AntiCalender for students.
ence with challenging the status quo for those

in university is you get very used to doing

students

were by becoming heavily involved in student

at UTSC’s doorstep in 2002 as a mature

unique perspective on the university experience.
“The problem with being a teenager

The UTSC

especially considering he was dishing out the
big bucks to be here.
He began challenging the way things

working on the novel when he first arrived

Rybak was 27 when he entered university—a ‘tad older han his fellow froshies.
But, he says his age gave him a fresh and

Superintendent Darcy A. Griffith,
Manager of Police Services

every happened to him—especially when
it came to the world of academia. Like fine
wine, Rybak aged during his time away from
school, but he also matured. The experience
left him with a “distance” from the realm of
education and the high school mentality of
accepting things the way they are.
When Rybak arrived at UTSC he
knew he didn’t have to accept the status quo,

Vanessa Larkey

to help you make the most of your spring |
and summer experience here at U ofT Scarborough.
The services of the University of Toronto

Police at Scarborough continue seamlessly
through the spring and summer months. |
We are on duty on campus 24 hours a day
365 days a year and may be reached by calling 287-7333 or using any of the emergency
telephones around campus.

The primary responsibility of the University
Police is to provide a safe environment for all
persons using the campus and we should be
contacted for all suspicious circumstances,
threats to safety and dangerous situations.
The University Police are also available to
answer questions or discuss any specific concerns you may have regarding your safety at

the University of Toronto Scarborough.
For persons

using the campus

into the

evening hours, there is a RideSafer Service

SCSU's Political
Students are expected to cast votes again for

next years SCSU president and vice presidents on April 9, which

is Easter Monday

and the last day ofclasses.
Voting for the SCSU’s president,
vice president (VP) academics, VP external
and VP students and equity already took

place on February 14 and 15. It came up in
the board of eae (BOD) meeting that
roughly 14 per cent of the students’ ballots
were not counted due to 142 of 979 being
classified as spoiled.
However, by the end of that meeting, which took place on March 9, none
of the spoiled votes were counted and the
election results were thrown out after the

board ruled that the elections policy was not
followed by the elections committee.

The elections committee submitted
their report to the BOD, intending for it to
be ratified. Even though 289 people voted
in favour of Alexandru Rascanu as president,
he was issued nine strikes, four of which
were withdrawn. It takes three strikes for a

candidate to be disqualified. Rob Waulkan,
with 258 votes and one strike against him,
would have been the next president if the
elections report had been ratified.

based

on

“The [BOD]
made a decision
how the elections went...[they]

have the say whether to accept the elections
committee’s report or not,” said Rajgumar
Gunaratnam, current SCSU
term ends on May 15.

president. His

of this message, he wrote, “And thank you for

all of your support in the SCSU President
campaign.”
Rascanu said that a number of students he spoke to were Tamil students and he
was referring to the people who had shown
him support.
Waulkan received one strike for club
endorsement from the Life Sciences Students
Union (LSSU).
Representatives from The University
of Toronto's Student Administrative Council
(SAC) were also present at the meeting. Vlad
Glebov, VP of UTM for SAC, was also present.

Gleboy mentioned the possibility of
the student union’s control over its own elec-

tions being taken away and supported having
the election results thrown out.
“Whatever decision that Scarborough makes, it in effect sets precedent for all

the campuses,” he said.

“Hopefully we'll have a president
by then,” he said.

Students

Club endorsement from the Tamil
Association (TSA), an oversized

banner,

negative

campaigning

According to Gunaratnam, the TSA
did not endorse any candidate.
However,
according to the elections committee report,
despite Rascanu’s appeal, the strike remained.
“I was extremely disappointed and
angry at those allegations against me...I did
not get any endorsement from the TSA,”
Rascanu said.
Rascanu wrote a facebook message
on the TSA’s wall thanking those who supported the Canadian Federation of Students
(CFS) sponsored Day of Action. At the end

and cam-

As the voting sheet instructed voters to place an X in the box, the elections
committee's interpretation of the policy al-

lowed them to rule that only the ballots with
Xs would be counted.

“The

policy

was

violated...clear

paigning after 10 p.m. the night before
voting were the reasons for the strikes issued

indication of a vote should be counted as a

against Rascanu.

vote,” Rascanu said. “The process was unfair

6

urmoil
and so the election was thrown away.”
Gunaratnam said that, in his personal opinion, the elections committee did

not follow policy. The reasoning behind his
position was due to the spoiled ballots, where

the clearly identifiable mark voting in favour
of, was not an X in the box.

“The rulings on the appeals and all
those things are also a reason...we were not
able to debate,” he said.
There was an emergency BOD
meeting on March 14 to decide the SCSU’s

next step. Executives from the past few years
were present at this crowded meeting. They
handed out a letter showing their “concern
and dismay over [the] recent and continuing
handling of the 2007 executive elections.”

The letter was signed by Lendyl
D’Souza, former president; Jeff Rybak, former VP academics and Paul Hunter, former
VP human resources and campus life. There
were other supporters who were not present
at the meeting including Vinitha Gengatharan, former president and current assistant
director of student affairs.
Gunaratnam said he contacted The
Varsity, one ofU of T’s student newspapers,
during the March 14 BOD meeting, asking
if the SCSU could advertise in the paper to

notify students about a possible re-election.
“I just wanted to make sure we had
the space available,” he said.
However, in a recorded conversation with Marc Kilchling, SCSU ex-officio
director, Gunaratnam said he contacted The
Varsity on March 11 to go ahead and place
an elections ad.
When Kilchling asked him if the
other executives he spoke with were in favour, Gunaratnam said, “They were against
placing the ad.”
Continues on page 13

available

to

increase

your

safety when

traveling to your vehicle parked in the outer
lots. Additional information for this service
may be obtained by calling 416-287-7576.
On campus, alcohol may only be consumed
in a licensed establishment or residence.
Persons found drinking or with open alcohol
in any other location, including any of the
parking lots, will be stopped and may be
charged under provincial legislation by the
University Police.
The entire University of Toronto at Scarborough, including The Attic Pub and Bluffs
Restaurant are designated as a no smoking

facility. As such, anyone wishing to smoke
must leave the building to do so and anyone
found smoking within the building, including the entry vestibules and or under any of
the exterior overhangs of the buildings may
be charged by the University Police.
The only place to purchase an official UTSC
parking permit is from the Parking Office,

located above the Meeting Place on the

third floor of the Science Wing. While it may seem cheaper to purchase a parking permit
from someone else, be aware that parking
on campus property with a copied or stolen
permit is both a criminal offence and a Code

of Student Conduct offence.

When driving on campus it is important that
you obey all the posted signs and enter the
campus only through the official entrance

with the University of Toronto Scarborough
sign. The roadway near the parking kiosk
is an exit only and entering from Military
Trail by this route is not only dangerous,
but also illegal. Persons found violating any
of the posted signs around the campus will
be stopped and may be charged by U of T
Police.
Again, the University Police wish you the
best for the upcoming year and look forward to our working together to improve
the safety of our community.
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University Experience

Ona Dime

Psychology textbook: $130
2-4-1poker night pizza special: $19.99
Living a year in Foley Hall: $5,967
A university experience you will never
forget: priceless

residents or protected persons to qualify.
Out of province or international students
are not eligible.
Also, because OSAP is an integrated loan partly funded by the federal
government and partly by the province,

Brought to you by OSAP...

the student must have been an Ontario

For Kris Romero,

the decision

to attend university was made because
he qualified
Assistance

for the Ontario

Program

(OSAP).

Student
Growing

up in Kitchener, Ontario, Romero chose
to travel to U ofT because he wanted to
experience the city.
“Tf not for OSAP, I would not be
at university,” he said.
OSAP gives this honours list
student the financial assistance needed to

resident for the past twelve months prior
to applying in order to qualify for the
provincial portion of the program.
Provided

the initial

criteria

is

met, parental or spousal income can also
effect the amount of money granted; as
can living at home or away from parents.

For example, for a dependant student
living at home, where the combined
household income is less than $30,000
per year, the student would be eligible for

survive university and pursue his personal
interests. Not only is Romero able to

$8,100. This funding would increase by

volunteer, he is also a Teacher’s Assistant
(TA), and is eligible for awards like the
Natural Sciences and Engineering Re-

on his/her own.
Other factors influencing assistance include summer earning and
number of depend. ants currently enrolled

search Council (NSERC) undergraduate

$3,000 per year if the student was living

research award.
In light
of recent tuition

hike

in post

ary

protests by

university

stu- |

funding.

The
Press

Canadian
recently

reported

assets,

such as a Car,
or working too
many part-time
hours, will also

dents, the prov-|
ince
has
been
under
scrutiny
when it comes to
university tuition

and

second-

education.

Having

SOIO
AG
UIAa
HOM
UO
Volunteering would be difficult for Kris Romero without the help of OSAP.

influence
how
much a student

money to eat, he doesn’t “buy things [he
doesn’t] need, but would like, because [he
wants] to make sure [he has] enough to
live off of for the year.”
Volunteering at the Baycrest
Centre for Geriatric Care is also an im-

portant part of Romero's weekly schedule.
Volunteering allows him to extend the
work he was doing as his co-op placement,
while working towards his career goals of
working as a clinical psychologist.
“Tt would be hard to volunteer if I
was in a situation where I wasn’t receiving
OSAP and would have to work more,”

Romero says.
But what about the OSAP
“With the OSAP money
received to date, I could buy a
new car,” Romero says, without

the exact amount he owes. “It’s a sizeable

amount, and it is always in the back of
my mind. I plan to pay it back by making

monthly

receives.

According

to

Micah Schieven,
assistant registrar

debt?

I have
brand
telling

installments

after I graduate,

which by then I hope to have a job.”
Schieven said although student
debt can run high, a series of debt
reduction programs are available when it
comes time to pay back loans.

that

of Financial Aid

while the govern-

and Awards, two

ment has made it
easier for students

categories

to
seek
post
secondary educa-

being considered
for OSAP: cost

“As loans go, OSAP is quite flexible with debt reduction,” the assistant
registrar said.
If astudent exhausts the interest

tion by increasing

and resources.

relief program

enrollment
by
approximately

“If your
resources outweigh

pays the interest on the students loan,
subsequently lowering future loan payments) they can apply to qualify to have
the government make lump sum _payments on their behalf, in order to lower
the principle amount oftheir loan.
The student can also negate
when and how they repay their loan.

86,000

Since

students

200222003

looked

Meghan MacDonald ESE

(a 22 per cent increase), Ontario is still among the lowest
post secondary funding levels in Canada.

However,

Plan,

implemented

the Reaching Higher

by the McGuinty

government in 2005, seems to be making

post secondary education more accessible
to Ontario students.

This
school
year,
120,000
students will receive grants — benefiting
72,000 more students than in 2004-05.
With this 25 percent increase in assistance
recipients, almost 200,000 students from
lower- and middle-income families will

receive financial aid through OSAP this
year.

Not every student will qualify
though. According to the OSAP website,

many factors contribute to a student's
eligibility for funding. For example,
student must be enrolled in full-time (60

per cent) course load, or 40 per cent for
a student with disabilities. Students must
also be Canadian citizens, permanent

saquiaidas
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your

[such

are

at when

as

expenses

tuition,

incidental __ fees,
book allowance and living expenses], you
are denied OSAP. Financial aid is determined when expenses outweigh resources
thus entitling you to OSAP funding,”
Schieven said.
He also said the biggest problem
facing dependant students is having
parents who make enough money but are
not willing to contribute to their child’s
education.
“Parents are expected by OSAP
to contribute some, and if they don't
it makes it very difficult for students,”
Schieven said.
For Romero, with the funding
he receives from OSAP, coupled with the
money he has received from bursaries and
scholarships, he is able to enjoy university
life without feeling like he has to count
every penny.
Although he does admit that any
student budget is somewhat tight, he said
even though he may worry about having

According

(where

to Schieven,

the government

a student

can

decide to stretch out loan payments by
making smaller monthly instalments,
or make larger payments each month.
“You can pretty much do anything you want with it.”
Also, when
filling out the
original OSAP application, students have
the option of being considered for the
Millennium Bursary. If they check yes,
they are automatically considered fora

$3,000 bursary, granted on the basis of
need.
wWxose
alumnae,
MacDonald also used OSAP

Meghan
to pay for

university.

“During

my

first three

years

of university, OSAP allowed me to take
advantage of any and all extracurricular
activities | wished to participate in, like

sports and volunteering, and still have
time to focus on my school work,” said
the Brockville native.
During her final year at UTSC,
MacDonald did take on a paying job at
UTSC’s athletic department. She had to
be careful not to work too many hours
though, as OSAP takes into account a
student’s personal income when decid-

ing how much funding they receive. As
Schieven said, “if a student earns more
than $1,800 in a study period, it will
decrease entitlement.”
Now working at the St. George
campus
athletic
centre,
MacDonald
credits her experience at UTSC with her
recent job choices.
“T never realized how much |
wanted to work within the university
until I was able to participate in so many
activities and see all the school had to offer. Had it not been for the freedom that
OSAP allowed, I would not have had the
time or resources to pursue my interests
in athletics and student government,”
MacDonald said. She was also involved

in the SCSU, Students For Literacy and
volunteering at Highland Creek Public
School.
Having now secured a full-time

position, MacDonald said she will begin
repaying her OSAP loan soon.
“I am obviously not excited

to

have to pay back all the money that I owe.
I haven't had to start paying itback yet because of the interest relief program, which

has really helped me get settled and even
travel like I did last year,” MacDonald
said. “I plan on repaying my debt slowly
and steadily. For now, all I can do is work

my full time job, and most likely a parttime one as well, and pay my monthly
payments.”
MacDonald adds, “I definitely
don't regret my university experience,
even with how expensive it was . I can't
blame OSAP for that, if any thing I am
grateful to at least have been given the op-

portunity and ability to attend university.
I know it will take a long time to pay off,

but without the help provided by OSAP,
I would
now.”

not have the education

I have

As Romero echoes “I think that
as Canadians, we are lucky in the sense
that we can pursue our education with-

out being hindered by lack of financial
means.”

=e Andrea Davidson
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Varsity Centre
Athletes may suffer a blow as the longstanding

plan to devote

75 per cent

oF

Varsity Centre use to students may soon be
obsolete.

2005

cil meetings; not understanding the needs|

A commitment was made in May
by Shaila Kibria, member of the

short sighted on the matter.
“In the last number of years, CoS§
has had four meetings. This year, however

president

there were only two,” Polyzois said.

of

University

Affairs

of | Torontos

Administrative Council

for

Students’

(SAC) and Sameer

Wahid, treasurer for the Graduate Students’
Union (GSU), to include a $10 per term fee
increase to offset operating and program-

ming costs of the new Varsity Stadium.
However,

student
students

protest

for Varsity Centre.

of the students and subsequently being very

Association of Part-Time Undergraduate
Students
(APUS),
Howard Tam, vice-

University

rejection of budget

According to George Polyzois. :
chair of Budget Committee for CAR, CoS
rejected the proposal due to a lack of coun-|

representatives from these three

governments

voted

against

the

“Because there were only twe
meetings they had no time to consult with
their Bond and therefore voted all the|

budgets down...SAC and APUS

(but) not once did they ever show up,” he|
said.

The loss of the increased

co-curricular budget at the March 2 meet-

ing of the University of Toronto's Council

student,

on Student Services (CoSS).

$750,000

CoSS,

composed

of student

and

administrative members from all three U of
T campuses, voted against a budget proposed
by members of the University of Toronto
Council of Athletics and Recreation (CAR)
and the Faculty of Physical Education and
Athletics (FPEH). The budget’s goal was to

keep Varsity Centre primarily as a student
space.
The

proposal

included

the

$10

increase in athletic fees for every full-time
St. George campus student, per term. The
fees would help cover the $1.3 million

annual operational costs of the facility.

have a seat

on the committee to overlook and report)
back to their members on an ongoing basis|

means
in

fee pet

a loss of approximately
revenue

and

operation

oj

the new Varsity Centre, which will have
to be met in other ways. These include
lowering the amount of athletics staff
deferring maintenance at the Athletic Centre
and finding additional revenue through new
program fees and community beaalee
Since its unveiling in January
2007, Varsity Centre has been used fos
intercollegiate,
intramural,
recreationa
and professional sports.
Phase One o
the new state of the art centre includes <
5,000 seat stadium with wireless access, ar

air-supported dome in winter to enable yea)
round use and a wheelchair friendly track tc

orts

lakes Hard Hit
:ppen in April 2007.
Pending appropriate
Mhe objective

for the future

the University Affairs Board (UAB) and

funding,

believe that though slim, there may still

is to have

be a chance of CoSS reconvening to
review and even reconsider the budget
proposal.
“The
CAR
remain
determined to resolve this issue, and urge
students to express their opinion to
their student leaders, in order to affect
change,” said Fahdi Fahad, UTSC CAR

he centre include a revitalized Varsity
Hockey arena and a multi-storey centre
or high performance sport. It will house
aboratories for teaching and_ research,
#quipment to monitor athletes’ progress,
strength training and assessment area,
eam rooms and more.
The
rejection
of the
new
/arsity Centre budget proposal creates a
vurden on all athletics programs affecting
i|pproximately
9,800
students
in
jatramural programs on 700 teams in 25

Hports. The decision increases indirect
osts and decreases student usage from 75
yer cent to only 3 per cent.
Without
Varsity
Centre,
itramural teams must revert back to use
f the Athletic Centre and Hart House.
otramural fees will also be increased 1
ll sports to $10 per team, per game. The
ti-Campus program will be suspended
idefinitely in order to cut down on
osts, which estimate close to $20,000 a
ear. In its place will be a ‘premier’ league
perating
ona fee-paying basis. A decrease in

ecreational use of the facility for pick-up
sames and fitness classes will also follow.
“The Varsity centre was built to
reate more activity space and to accomHhodate more students to become more
ctive for their physical well-being”, said
Jaan

q
|
——ieit
ot

Laaniste,

director

of

Physical
Education
and
Athletics at UTSC.
“The rejection of CoSS to
not fulfill its obligation for
the operation of the centre
will certainly hamper the
progress of allowing more
students to participate in
athletics and recreation.
CAR
said they will
continue to fight for Varsity
Centre and have approached

representative.

“We

go

to

Varsity

Centre,

we see what the input is like from the
students and we tried to communicate
that to CoSS. Unfortunately they were

apprehensive with their vote. We hope
there is an opportunity for us to bring
the budget

proposal

back

[to CoSS]

because now they see the impact and the
ripple effect of the students in only two

|
|

weeks,” said Masha Sidorova, co-chair of

Council of Athletics and Recreation.
Although UTSC and UTM will

}

not be required to pay the increase in
proposed fees, they will suffer if CoSS
does not approve the budget.
Ase
lonys
ehlickey ~ UTSC
basketball coach and athletic centre
employee said, “It is not just an issue for

St. George students because the less field
space we have, the more field sports will
be moved back to using the gyms in the
field house. This causes overcrowding
and takes time away from gym sports...
at the same time the indoor facilities are

no good for sports that require a field to
play.”
Time is ticking for U of T’s
athletes however because if the proposal

is not reviewed and approved by May
1, there will be a lot less space to play
on and over 3,000 student athletes will
remain on a waiting list instead of on a
team.

= Helene Carluen & Andrea Davidson

Photos by Jason Jajalla

The protest took
place outside Simcoe
Hall on March 13.
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For Canadian author Shyam Selvadurai,
absolutes in life hold no interest. “The fundamental job of fiction writers is to look at
the grey in life,” he said. “Not the blacks, or

the whites, but the grey. To speak of the grey
is to speak of humanity.”
Selvadurai would know about that
grey area. Born in Sri Lanka to a Tamil father
and a Singelese mother, Selvadurai and his
family escaped to Canada when ethnic tensions between minority Tamils and majority Singelese erupted into violence in 1983.
Selvadurai was 18 at the time.
Twenty-four years after first landing
on Canadian shores, Selvadurai is now one
of Canada’s leading authors. His first novel,
Funny Boy, was published to critical acclaim
in 1994. He went on to write Cinnamon
Gardens, edit a collection of South Asian

stories and writings called Story-Wallah! and
his latest novel, Swimming in the Monsoon
Sea, won

‘Photo by Mahesh Abeyewardene
Shyam Selvadurai and Deepa Mehta during the November 2006 launch of Selvadurai's bestselling
debut novel Funny Boy on CBC radio under the direction Mehta.
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the bird andthe hee

Band: The Bird and the Bee
Album: The Bird and the Bee
Label: Blue Note Records

In ‘ne opening oan of the first track

strate this range are, “La La La” and

“Again and Again,” Inara George's
distinct voice, accompanied by Greg

“Fucking Boyfriend”. In the mellow

Kurstin

Chili Peppers, and Bob Moog. He is
also member of the band Geggy Tah.

the sounds of the tambourine and
trumpet, evokes a relaxed, pleasant
feeling.
“Fucking Boyfriend” is unexpected and unpretentious. Instead of
the typical love song, where the vocalist sings about her love, this track is
frank and boldly asks, “Would you be
my fucking boyfriend?” It is a catchy
tune that gets the listener moving
and singing along. Other noteworthy

George (the daughter of Feat’s Lowell

tracks include: “Because,” and “The

George) released her solo album A//

Birds and the Bees.”
The Bird and the Bees create
an enjoyable and unique sound track
that is worth your money. If you like
artists like, Lily Allen, Ivy, Jem, Sia,

on

the piano, captures

the

listener’s attention and draws them in

for a deeper listen.
The Bird and the Bee’s musical
duo consist of multi-instrumentalist
singer Greg Kurstin and singer/song
writer Inara George. Kurstin, with
a varied music background, has
worked with Beck, the Red Hot

Rise in 2005, before teaming up with
Kurstin.
This collaboration resulted

in an

indie

pop/electric

and jazz

influenced album. The self titled
debut, The Bird and the Bees ten

tracks ranges from mellow to peppy
and upbeat.
Two songs that demon-

10

“La La La,” Inara’s vocals joined by

Zero 7, Frou Frou, Psapp, and Feist or

any music played on Greys Anatomy
chances are this album is for you.
=

Candice Hong

the 2005 Young Adult Canadian

Book Award.
In all of his writings, Selvadurai is
intensely interested in where the personal and
political intersect, referring to his works as
an eruption that explodes from between the
cracks of his multiple identities. His works
are often set in Sri Lanka, and Swimming
in the Monsoon Sea is a collection of stories
about his youth in his native land.
With multiple identities come
conflicts, and none more so than in Funny
Boy. Vhe title refers to Arjie, the young
protagonist, whose homosexuality was a
source of shame to his family. While playing
Bride-Bride, a fantasy game where Arjie is
the bride and his cousins the wedding party,
a cruel aunt outs Arjie in front of his entire
extended family, calling Arjie a ‘funny’ one.
For Selvadurai himself, the revelation of his
own sexuality wasn't nearly so traumatic.
“My parents were from a mixed
marriage, so they already understood dif-

it than my mother was. He sort of sat down
and wrote to all these brothers and sisters and
cousins and all that, telling them I was gay,
and not to send any [marriage] proposals.
It worked in that sense, because he placed
himself between me and everybody else.”
Selvadurai said that gossip is a crippling element of the South Asian community.
By being upfront with his sexuality, he said he
believes his father diffused the damage that
would have occurred had they tried to deny it
or keep it secret.
Arjies obsession with feminine
accoutrements is another realistic element in
Funny Boy, at least for Selvadurai.
“The majority of gay people, gay
men, they did wear their mother’s clothes,
and they were attracted to the arts and they
like opera and cooking,” he said.
He pointed to the stereotype of the
“gay cop” as a damaging one. “I think being
gay should not be about trying to own those
kinds of masculine stereotypes,” he said. “I’m
glad I wrote [Arjie’s homosexuality] that way
because it’s true for a lot of gay people, and we
should be writing about what’s true instead of
pretending we're all cops.”
Funny

Boy was

selected

by CBC

Radio to be their first theatrical radio drama
in 10 years. Airing in November

of 2006,

the radio play was directed by Deepa Mehta,
recently nominated for an Oscar for her
film Water. On the official website for the
radio

drama,

Selvadurai

wondered

aloud

what would have happened should he have
remained in Sri Lanka, where homosexuality

is illegal. “Without the act of migration,” he
wrote, “I wonder if Funny Boy would have
ever been written.”
Shyam Selvadurai appeared February 28 as part of ‘Asia Arts,’ a yearlong event
planned by the Cultural Affairs Office.

ference within my family,” he said. “I think

my father was actually better at dealing with
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Rob Stewart's documentary Sharkwater is difficult to watch for two reasons: One, witnessing
the murder of millions of sharks in the short
span of 90 minutes is a lot to ask of a person,

with sharks, or what exactly makes the

and two, the narrator forgets he’s a narrator.

and “beautiful,” as he is so often heard saying.

The message behind the documentary
is the story — the fining of sharks for illegal business purposes along the coasts of Costa Rica
and the Galapagos Islands — not Stewart's love
for the species.
Finning is a billion dollar industry,
according to the film, and is bringing the species to the brink of extinction. Costa Rica and
Galapagos are two of the very few hotbeds for
sharks, and as a result, poachers as well.
Using long lining that can stretch as

event has affected andak

him — like thisms

coming of age story. The fact is this movie he
ing to do with the director’s childhood fase
The lack of outcries from citizens of Costa
Rico and the Galapagos is the centre of the issue.|
Sharks are “the architects of our world,” as the

movie says. They were around 150 million years
before the dinosaurs, and have continued to affect
out lives.

Since 80 per cent of life on this planet |

exists underwater — which covers two thirds of the’

world — the shark’s impact on the food chain, our|
ecosystem, and even the climate
breathe, iis severe,

idand the air we

far as 60 miles, poachers catch sharks on bait
“Breaking the laws of daitoey. will be our ||
hooks and drag them onboard to hack off their demise,” said conservationist Paul Watson.
|
fins before throwing them back into the water
So while Stewart's love for sharks c
to die.
off absolutely sincere and is to be respecte
Fins are recognized as status symbols - movie's plot hinges far too much on him
in China, and served to guests out of respect lies in the hospital suffering from a fle

in a chicken

broth soup.

In Stewart's first

bacteria, all he can ona about is swimmin

encounter with poachers along the coast of the his beloved sharksa
Galapagos, he counted 160 sharks, frye sail fish,
The down ‘il
iethe movie
four dorados, and a tuna fish — all dead. The

» problem with the film is that Stewart attaches
himself to his subject, making

it seem as though

he’s a protagonist as well as the storyteller.
As he counts the dead creatures that
day in the islands, he can only lament how this

a simple, but important message

cal damage shark poaching Bie

; bor

and tries to transform i
it into Fr a

is
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Laughs,
A troop of traveling actors has invaded
the Arts and Administration Building,
bringing The Flying Doctor and That
Scoundrel Scapin to the stage in an intimate audience setting.
Based on two short plays by the
French playwright Moliére, the doublebill plays were perfect.
“T was looking for a play that
was portable, in that we don’t have the
use ofthe Leigha Lee Brown theatre [due
to construction],” said Michal Schon-

berg, director of both plays.
“It’s a play that can be done
anywhere.”
Indeed, both plays are framed
by vignettes ofatraveling troop ofactors,
newly arrived in Toronto to perform. The
plays themselves are based on commedia
dellarte, an Italian renaissance style of
theatre that relies on stock characters,
masks and plenty oftrickery.
“Tve always liked commedia
dell’arte,” Schonberg said, “And both
of these carry a lot of the elements borrowed from the commedia dell’arte.”
The biggest element of commedia is the use of masks in the play,

Love,

which identify particular characters and
their status.
“Not all characters wear the
masks in commedia dell’arte; generally
it’s the older characters that wear masks,
or the servants,” Schonberg said. “The
lovers never wore masks.”
Ah, the lovers. The Flying Doctor
and That Scoundrel Scapin, are both tales
that deal with overbearing fathers and
their unruly sons who marry ‘unsuitable’
girls behind their backs. With daddy on
the rampage, the young men turn to
their trusty servants to help them save
the day, not to mention their love lives.
Despite the similarity in themes,
the plays were not intended to dovetail
so perfectly into each other. An excess of
cast members and too few parts led to
the addition of The Flying Doctor to the
bill.
“The Scapin play is a full-length
play, but it’s kind of short,” Schonberg

rts

V2A@)

and

Both shows involve scheming
tricking aristocratic parents,

servants

intent on arranging marriages

a falling out.

farce, so it was kind of coincidental that
they fit together and that both are about
clever servants and fathers who are being
duped by the servants. There is a kind of
continuity of the show.”

the performers (which included Megan
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bring the distinct characters to life.
With faces concealed, the actors imbued
their bodies with action, turning their
performance into a physical performance—something little seen in modern
theatre conventions.
With limited seating, tickets

Far from being hidden,

were

sold out for opening night. In a
truly unique experiment, 7/he Flying Doctor and That Scoundrel Scapin brings the
renaissance to modern-day audiences,
making this a theatre experience that is
a must-see for those who like to laugh.

The

=

in the beginning vignette.

new film from director Andrew Currie that explores a world which has

ager.
de David Cadiente

Jennifer Murray

Give Fido a Bone

and I would love to have it as a career,”

For now, she is concentrating on

and Thee

the show- even Rapoport had a few lines

Step into the time machine and head to the
friendly town of Willard. A slice of the

writing songs and says it’s hard, but she
hopes she can garner enough interest to
sign to a record label or find a real man-

Doctor

8 p.m. in the Music Studio (AA303) in
the Arts and Administration Building.
Tickets are $12 ($10 for students).
To order, visit uofttix.ca or call
416-978-8849.

Just like any go-getting business person,
Shelley Gupta is right-to-the-point with
her musical goals.
“Tt’s not really about being famous
because it’s something I’ve always loved

doesn’t forget her performance past when
she would leave her glasses off on stage,
afraid of seeing the faces of her audience.
Gupta’s lack of ego acts as a testament to her firmly grounded foundation:
her family. She doesn’t shy from talking
about her own; quick to note how her
father “is still a great singer.” He used to
sing in India and continued performing
when he came to Canada. Her family also
helped foster her talent—she first started
performing at family parties and continues
to have their full support.
She said the most fun she has had
while singing was “at a family event and
at the end of the night, we were all just
kind of singing random songs and taking
the mic and a couple of my cousins started
beat boxing and I started singing over
top...1 think that one was a really great
moment.
Plans for releasing an album are
on hiatus. Gupta doesn’t want to release
an independent CD because “I don’t really think it is worth it to distribute on
my own. Not at this point because I don’t
think I’m ready to put all that money into
an album.”

Flying

Scoundrel Scapin runs March 22 to 24 at

Jones on the violin and Erin Heinze
Kehoe as vocalist) were integrated into

“T write from

next door neighbours are friendly and
decaying zombies deliver your mail.
Such is the world of Fido, a

Currie. “I usually have the theme written
above my computer so the story keeps a

domesticated zombies and ushered
them into the workforce.
Years after a cloud of space
dust reanimated corpses worldwide,
the government found a way to
stop the zombie threat through the
invention ofspecial collars. These
collars eliminate a zombie’s need
for feasting on human

flesh and

turn as shuffling corpses into
members of the Pi sie doing

manual labour jobs like picking
trash, gardening, and mail

up

Cut to the home of the
Robinson family - which includes Mr.
Bill (Dylan Baker), Mrs. Helen (Car-

rie-Anne Moss) and their son Timmy
(K°Sun Ray). Timmy is frequently bullied
at school and doesn’t have too many friends
so his mother decides to buy him a pet zombie.

What follows is an original spin on the “boy and
his dog” adventure story that’s often very funny
and a breath of fresh air for the zombie genre in

general.
Canadian

filmmaker

rie has been a zombie

to

interview
and the

The

Andrew

buff for years.

Underground

Cur-

Currie

in a telephone

about his fascination with zombies
filmmaking process behind
Fido.
“In 1997 I made a short film at the

Canadian Film Centre called Night of the Living.
And that was about a kid whose alcoholic father
falls off the wagon. The kids’ a horror fan and
he starts to believe that his father is becoming a
zombie,” said Currie. “It was really a great metaphor for alcoholism and it made me realize that
zombies are a lot like us. We fear them because
they make us think about our own ee
And yet theycan also be pretty damn funnya
well.”
Currie’s film pulls off an impressive

balancing act of genres.

a theme

statement,”

said

focus them atically. For Fido, it was ‘Love
Not Fear Makes Us More Alive.”
At its core, Fido is a satire of the

‘conformity at all costs’ mindset that was
rampant in the 1950s and to some extent,
today.
“When
everyone
is terrified
youre completely willing to follow anyone anywhere if they're promising you
safety. I found that process fascinating
after 9/11,” Currie said.

Fido is also part of an interesting
deconstructive trend that’s happening in
the zombie genre. 28 Days Later toyed
with the concept of fast moving zombies
as opposed to slow moving ones. Shaun

of the Dead managed to successfully fuse a

delivery.

spoke

to Beaver, The Iron Giant, and Night of the
Living Dead without feeling too muddled.

idyllic 1950s; where the days are sunny,

and for the mayor of Vaughn. Still, Gupta

n

in their characters, using not only the
masks but their bodies and voices to

for their

Rapoport composed a renaissance score in the style of Lully, who
composed for Moliére before they had

That
bril-

liantly. The actors were totally at home

love-sick sons.
Live music is another feature of
the play that recalls theatre of the past,
before there were computers and digital
sound effects.
“Live theatre does better with
live music,” Schonberg said. To create
the atmosphere, he relied on his friend
and composer, Alexander Rapoport,
marking the fourth time they have
worked together.

Gupta, a former UTSC student said.
She’s gone from performing at
UTSC coffee nights to singing the national anthem at a Toronto Raptors game

i

The Flying Doctor and
Scoundrel Scapin used commedia

to great success. In The Flying Doctor, a servant must pose as a doctor to
prevent an unwanted marriage, while
That Scoundrel Scapin scales to even
more ridiculous heights of comedy, with
Scapin tricking not one, but two fathers’

UTSC Alumn Takes on
Music Business

=

Music

said.“I liked The Flying Doctor, and it’s a

created by the actors for their characters,
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It’s equal parts Leave it

romantic comedy with zombie elements.
And soon George Romero, father of
the modern zombie film, will attempt
a retcon of his own genre with Diary of
the Dead which will be shot entirely as
a documentary.
The prospect of the
zombie genre reinventing itself and being

a potential part of that movement

only

excites Andrew Currie.
“I think that the zombie genre
is being subverted much more regularly
now than it ever was in the past and that’s

good.

Films like Shaun of the Dead and

28 Days Later started opening up the
genre to new possibilities and hopefully
Fido will do that in its own way as well.”

With its solid satire and kooky
50s vibe, Fido is truly one of the best
Canadian films to get a wide release
in recent memory.
It’s not without its
faults (feels a bit short and Tim Blake
Nelson’s zany neighbour Mr. Theopolis iis
criminally underused), but it’s still a solid
offering and we should feel lucky that a
good Canadian zombie film (let alone a
Canadian film in general) is getting this
kind of attention.
=
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They've Got the Beat
A Look at Dance in
Toronto
Hundreds of dancers have been trying to dip their feet in the cutthroat
world ofdance.

“Tt’s a very competitive industry to be in, you kind of have to be

“Everyone can learn how to
dance but you have to be born with
the personality and the performance
level of it, you can’t just learn that,”
Leonardo said.

Chantelle Leonardo's
dance crew performed
alongside singer
George at this year’s
New Year's Eve Bash in
Nathan Phillips Square.

14

hungry for it and push yourself,” said
Chantelle Leonardo, a local dancer,
choreographer, and owner of Tha
Spot Dance Centre in downtown

Toronto.

Irina Lytchak

Photo
of
Lytchak
Courtesy
Irina

“It’s not enough to just

know how to dance, I mean you also
have to have that performance level
and the look.”

Dance has taken a new spin
with shows like DanceLife, So You
Think You Can Dance and Bump ‘N
Grind. The shows echo challenges

that many young dancers face on the
journey to becoming independent
dance artists or even choreographers.
Recent films like Stomp the Yard and
Step Up have also contributed to the

culture’s exposure and sparked new
interest in dancers.

York University student and
dancer Xanthi

LESS RULES™
MORE STUFF.
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Phardis said it’s not

enough to just be able to dance.
“It's about having your own
style; it’s not even really about how
you look but more about how you
carry yourself.”
Phardis also said it’s extremely

tough to juggle schoolwork and catch
dance auditions whenever she gets a
chance.
“Tf |hear that there’s an audition tomorrow it’s hard because I have
to drop everything that I’m doing in
school and go to that audition. So
it’s challenging because of the time
factor.”
The York student worked
under Leonardo’s direction in the

past and has gotten several chances
to audition for some

celebrities.

But

is a good thing
the SPC Card” gets you exclusive discountsat hundreds of Canadian retailers.

come in today or call

1-800-HRBLOCK
hrblock.ca

she said not being part of an agency
hasn't helped her push forward
“T just hear about auditions
from friends so I'm not as aware
about them as I could've have been

H&R BLOCK’

with an agency.”
Many Toronto agencies look
for the “triple-threat” when they’re
auditioning for new talent.

“We usually look for people
that excel in one area of performance
be it singing, dancing, or acting or
are a very strong combination of
more than one discipline,” said Peter
Da Costa, director of Da Costa Talent Management in loronto. “We

are very selective, but our dancers
get the chance to go on to do film,
television, Broadway, Stratford, and
commercials.”
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ENTER FOR-A CHANCE T@ WING trip for two
iy
ECRET DESTINATION to see

LIVE IN CONCERT
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Individual results vary. * Offers valid from 08/01/06 until 07/31/07. Valid at participating locations in Canada only. For Cardholder only. Offers may vary, restrictions may apply. Usage may be restricted when used in
conjunction with any other offer or retailer loyalty card discounts. Cannot be used towards the purchase of gift cards or certificates. *To qualify, student must present either (i) a 12202a documenting 4 or more months of full-time

attendance at a college or university during 2006 or (ii) a valid high school identification card. Expires July 31, 2007. Valid only at participating H&R Block locations in Canada. **NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO ENTER OR WIN.
Purchase of H&R Block products or services will not increase chances of winning. Begins 2/1/07 and ends 5/15/07. Open to legal residents of Canada (excluding Quebec residents) who are 13 or older and were full-time students
for four or more months during 2006 at a high school, college or university. There will be 1 random draw to award the prize, Skill testing question required for award of prize. See www.rockwithblock.ca for Official Rules and how
to play without purchase. Odds of winning vary based on participation. Void in Quebec and where prohibited.
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UTSC Falls Short in Hockey Final
The Tri-Campus hockey championship
between UTSC and UTM was a thriller to
the end but UTM came out on top with a
2-1 win on March 12 at Varsity Arena.
The loss prevented UTSC from
capturing its first ever tri-campus title.
There were ample opportunities for
UTSC to open up the scoring in the first,
but Steve Hildebrand couldn't handle the
pass in front of the net. Graham Stevens
slipped and fell just before a one-time pass
was fired his way and Mike Stoyan couldn't
find the puck amidst madness in front of
the net.
“We played hard, we just didn’t
get a lot of bounces,” Stamatopoulos said.
“Things didn’t go our way.”

Despite UTSC successfully killing
off back-to-back penalties as the first period
came to an end, it was inevitable UTM
would apply pressure and score the opening goal. UTM carried the momentum
of the power plays into the second period
and UTM’s Mike Pizzi quickly scored on
UTSC goaltender Derek Taylor's glove side
off a breakaway.
The goal initially seemed to take
the air out of UTSC as they started missing passes and seemed out of sync. It took
another UTM goal on a screened shot by
Mike Romieo for UTSC to wake up.
Opportunity
eventually
came
knocking in the form of a power play as
UTSC proceeded to bombard UTM with

shots. Where hesitated passes and wraparounds failed, rebounds succeeded as Jim
Stamatopoulos punched the puck in to
narrow the lead to one.
That was as close as UTSC would
get to tying the game as UTM goaltender
Jessy Boyce kept his team ahead. Despite
breakaway chances, power plays, and one
heart-stopping moment where the puck
crawled along the crease without a single
UTSC stick coming near it.
As the game came to its end, UTSC
pulled their goaltender in an attempt to tie
the game but Boyce froze the puck in his
glove with two seconds on the clock to end
UTSC'’s season.
With the season now over, UTSC

coach Randy Thomas reflected on the team’s
180 degree turn. UTSC struggled early in
the season but finished with a 3-5 record

and defeated St. George Red, 3-2, in the
semi-final on March 7.

“This is a good group of guys; a
good group of student athletes, and | am
proud of them,” Thomas said. “It took
them most of the season to come around
to believe in themselves and put all of their
talent in the right direction so they could

accomplish something.”
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out of

order as it violated SCSU by-law 2 section
2.01. This by-law states that “the elections
and by-elections of the Corporation are held
during a time set and ratified by the Board.”
It was at the March 14 meeting that
the board decided to go ahead with a rushed
re-election, to be held on one day as opposed
to the usual two.
Kilchling put forward a motion at
the same meeting, which the board adopted,
that requires at least 5 per cent voter turn out
for these new elections to be valid.
“Based on the policy...[re-election]
was the option that was available to us,”
Rascanu said.
Susie Vavrusa, chair of the SCSU
board, did a presentation at the meeting,
outlining at least one other available option.

Jemy Joseph, Chris Smith and Ahmad Jaballah were the other candidates who
would have been the newly elected VPs had
the report been ratified.

ot Laura Redpath
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Basketball
Men’s Raccoons finished their season with an 8-3 record but lost in

quarter-finals, to New College A on
March 7.

The Men’s Maroons team finished
with a 7-4 record and after a quarterfinal win over Skule are headed to
the semi-finals on Monday, March
19 versus University College A.

INTRAMURAL

SPORTS
Volleyball

The Women’s A team finished the
season with two wins and five losses
and ended sixth in their division.

SCSP

*,

UTSC’s women’s field hockey team
finished fifth in the league standings
with a 1-2-2 record.

Black’s ass,
and

WHEREAS the SCSP is alive and kicking despite what you may have
heard,
and

The Men’s A team finished with a

WHEREAS the SCSP is designed to dominate your media space with

perfect 7-0 record and head into

Field Hockey

WHEREAS the Scarborough College Student Press (SCSP) kicks Conrad

accountability,

the semi-finals first in their division. They play UTM on March

BIRT on March 27 and 28 from 10:00 a.m.-7:00 p.m. the SCSP will hold
their General Elections for two full-time students and one part-time

XO,

student to sit on the SCSP Board of Directors in the Student Centre by
the food court.

The Men’s B finished their season

with a 4-0 record and plays their

Ice Hockey
Women’s

hockey

end

the winter

term with a game on March 21 vs.
S.O.R.R. They enter the game with
a 1-2-1 record.

BIFRT the SCSP’s CRO, Christopher Hobman can be reached at
cro.scsp@gmail.com

semi-final game on March 22 versus the winner of the quarter-final
match between UTM and Innis

BIFFRT You Will Vote!

College.

Men's B hockey finished the season
with two wins and two losses with
their first playoff game on March
25)
The men’s C team finished their season with a 3-0-1 record and begin

playoffs on March 24.
The men’s R team head into their

quarter-final game

on March

23

with a 3-0-1 record.

Indoor Soccer
Women’s A team finished their season with a 4-0-1 record. The team
won their semi-final match versus

Accountants

the Faculty of Physical Education
and Health (FPEH) B team 2-1 and

now head into the championship on
March 19 versus FPEH A.
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Certified Management Accountants

UTSC’s Women’s B team finished
their season with a 4-0-1 record

and now play in the championship
match

on

semi-final

March

win

21

versus

after a 3-1

University

College B.

Men’s Maroons

indoor soccer fin-

ished the season 4-0-1 and played
the quarter-finals versus the School
of Graduate Studies A on March 14.
The Maroon won the game 2-1 and

play the School of Graduate Studies

As Treasurer and Vice President for Warner Music Group, CMA Mark A.Smith

B team in the semi-finals on March

uses his unique range of skills to help his organization adapt to the rapidly changing

DAY

music industry. Become a CMA and you'll have the power to make a difference
in an organization too. Your training will prepare you to make strategic and financial

Men's United finished season 2-1-2

and fell to Skule A in their quarterfinal game on March 15 1-2.

decisions that grow businesses — making you an asset to any employer.

To see what a professional designation can do for you, visit becomeacma.com

Men’s B indoor soccer finished their
season with a 2-2-1 record and sixth
in their division.

Lacrosse
Women’s
lacrosse finished their
season 3-2 and lost their semi-final
match, 10-6, to Skule on March 7.
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oin us May 9 and you'll be in excellent company.
The Awards of Excellence will honour the University of Toronto’s great achievers on Wednesday, May 9, 2007.
We invite you to join your friends and colleagues for the ceremony in the Great Hall at Hart House.
Award Ceremony: 5:30 p.m. Reception: 6:30 p.m.
CHANCELLOR'S

AWARD

Debra A. Bilinski

Office of Research Services, Office of the
Vice-President, Research and Associate

Provost

FACULTY AWARD

JOHN

Professor
Department
and Applied
Science and

SCHOLAR
Matto Mildenberger

Yu-Ling Cheng
of Chemical Engineering
Chemistry, Faculty of Applied
Engineering

CAROLYN TUOHY IMPACT
ON PUBLIC POLICY AWARD

Rebecca Spagnolo
Graduate House
School of Graduate Studies

JOAN E. FOLEY QUALITY
STUDENT EXPERIENCE
AWARD

OF

Department of English
Faculty of Arts and Science

FRYE AWARD

Study of Pain
Faculties of Dentistry, Medicine, Nursing,
Pharmacy, and Physical Therapy and
Occupational Therapy

-

International Relations Program and
Department of Botany, Trinity College

SCHOLARS

SCHOLARS
Matthew McGeachy

FINALISTS

Faculty of Information Studies

Program, Victoria College

Krista Boa

Christine Victoria Ichim
Department of Biophysics
Faculty of Medicine

FINALISTS
Kerry Kuluski

Jeff Rybak

Department of Health Policy,

Department of Humanities
University of Toronto at Scarborough

Management and Evaluation

Leah Stokes

Nicholas Matte
Department of History,
Institute for Women and Gender Studies
Faculty of Arts and Science

Department of Psychology and

University of Toronto Centre for the

Professor Catherine Chalin
Department of Public Health Sciences
Faculty of Medicine

JON S. DELLANDREA AWARD
FOR INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS

David Andrew Kim
Program in Neuroscience and Peace and
Conflict Studies Program, Victoria College

Interfaculty Pain Curriculum

LUDWIK AND ESTELLE JUS
MEMORIAL HUMAN RIGHTS
PRIZE

ADEL S.SEDRA
DISTINGUISHED
GRADUATE AWARD

Commerce

Professor Robert Brym
Department of Sociology
Faculty of Arts and Science

Professor John Baird

SCHOLARSHIP

Shahmeer Ansari

Professor David Cameron
Department of Political Science
Faculty of Arts and Science
NORTHROP

H. MOSS

East Asian Studies, Trinity College

Fiona Taylor
Departments of Biochemistry, Human
Biology and Economics, Trinity College

Faculty of Medicine

Departments of History and Philosophy
Victoria College
Shi (Reynold) Xin
Department of Engineering Science
Faculty of Applied Science and
Engineering

FINALISTS
Kerolyn K. Shairsingh
Department of Chemical Engineering

and Applied Chemistry
Faculty of Applied Science and
Engineering
Christian Thorne
Department of History, Trinity College

Olivier Sorin
Department of French

RSVP at www.alumni.utoronto.ca/awex.html
For more information, contact lorraine.gillis@utoronto.ca or 416-978-1064
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Bachelor of Primary Education Studies
This degree, from one of Australia’s leading universities, is now
being offered for the third successive year. Apply now for the
Autumn 2007 intake at CSU’s Ontario Campus in Burlington.
The degree is accredited by the Ontario College of Teachers and
approved by the Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities.
For online application and further information visit
www.charlessturt.ca
This program is offered under the written consent of the Minister of Training,
Colleges and Universities for the period 24 December 2007 to 24 December 2008.
Prospective students are responsible for satisfying themselves that the program
and the degree will be appropriate to their needs (e.g. acceptable to potential
employers, professional licensing bodies or other educational institutions).

www.charilessturt.ca

| By 2010 students may find themselves in the lavatory
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Options

Les options

make
all the
difference

font
toute la
différence

No matter what your

Peu

university education,

études

universitaires,

you can

pouvez

beéneficier d’une

enjoy a career

with a difference
Canadian

in the

Forces.

importe

la nature

de vos
vous

carriere différente dans
les Forces

canadiennes.

Engineers

Ingénieurs

Physiotherapists

Physiothérapeutes

Social Workers

Travailleurs

Pilots

travailleuses

Doctors

Pilotes

Nurses

Médecins

Pharmacists

Infirmiers/infirmieres

Naval

Pharmaciens/

Officers

sociaux/
sociales

pharmaciennes

To learn more,
contact

Officiers

de marine

us today.

Pour obtenir de plus amples

renseignements,
communiquer

veuillez

avec

nous

des aujourd’hui.

Fight with the Canadian Forces
Combattez avec les Forces canadiennes
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www.forces.ca
1-800-856-8488
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